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ABSTRACT

he aim of an illustrative visualization method is to provide a
simplified representation of a complex scene or object. Concave and convex regions are emphasized and the surface complexity is reduced by omitting unnecessary information. This abstraction is often preferred over fully illuminated scenes in a multitude of
applications.
This thesis presents an overview of the state-of-the-art for feature
lines. For this, the mathematical background of the differential geometry will be presented. Furthermore, this background will be adapted
to triangulated surface meshes. This thesis will also present a smoothing algorithm, which smooths initial curves on triangulated surfaces.
Additionally, an evaluation is shown to assess the quality of feature
lines on anatomical data sets. Based on the evaluation, two conclusions in the field for medical applications were derived. From this
point, this thesis presents two solutions in the field of illustrative visualization for medical data sets. A novel line drawing technique will be
presented to illustrate surfaces. According to different requirements,
this technique will be extended for molecular surfaces. In the field of
vessel visualization with embedded blood flow, an adaptive visualization method will be introduced. This technique will also be extended
to animated blood flow. Finally, this thesis shows different illustrative visualization concepts, which can be applied in various fields for
depicting surface information.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

as Ziel der illustrativen Visualisierung ist die vereinfachte
Darstellung einer komplexen Szene oder eines komplexen
Objektes. Hierbei wird versucht die Komplexität der Oberflächenstruktur zu vereinfachen indem unwichtige Informationen ausgelassen werden. Diese abstrakte Darstellung wird oft bevorzugt im
Vergleich zu physikalisch korrekten voll ausgeleuchteten Szenen.
Diese Dissertation präsentiert den aktuellen Stand der Merkmalslinien. Hierfür wird der mathematische Hintergrund der Differentialgeometrie vorgestellt. Dies wird dann auf triangulierte Oberflächen
angepasst. Weiterhin wird ein Algorithmus präsentiert, der ausgehend von einer initialen Kurve auf einer Oberfläche diese Kurve glättet. Anschließend wurde eine Evaluierung durchgeführt um die Qualität der Merkmalslinien auf anatomischen Oberflächen festzustellen.
Diese Evaluierung leitete zwei Erkenntnisse für die medizinische Anwendung ab. Für jeden Teil wird eine Lösung für die medizinische
Visualisierung präsentiert. Eine neue Strichzeichnung für die Illustration von Oberflächen wird vorgestellt. Diese Technik wird dann aufgrund verschiedener Anforderungen für Moleküloberflächen erweitert. Im Bereich der Gefäßvisualisierung mit eingeschlossenem Blutfluss wird eine adaptive Visualisierungstechnik gezeigt. Dieser Algorithmus wird dann im Folgenden für animierte Blutflussdaten erweitert. Schließlich zeigt die vorliegende Dissertation verschiedene Visualisierungskonzepte, die in verschiedenen Anwendungsbereichen benutzt werden können um Oberflächeninformationen zu vermitteln.
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Part I
PRELIMINARIES

Introduction

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn and Bernhard Preim
Feature Lines for Illustrating Medical Surface Models:
Mathematical Background and Survey
Visualization in Medicine and Life Sciences
(in print), 2014
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1.1

1

INTRODUCTION

introduction

he application of illustrative visualization has increased in recent years. The principle goal behind the concept of illustrative visualization is a meaningful, expressive, and simplified
depiction of a problem, a scene, or a situation. As an example, running people are represented by running stickmans, which can be seen
in the Olympic games, and other objects become simplified line drawings, see Figure 1. More complex examples can be found in medical
atlases. Most anatomical structures are painted and illustrated with
pencils and pens. Gray’s anatomy is one of the famous textbooks for
medical teaching. Most of the other textbooks in this area orient to
depict anatomy with art drawing, too.

T

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Visual abstraction of the four Olympic disciplines: archery, basketball, football and handball in the style of pictograms of the
Olympic Games 2012 in London.

Other than simplified representation, illustrative visualization is
not restricted to these application fields. Illustrative techniques are
essential for focus-and-context visualizations. Consider a scene with
anatomical structures and one specific (important) structure. The specific structure may be strongly related to the surrounding objects.
Therefore, hiding the other objects is not a viable option. In contrast,
depicting all structures leads to visual clutter and optical distraction
of the most important structures. Focus-and-context visualization is
characterized by a few local regions that are displayed in detail and
with emphasis techniques, such as a saturated color. Surrounding contextual objects are displayed in a less prominent manner to avoid distraction from focal regions. Medical examples are vessels with interior
blood flow, livers with inner structures including vascular trees and
possible tumors, proteins with surface representation and interior ribbon visualization. Focus-and-context visualization is not restricted to
medical data. An example is the vehicle body and the interior devices.

5
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introduction

The user or engineer needs the opportunity to illustrate all devices in
the same context.
There are numerous illustration techniques. This dissertation is focused on a specific illustrative visualization category: line drawing.
Line drawing techniques can be divided into two groups: feature lines
and hatching. This thesis presents the application of line drawing techniques on medical data sets. First, feature lines will be analyzed and
used to emphasize surfaces. Here, requirements and recommendations will be derived and the advantages and disadvantages will be
discussed. Second, hatching methods were used to overcome the disadvantages, but exhibit other problems. Therefore, this thesis will
guide the reader through established line drawing methods. It will
list requirements and will show that these line drawing techniques
are not able to fulfill these requirements. In an evaluation, two conclusions will be made that lead to different ways to resolve the disadvantages. Both directions are covered in this thesis. The first direction covers the disadvantages of feature lines and hatching. A new
line drawing technique will be presented and its advantages will be
confirmed in an evaluation. This technique will be extended and presented. The second direction is an adaptive shading, which uses the
advantages of an established feature line method. The advantages
were also confirmed in comparison to established shading techniques.
This method will also be discussed and extended.
1.2

organization

The thesis provides the fundamentals of illustrative visualization in
Chapter 2. This chapter provides publications according to line drawing techniques as well as publications that are related to illustrative
visualization of medical surfaces. Furthermore, it covers the common
publications, which are most related to this thesis and to the own
contributions. Also, a mathematical prerequisite is presented. This
chapter introduces the necessary fundamentals of differential geometry. Afterwards, these fundamentals will be adapted to triangulated
surface meshes.
In Chapter 3, the data acquisition pipeline for vessel surfaces is
presented. This will be important for the later contribution, which
is related to vessel surfaces with interior blood flow. Furthermore,
it presents a smoothing algorithm, which smoothes initial curves on
triangulated surfaces.
In Chapter 4, several feature line methods are presented and compared. Furthermore, this chapter presents examples where feature
lines can be used in the medical application. Additionally, a qualitative evaluation is provided to assess the suitability of feature lines
on specific medical surfaces.

In Chapter 5, a line drawing technique is presented that overcomes
the disadvantages of feature lines and hatching and combines their advantages. Furthermore, this chapter presents an evaluation to assess
the quality of this method compared to established hatching methods
on endoscopic views.
As the aforementioned technique has some limitations, a further
improved line drawing technique is presented in Chapter 6. The technique overcomes the previous limitations. This method will be explained along with examples from molecular dynamic simulations.
The specific requirements due to the dynamic character and the information needs of biologists are discussed.
In Chapter 7, a shading with a certain feature line method is presented. This is combined with an animation of the interior blood flow
represented by pathlines.
Afterwards, a visualization is presented, which illustrates an aneurysm with its wall thickness in Chapter 8. An additional surface
clustering is applied to gain an insight into the homogeneity of the
wall thickness and wall-shear stress distribution on the surface.
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1.2 organization

Fundamentals
of ComputerGenerated
Line Drawings

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn and Bernhard Preim
Feature Lines for Illustrating Medical Surface Models:
Mathematical Background and Survey
Visualization in Medicine and Life Sciences
(in print), 2014

2

his chapter provides the fundamentals of computer-generated
line drawings as well as the mathematical fundamentals. In
general, line drawings belong to the group of non-photorealistic
rendering (NPR) techniques. NPR techniques are a widespread area
for expressive visualizations. In contrast to photorealistic rendering,
the focus is not to generate physically correct images. The expressive
result is mostly inspired by artistic styles. An overview of the variety
of NPR techniques can be found in [68, 75, 185]. Examples about the
perceptual evaluation of different rendering techniques will be presented. This section will first give an overview of the most common
line drawing techniques. According to Rautek et al. [165] these illustrative visualization techniques are called low-level visual abstractions.
Here, the expressive techniques may change the layout of the surface
or alter features to convey the communicative intent of the author.
High-level visual abstractions are techniques which convey relevance
information for the examination. Rautek et al. mention different examples for high-level abstractions: interactive cutaways [26, 116], closeups [24, 190], exploded views [25], or peel-aways [43] for volume data.
Dooley and Cohen presented one of the first line drawing techniques [54]. They proposed a system for the automatic generation
of line drawings on surfaces. Also, different line styles were introduced to encode spatial relations. For example, wider lines are used
for near regions and dashed lines denote hidden parts. Saito and
Takahashi [171] introduced a rendering technique that generates contour lines. They used depth information as well as the contours to
enhance the shaded result. Furthermore, curved hatching schemes
are used to convey a spatial impression. Therefore, line drawing techniques can be divided in two groups: feature lines and hatching. Here,
a short overview of feature lines as well as hatching methods will
be presented. Afterwards, an overview of illustrative visualization
in medical applications is provided. Different medical applications
are listed where various illustrative visualization techniques are well
used. Furthermore, this chapter provides an introduction to the differential geometry. Finally, this mathematical concept will be adapted to
the discrete differential geometry, the area of discrete surface meshes.

T
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fundamentals of computer-generated line drawings

2.1

visual perception

Perceptual studies are an important part in the assessment of illustrative visualization techniques. Such studies are useful for subsequent
refinements. In the following, three different studies for the assessment of illustrative visualization techniques are presented.
Isenberg et al. [94] proposed an observational evaluation for the
understanding and the assessment of NPR techniques compared to
hand drawings. This study was conducted with three groups. The
participants had to fulfill several tasks. In the first task, the participants were shown 30 illustrations ordered differently. Afterwards,
they were asked to sort them in an arbitrary number of piles according to their own criteria. Then, the participants were asked a few questions regarding their personal opinion about the images. They should
tell which image they like best / least and why. Further questions
were raised regarding the purpose and the application of the images.
The last task was to complete a questionnaire. As a result, Isenberg
et al. pointed out several recommendations for NPR techniques. For
example, they stated that the NPR techniques should avoid patterns
and regularities if the goal was to generate hand drawn looking illustrations.
Cole et al. [41] conducted an extensive study about line drawings.
The goal of the study was to assess where artists draw lines to convey
3D shapes. In this study, 29 artists’ drawings of 12 different surfaces
were analyzed. The evaluation was conducted in two tasks. The first
task was about drawing the surfaces on a blank sheet. The second task
was to recreate the same line drawings by tracing over a faint copy of
the surface. Afterwards, the drawing result was scanned. Therefore,
the artists could register the lines to the corresponding pixels to analyze the locations of the drawing. Finally, the images were used to
analyze the line drawing positions. Several conclusions were stated.
• About 75% of the lines drawn by the artists are within 1 mm of
the other line drawings.
• An indicator for line drawings is a large gradient in the image
intensity.
• More interestingly, the authors claimed that in some cases the
artists used line drawing criteria which are beyond local properties. Some lines were drawn on weak ridge and valley features,
whereas other lines were omitted on stronger ridge and valley
features.
Baer et al. [6] performed a quantitative evaluation for assessing
the spatiality of different vessel visualization techniques. They used
gauges on surfaces to measure the spatial impression. The participants were asked to adjust the gauge according to an imaginary normal. For this, the user had just a limited view of the 3D surface. This
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ensures that the participants could not adjust the camera to view sideways. Otherwise, the normal could be adjusted easily according to
the contour. Afterwards, Baer and colleagues could measure the deviation of the gauge compared to the computed normal. Therefore, a
small deviation is an indicator for an illustrative visualization technique that can convey a reasonable spatial impression.
line drawing

Line drawing techniques depict surfaces with several lines. These
techniques may be used to emphasize certain regions or to illustrate
unessential regions and to understate them.
2.2.1

Feature Lines

Feature lines attempt to illustrate salient regions with single lines. For
feature lines, image and object space methods have to be considered,
which use an image or a surface model, respectively.
Image space methods use the image as an input. All calculations are
performed on the rendered image where every pixel contains an RGBor gray value. The image is usually convoluted with different kernels,
e.g., Laplacian kernel. The Laplacian kernel is a discretized version of
the continuous Laplace operator. It has the following structure:


−1


−1 4 −1 .


−1
Every pixel in an image is convoluted with this matrix, which means
that all pixels obtain a new RGB value that is obtained by multiplying
the pixel’s RGB value by four and subtracting the four neighbored
pixels RGB values. The final image highlights edges. The method
works best, if the contrast of the edge compared to the surroundings
is high. Kernel-based techniques have the advantage that they can be
performed very fast. Through multi-processing or GPU implementation, several pixels can be processed simultaneously. Comprehensive
overviews of image-based feature lines are given by Muthukrishnan
and Radha [148], Nadernejad et al. [149], and Senthilkumaran and
Rajesh [179]. The resulting feature lines are not frame-coherent and
are represented by pixels in the image space. Thus, there is only limited control over the resulting line attributes, e.g., rendering style. The
frame-coherence is an important requirement for the exploration of
data and therefore, this thesis will not be focused on image-based approaches.
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Object-based methods use the connectivity and the 3D vertex position of the surface model as input. Additional information (camera, light position, curvature) may be used to detect features. The
extracted lines are located on the surface and are represented as explicit 3D lines. Thus, they are usually frame-coherent and any stylistic
rendering technique can be applied. For an extensive list of line drawings and their applications, see Rusinkiewicz et al. [170] and Preim
and Botha [164]. The feature line methods will be explained in more
detail in Chapter 4.
The most important object-space lines are contours, which depict the
strongest shape cues of the model. Unfortunately, contours cannot
express all features being relevant for shape perception. Interrante et
al. [91] proposed ridges and valleys as additional lines to convey the
features.
Ridges and valleys are defined as the loci of points at which the principle curvature reaches an extremum in the principle direction. DeCarlo et al. [46] introduced suggestive contours, which convey shape
by extending the contours of the surface mesh. These lines are defined as the set of minimum of the dot product between the surface
normal and the tangential view vector. Unfortunately, objects without concave regions, e.g., most human organs, have no suggestive
contours.
To resolve this problem, Judd et al. [99] presented apparent ridges,
which extend the definition of ridges by using view-dependent curvature and a view-dependent principle curvature direction. Thus, these
lines occur where the derivative of the maximum view-dependent
curvature in direction of the associated principle view-dependent
curvature direction equals zero. Besides the depiction of lines, Ni et
al. [151] proposed view-dependent feature lines. They reduce the details in distant regions where the perception of fine details would be
difficult.
Kolomenkin et al. [111] provided demarcating curves as the zero
crossing of the normal curvature in the curvature gradient direction.
They used higher-order derivatives and determined a 2 × 2 × 2 rank-3
curvature tensor.
Xie et al. [209] introduced photic extremum lines (PELs). These feature lines are view-dependent and light-dependent as well. PELs are
defined as the set of points where the variation of illumination in
the gradient direction reaches a local maximum. PELs generation has
been optimized by Zhang et al. [212] to reach real-time performance.
Furthermore, Zhang et al. [213] introduced Laplacian lines. They
generalize the Laplacian of Gaussian edge detector to 3D surfaces.
The Laplacian lines are defined as a set of points where the Laplacian
of the illumination passes through zero. Furthermore, the gradient
magnitude must be greater than a user-specified threshold.

2.2 line drawing

Hatching

Hatching is another category of common illustrative visualization
techniques. It emphasizes the surface by drawing lines mostly along
principal curvature directions. The lines, drawn on different regions,
are oriented depending on the shading of the model. Salisbury et
al. [173] introduced an interactive framework for creating pen-andink illustrations. In this framework, the user paints with a collection
of strokes in different patterns. Strothotte et al. [186] developed line
drawing techniques for rendering images. A user can adjust the result
by using primitives with various degree of precision. Therefore, the
result may look like sketches, but still hand drawn. Winkenbach and
Salesin [207] discussed the technical problems and solutions for computer-generated pen-and-ink illustrations. They extended the work
for rendering free-form surfaces (B-spline surfaces, Nurbs, and surfaces of revolution) [208]. They used a controlled-density hatching
to generate simultaneously toned lines. Furthermore, this technique
is also used to extend the range of effects, e.g., highlights. Unfortunately, this method can only be applied to free-form surfaces. Salisbury et al. [174] introduced an interactive system for line drawings.
They used a grayscale image and the user had to adjust the directional
field. Afterwards, the strokes were automatically generated based on
a user-specified set of example strokes. Girshick and Interrante [72]
estimated principal directions on the surface mesh. Afterwards, lines
were traced on the surface along the principal directions. Hertzmann
and Zorin [83] described a method to illustrate smooth surfaces. First,
they extracted the silhouette curves and separated two images of the
area. These areas and the shading were used to define the hatching styles. Praun et al. [163] introduced a real-time hatching method
which builds a lapped texture parametrization over the mesh that is
aligned to a curvature-based direction field. Gasteiger et al. [65] presented a texture-based method to hatch anatomical structures. Buchin
and Walther [29] presented a hatching scheme which can interactively
change the stroke style. Zander et al. [211] used streamlines instead
of textures to generate hatched lines based on curvature information.
Gerl and Isenberg [69] presented a way to intuitively interact with
the hatching illustration based on hand drawn examples. They used
a scanned-in hatching picture as input and machine learning methods
to learn a model of the drawing style.
2.2.3

Conclusion

In summary, the available feature line methods are not sufficient to
depict arbitrary shapes, especially in the domain of anatomical structures. They highlight features, but local shape properties, which relate to curvature changes, are often not satisfyingly represented. The
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latter is resolved by hatching methods, which have the drawbacks
of being dependent on texturing or drawing too many hatching patterns. Thus, real-time performance cannot always be guaranteed in
combination with high visual quality.
2.3

illustrative visualization for medical application

In this section, we list different application fields where illustrative visualization is useful for effectively depicting medical image data. Especially line drawings were extensively used for medical visualization
tasks, such as displaying tissue boundaries in volume data [30, 197],
vascular structures [168], neck anatomy [114] and brain data [96].
Ebert and Rheingans [57] introduced a non-photorealistic approach to
render volume data sets. Dong et al. [53] addressed a volume hatching, which takes the influence of the intensity values for the stroke
generation into account. In the field of focus-and-context visualization and their application, an overview is given in [27]. Sikachev et
al. [182] used a dynamic approach for the exploration of volumes
based on focus-and-context rendering. Viola [202] used illustrative
visualizations for volume rendering. Bruckner [23] described methods to generate illustrations from volumetric data. Fischer et al. [63]
proposed illustrative visualizing tools to depict structures of hidden
surfaces. The rendering style is tailored for understanding spatial relationships and for visualizing hidden objects. Born et al. [19] used
illustrative techniques to depict stream surfaces. Their techniques are
very useful for visualizing complex flow structures. In the area of
brain data, Jainek et al. [96] suggested to use a hybrid visualization
method to illustrate mesh and volume rendering. Their approach is
efficient for the exploration in clinical research. Chu et al. [39] proposed a guideline of various rendering techniques. They combined,
e.g., isophote-based line hatching and silhouette drawing for illustrative vascular visualization. Different rendering techniques for medical applications were presented by Tietjen et al. [195]. An example
for illustrative visualization for liver surgery can be found in [80].
Haidacher et al. [78] introduced a statistical transfer-function, i.e.,
functions that map the voxels properties to optical properties, space
which is used to define statistical transfer-function. This statistical
transfer-function allows to visualize volume even in the presence of
noise. Csebfalvi et al. [45] employed a novel volume rendering that ensures a fair contribution of different layers to different regions of the
image space. They used different illumination directions for different
materials, and view-dependently adjust the opacities to illustrate the
volume.
Everts et al. [59] employed depth-dependent halos to illustrate dense
lines. Tight line bundles are emphasized, whereas less structured
lines are understated. Everts et al. [58] proposed illustrative line styles
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Figure 2: The basic elements of differential geometry. A parametric surface
is given and the partial derivatives create the tangent space.

for visualizing streamlines. Svetachov et al. [189] used an illustrative
visualization method to visualize DTI fiber tracts and their context.
They oriented to pen-and-ink illustrations styles and adapt them.
A comprehensive overview of illustrative visualization in the field
of flow visualization is given in [22]. Bruckner et al. [28] presented a
framework where rendered 3D layers can be composed. Their method
can be used to illustrate different layers of anatomic structures, e.g.,
the heart with vessels and muscles. Gerl et al. [70] employed an interactive approach for the explicit specification of semantics for volume
visualization.
2.4

geometry background

This section presents the fundamentals of differential geometry for
feature line generation, which will be crucial for the further sections.
The basic terms and properties will be presented. This section is inspired by differential geometry books [50, 51, 117].
2.4.1

Basic Prerequisites

A surface f : I ⊂ R2 → R3 is called a parametric surface if f is an
∂f
immersion. An immersion means that all partial derivatives ∂x
are ini
jective at each point. The further calculations are mostly based on the
tangent space of a surface. The tangent space Tp f of f is defined as
the linear combination of the partial derivatives of f:
Tp f B span

∂f
∂x1

x=u

,

∂f
∂x2

x=u

.

Here, span is the space of all linear combinations. Formally it is defined as: span{v1 , v2 } B {αv1 + βv2 | α, β ∈ R}. With the tangent space,
a normalized normal vector n can be defined. The (normalized) normal vector n(u) at p = f(u) is defined such that for all elements
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v ∈ Tp f the equation hv, n(u)i = 0 holds, where h., .i denotes the
canonical Euclidean dot product. Therefore, n(u) is defined as:

n(u) =

∂f
∂x1 x=u
∂f
∂x1 x=u

×
×

∂f
∂x2 x=u
∂f
∂x2 x=u

.

This is also called the Gauss map. Figure 2 depicts the domain of a
parametric surface as well as the tangent space Tp f and the normal
n.
2.4.2

Curvature

The curvature is a fundamental property to identify salient regions of
a surface that should often be conveyed by feature lines. Colloquially
spoken, it is a measure of how far the surface bends at a certain point.
If a person stands on a sphere at a specific point, it does not matter in
which direction he goes, the bending will be the same. If the person
stands on a plane at a specific point, he can go in any direction, there
will be no bending. Without knowing any measure of the curvature,
one can state that a plane has zero curvature and that a sphere with
a small radius has a higher curvature than a sphere with a higher
radius. This is due to the fact that a sphere with an increasing radius
becomes locally more a plane. Intuitively, the curvature depends also
on the walking direction. On a cylinder, there is a bending in one direction but not in the other. Painting the trace of a walk on the surface
and view it in 3D space, we could treat this as a 3D curve. The definition of the curvature of a curve may be adapted to the curvature of a
surface. The adaption of these concepts is explained in the following.
Let c : I ⊂ R → R3 be a 3D parametric curve with k dc
dt k = 1 . The
property of constant length of the derivative is called arc length or
natural parametrization. One can show that such a parametrization
exists for each continuous, differentiable curve that is an immersion.
So, for the measuring of the size of bending, the norm of the second
derivative of the curve can be used. Therefore, the (absolute) curvature κ(t) at a time step t is defined as:
κ(t) = c 00 (t) .
To determine the curvature on a certain point of the surface in a
specific direction, a curve can be employed and its curvature can be
calculated. This approach is imperfect because curves that lie in a
plane can have non-vanishing curvature, e.g., a circle, whereas it was
claimed to have zero curvature on a planar surface. Therefore, the
second derivatives of the curve have to be distinguished regarding
which part contributes to the tangent space and which contributes to

Figure 3: The curve’s second derivative is decomposed into the tangential
and normal part.

the normal part of the surface. Decomposing the second derivative of
the curve into tangential and normal part of the surface yields:
c 00 (t) = projTp f c 00 (t) + hc 00 (t), nin,
|
{z
} | {z }
tangential part

normal part

where c(t) = p and projE x means the projection of the point x onto
the space E, see Figure 3. The curvature κc (p) of the surface at p along
the curve c is defined as the coefficient of the normal part:
κc (p) = hc 00 (t), ni.

(1)

Hence, with c 0 (t) ∈ Tp f it follows: hc 0 (t), ni = 0. Deriving the last
equation yields:
d 0
hc (t), ni = 0
dt
d 0
∂n
hc (t), ni = hc 00 (t), ni + hc 0 (t),
i.
dt
∂t
This yields:
∂n
i.
∂t
Combining this equation with Equation 1 yields
hc 00 (t), ni = −hc 0 (t),

∂n
i.
(2)
∂t
Thus, the curvature of a surface at a specific point in a certain direction can be calculated with a theorem by Meusnier. The vectors
v, w at p are called the maximal / minimal principle curvature directions of the maximal and minimal curvature, if κv (p) > κv 0 (p),
κw (p) 6 κv 0 (p) for all directions v 0 ∈ Tp f. If such a minimum and
maximum exists, then v and w are perpendicular, see Section 2.4.5
for a proof. To determine the curvature in direction u, the principle
curvature directions u, v, w must be normalized. Then, κu (p) can be
determined by:
κc 0 (t) (p) = −hc 0 (t),

κu (p) = hu, vi2 κv (p) + hu, wi2 κw (p).

(3)

The coefficients of the curvature are extracted by the decomposition
of the principle curvature directions with the vector u.
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Figure 4: Given: a scalar field in the domain. Determining the gradient and
using it as coefficient for the basis tangent vectors leads to the
wrong result (gray arrow in the right image). Balancing the distortion with the inverse of the metric tensor yields the correct gradient on the surface (black).

2.4.3

Covariant Derivative

The essence of the feature line generation is the analysis of local variations in a specific direction, i.e., the covariant derivative. Therefore,
the covariant derivative is a crucial concept for feature line methods.
Consider a scalar field on a parametric surface ϕ : f(I) → R. One can
imagine this scalar field as a heat or pressure (as well as a curvature) distribution. The directional derivative of ϕ in direction v can
be written as Dv ϕ and is defined by:
Dv ϕ(x) = lim

h→0

ϕ(x + hv) − ϕ(x)
.
h

If ϕ is differentiable at x, the directional derivative can be simplified:
Dv ϕ(x) = h∇ϕ(x), vi,
where ∇ denotes the gradient. The gradient is an operator applied
to a scalar field and results in a vector field. To extend the definition
of the derivative to an arbitrary surface, first the gradient of surfaces
must be defined. In the following, the covariant derivative is used. The
standard directional derivative results in a vector which lies somewhere in the 3D space, whereas the covariant derivative is restricted
to stay in the tangent space of the surface. The gradient is a 2D vector.
Actually, a 3D vector in the tangent space of the surface is needed.
Here, the gradient is employed and used as coefficients of the tangential basis. Unfortunately, this leads to wrong results because of the
distortions of the basis of the tangent space, see Figure 4. The basis
is not necessarily an orthogonal normalized basis as in the domain
space and can therefore lead to distortions of the gradient on the surface.
One way to calculate this vector is to use the plain scalar field
ϕ : R3 → R. Afterwards, the gradient in 3D space is attained and
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projected on the tangent space. However, the gradient of ϕ : R2 → R
in the domain of a parametric surface is used. It compensates the
length distortion such that it can be used as coordinates with the basis in the tangent space. When multiplying the gradient with the i-th
basis vector, one obtains the partial derivative of ϕ with xi . Hence,
it is known that the 3D gradient ∇ϕ lies in the tangent space. There∂f
fore, it can be represented as a linear combination of ∂x
, ∂f with
1 ∂x2
coefficients α, β:
∂f
∂f
+β·
.
∂x1
∂x2

2

∇ϕ = α ·

Multiplying both sides with the basis vectors and using the relation
∂f
∂ϕ
∂xi = h∇ϕ, ∂xi i, an equation system is obtained:
∂ϕ
∂x1
∂ϕ
∂x2

!

∂f
∂f
α · h ∂x
, ∂f i + β · h ∂x
, ∂f i
1 ∂x1
1 ∂x2

=

=

!

∂f
∂f
α · h ∂x
, ∂f i + β · h ∂x
, ∂f i
1 ∂x2
2 ∂x2
!
!
∂f
∂f
∂f
∂f
h ∂x
,
i
h
,
i
α
∂x
∂x
∂x
1
1
1
2
∂f
∂f
∂f
h ∂x
, ∂f i h ∂x
, ∂x
i
β
1 ∂x2
2
|
{z 2
}

.

gB

The matrix g is called the metric tensor. This tensor describes the
length and area distortion from R2 to the surface. The last equation
yields the coefficients α, β when multiplied with the inverse of g:
α

!
=g

−1

β

∂ϕ
∂x1
∂ϕ
∂x2

!
.

This leads to a general expression of the gradient for a scalar field
ϕ : Rn → R:
!
n
X
∂
ij ∂ϕ
∇ϕ =
g
,
(4)
∂xj ∂xi
i,j=1

∂
where gij is the i, j-th matrix entry from the inverse of g and ∂x
i
means the basis. Now, the covariant derivative of a scalar field can be
calculated by first determining its gradient and afterwards using the
dot product:

Dw ϕ = h∇ϕ, wi.
2.4.4

(5)

Laplace-Beltrami Operator

The Laplace-Beltrami operator is needed for a specific feature line
method and will therefore be introduced. The Laplace operator is defined as a composition of the gradient and the divergence. When interpreting the vector field as a flow field, the divergence is a measure of
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how much more flow leaves a specific region than flow enters. In the
Euclidean space, the divergence div Φ of a vector field Φ : Rn → Rn
is the sum of the partial derivatives of the components Φi :
div Φ =

n
X
∂
Φi .
∂xi
i=1

The computation of the divergence for a vector field Φ : Rn → Rn in
Euclidean space is straightforward. However, for the computation of
the divergence of an arbitrary surface the length and area distortions
have to be considered. Without giving a derivation of the divergence,
the components Φi of the vector
p field have to be weighted by the
square root of the determinant |g| of the metric tensor g before taking the derivative. The square root of the determinant of g describes
the distortion change from the Euclidean space to the surface. Formally, the divergence of a vector field Φ : Rn → Rn with a given
metric tensor g is given by:
!
n
p
1 X ∂
div Φ = p
|g| Φi .
(6)
∂xi
|g|
i=1

Given the definition of the gradient and the divergence, both operators can be composed to obtain the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ϕ of
a scalar field ϕ : Rn → R on surfaces:
!
n
p
∂ϕ
1 X ∂
|g| gij
.
(7)
∆ϕ = div ∇ϕ = p
∂xi
∂xj
|g|
i,j=1

2.4.5

Shape Operator

The curvature of a parametric surface at a specific point p in a certain
direction can be determined by Equation 2:
κc 0 (t) (p) = −hc 0 (t),

∂n
i,
∂t

recall Section 2.4.2. Actually, this means that the curvature in the direction c 0 (t) is a measure of how much the normal changes in this
direction, too. Given is v ∈ Tp f with p = f(u) and |v| = 1. Then, the
∂f
coefficients α, β of v with the basis ∂x
, ∂f can be determined:
1 ∂x2
α

!
= g−1

β

∂f
hv, ∂x
i
1
∂f
hv, ∂x
i
2

!
.

The coefficients (α, β) are used to determine
the derivative of n along

α
v by using the 2D curve c̃(t) = u + t β yielding:
Dv n B

d
n(c̃(t)).
dt
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Defining S(v) B −Dv n yields a linear operator. This operator is called
Shape Operator (also Weingarten Map or Second Fundamental Tensor).
∂f
∂n
One can see that S( ∂x
) = ∂x
holds. Note that this operator can
i
i
directly operate on the 3D space with a 3D vector in the tangent
space, as well as with the 2D space with the coefficients of the basis. Therefore, it can be represented by a matrix S. Recall Equation 2,
substituting c 0 with v and ∂n
∂t by Sv yields:

It has to be shown that the principle curvature directions are the
eigenvectors of S. Assuming v1 , v2 ∈ R2 are the normalized eigenvectors with the eigenvalues λ1 > λ2 . Every normalized vector w can
be written as a linear combination of v1 , v2 : w = αv1 + βv2 with
kwk = kαv1 + βv2 k = α2 + β2 + 2αβhv1 , v2 i = 1. This yields:
1
κw (p) = hw, Swi = [(α2 − β2 )(λ1 − λ2 ) + λ1 + λ2 ].
2

(8)

One can see from Equation 8 that κw (p) reaches a maximum if β = 0,
α = 1, and a minimum if α = 0, β = 1. If the eigenvalues (curvatures)
are not equal, the principle curvature directions are perpendicular.
For this, it needs to be shown that S is a self-adjoint operator. Thus,
the equation hSv, wi = hv, Swi holds. This is shown by using the
∂f
property hn, ∂x
i = 0 and derive this with xj :
i
h

∂2 f
∂n ∂f
,
i + hn,
i = 0.
∂xj ∂xi
∂xi ∂xj

Next, it will be proven that S is a self-adjoint operator with the basis
∂f
∂xi :
hS(

∂f
∂f
∂n ∂f
),
i = h−
,
i
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂2 f
i
∂xi ∂xj
∂n ∂f
= h−
,
i
∂xj ∂xi
∂f
∂f
= hS(
),
i.
∂xj ∂xi

= hn,

Now, it will be shown that the eigenvectors (principle curvature directions) are perpendicular if the eigenvalues (curvatures) are different:
λ1 hv1 , v2 i = hSv1 , v2 i = hv1 , Sv2 i = λ2 hv1 , v2 i.
The equation is only true if v1 , v2 are perpendicular (and λ1 , λ2
holds).

2

κv (p) = hv, Svi.
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(a) Points in 2D

(b) Points
mesh

on

a

surface

Figure 5: The Voronoi diagram of different settings. In (a) a Voronoi diagram of a set of points is determined. In (b) the Voronoi area is
calculated. If one of the triangles is obtuse, the area leaves the triangle.

2.5

discrete differential geometry

This section adapts the continuous differential geometry to discrete
differential geometry, the area of polygonal meshes that approximate
continuous geometries. The following notation is used in the remainder of this section. Let M ⊂ R3 be a triangulated surface mesh. The
mesh consists of vertices i ∈ V with associated positions pi ∈ R3 ,
edges E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ V}, and triangles T = {(i, j, k) | (i, j), (j, k), (k, i) ∈
E}. The vector ni means the normalized normal vector at vertex i.
Furthermore, N(i) denotes the neighbors of i. So, for every j ∈ N(i),
(i, j) ∈ E holds. Furthermore, the following notation is used regarding triangles 4 = (i, j, k) with vertices pi , pj , pk , and the edges are
defined as e1 = pi − pj , e2 = pj − pk , e3 = pk − pi .
2.5.1 Voronoi Area
The term Voronoi area is important for the determination of the curvature. So, given are points in a 2D space. Every point is spread out in
equal speed. If two fronts collide, they stop to spread out further at
this region. After all fronts stopped, every point lies in a region that is
surrounded by a front. This region is called a Voronoi region. Formally,
given distinct points xi ∈ R2 in the plane, the Voronoi region for the
point xk is defined as the set of points V(xk ) with
V(xk ) = {x ∈ R2 : kx − xk k 6 kx − xj k, j , k}.
See Figure 5a for an example of a Voronoi diagram. To obtain the
Voronoi area of a vertex on a surface mesh, the Voronoi area of each incident triangle is accumulated. The Voronoi area calculation is based
on the method by Meyer et al. [140]. In case of a non-obtuse triangle,
the Voronoi area at pi is determined by the perpendicular bisector
of the edges incident to pi . The point of intersection, the midpoint
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of the incident edges, and the point itself define the endpoints of the
Voronoi area. The triangle area of the Voronoi region equals:
A4 (pi ) =


1
ke1 k2 · cot(e2 , e3 ) + ke3 k2 · cot(e1 , e2 ) .
8

In case of an obtuse triangle, the Voronoi area is equal half of the
triangle area if the angle at pi is obtuse. Otherwise it is a quarter of
the triangle area, see Figure 5b.
Discrete Curvature

2

2.5.2

Several approaches exist to approximate the curvatures. Some methods try to fit an analytic surface (higher order polynomials) to the
mesh and determine the curvatures analytically [32, 74]. Another approach estimates the normal curvature along edges first and then
estimates the shape operator [38, 79, 140, 156, 192]. Mostly, methods that fit an analytic surface are similar to the normal curvature
estimation approaches. The first family of techniques fit parabolas,
whereas the second techniques fit circles. This implies instability in
case that neighbored vertices are close to a pair of intersecting lines.
Other approaches are based on the calculation of the shape operator S [2, 40, 169]. The curvature estimation according to [169] is used
in the following. Other approaches as [40] may produce large errors,
e.g., on a sphere with radius 1, the curvature deviates strongly in
areas of densely-spaced vertices. Increasing the resolution does not
decrease the error. According to Rusinkiewicz [169], the curvature
computation is based on the shape operator S. After S is determined
on a triangle basis, it is adapted to vertices. The operator Sv yields
the change of the normal in the direction of v:
Sv = Dv n.
This property is used to assess S for each triangle. When applying S
to the edge e1 , it should result in ni − nj because of the change of the
normals along the edge. A basis of the tangent space of the triangle
is needed:
ẽ1 =

e1
,
|e1 |

ẽ2 =

e2
.
|e2 |

Afterwards, the orthogonal normalized basis vectors x4 , y4 are determined by:
x4 B ẽ1 ,

y4 B

x4 × (ẽ2 × x4 )
.
kx4 × (ẽ2 × x4 )k

(9)
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Figure 6: The shape operator estimation is based on a local coordinate system, the edges and the normals.

Applying the aforementioned property of the shape operator to all
edges according to the basis leads to the following equation system:
!
!
he1 , x4 i
hni − nj , x4 i
S
=
he1 , y4 i
hni − nj , y4 i
!
!
he2 , x4 i
hnj − nk , x4 i
S
=
(10)
he2 , y4 i
hnj − nk , y4 i
!
!
he3 , x4 i
hnk − ni , x4 i
S
=
,
he3 , y4 i
hnk − ni , y4 i
see Figure 6 for an illustration. Here, three
unknowns (the matrix

entries of the symmetric matrix S = fe gf ) and six linear equations
are given. Thus, a least square method can be applied to fit the shape
operator to approximate the curvature for each triangle. Next, S is
calculated for each vertex of the mesh. As the triangle basis normally
differs from each vertex tangent space basis, a transformation of the
shape operator according to the new coordinate system is necessary.
First, assuming that the normal n4 of the face is equal to the incident
vertex normal ni . Hence, the basis (x4 , y4 ) of the triangle is coplanar to the basis (xi , yi ) of the incident vertex i. Assuming the shape
operator given in the vertex basis, then the entries can be determined
by:
! !

 e
1
p fp
ep = 1 0
= xTi Sxi
fp g p
0
! !

 e
0
p fp
fp = 1 0
= xTi Syi
fp g p
1
! !

 e
0
p fp
gp = 0 1
= yTi Syi .
fp g p
1
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As the shape operator is determined in the basis (x4 , y4 ), the basis
of the vertex can be determined by expressing the new coordinate
system with the old basis xi = αx4 + βy4 :
α = hxi , x4 i
β = hxi , y4 i.

!


α
ep = α β S
.
β

2

The entry ep can be determined by:
(11)

The other entries can be calculated analogously. For the second case,
the coordinate system of the triangle is rotated around the cross product of the normal such that the basis of the vertex and the triangle are
coplanar. Finally, this can be used to determine the shape operator of
the vertices. The shape operators for all incident triangles of a vertex
are determined. Afterwards, the coordinate systems of the triangles
are rotated to be coplanar with the basis of the vertex. Next, the shape
operator is re-expressed in terms of the basis of the vertex. Then, the
shape operator is weighted according to the Voronoi area of the triangle and accumulated. Finally, the accumulated shape operator is
divided by the sum of the weights. The eigenvalues provide the principle curvatures, and the eigenvectors give the principle curvature
directions according to the basis. The pseudo-code 1 summarizes the
algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the curvature estimation.
for each triangle:
Build basis accord. to Eq. 9
Determine S accord. to Eq. 10
for each vertex incident to the triangle:
Rotate the triangle basis to the vertex basis
Determine S in the new basis accord. to Eq. 11
Add this tensor weighted by the Voronoi area
end
end
for each vertex:
Divide S by the sum of the weights
Determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
end

Please note that this algorithm can be generalized to obtain higherorder derivatives. It can be used to determine the derivative of the
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curvature as it is important for a specific feature line method. Formally, the derivative of the shape operator has the form:
!
!!


a b
b c
C = Dv S Dw S =
.
(12)
b c
c d
For the determination of the change of the curvature in direction u,
the tensor C has to be multiplied multiple times:


Du κ = hu, Dv S · u Dw S · u · ui.
(13)
2.5.3

Discrete Covariant Derivative

The discrete covariant derivative is an important tool for assessing
the local deviation of an underlying scalar field. The direction of the
change as well as the strength of the change can be determined by
the covariant derivative. First, a linear 2D scalar field ϕ(x) = α · x1 +
β · x2 + γ and its gradient is considered:
!
!
∂
α
∂x1 ϕ
∇ϕ =
=
.
(14)
∂
ϕ
β
∂x2
To determine the gradient of a triangle 4 = (i, j, k) with scalar values
ϕi B ϕ(pi ), ϕj B ϕ(pj ), and ϕk B ϕ(pk ), a basis according to
Equation 9 is built and the points pi , pj , pk ∈ R3 to pi0 , pj0 , pk0 ∈ R2
are transformed by:
!
!
!
0
hp
−
p
,
x
i
hp
−
p
,
x
i
j
i 4
k
i 4
pj0 =
pi0 =
pk0 =
.
0
hpj − pi , y4 i
hpk − pi , y4 i
This transformation describes an isometric (distance-preserving) and
conformal (angle-preserving) map. The next step is a linearization of
the scalar values ϕi , ϕj , ϕk . A scalar field ϕ 0 (x 0 ) = α · x10 + β · x20 + γ
is determined such that
ϕ 0 (pi0 ) = ϕi

ϕ 0 (pj0 ) = ϕj

ϕ 0 (pk0 ) = ϕk

holds. These conditions yield the following equation system:


 
 

0
0
0
+
=
α β pi pj pk
γ γ γ
ϕi ϕj ϕk .
With pi0 =

0
0



the following solution is obtained:

γ = ϕi ,

 

−1
.
α β = ϕj − ϕi ϕk − ϕj pj0 pk0
According to Equation 14, the gradient of ϕ 0 is determined by
The basis x4 , y4 yields the gradient in 3D:

α
β


.
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Figure 7: A triangle with different scalar values.

(15)

2

∇ϕ = α · x4 + β · y4 .

Figure 7 illustrates the gradient of a triangle. To determine the gradient per vertex, the same procedure as for the shape operator estimation is used. The basis is transformed and the triangle gradients are
weighted according to their proportion of the Voronoi area.
To determine the covariant derivative of a scalar field ϕ in direction
of v: Dv ϕ, Equation 5 can be applied. Therefore, the gradient of ϕ
is determined first and multiplied with v by using the dot product:
Dv ϕ = h∇ϕ, vi.
2.5.4

Discrete Laplace-Beltrami Operator

Several methods exist to discretize the Laplace-Beltrami operator on
surface meshes for various applications. For an overview, the state of
the art report by Sorkine [183] is recommended. The operator can be
presented by the generalized formula:


X
∆ϕ(pi ) =
wij ϕ(pj ) − ϕ(pi ) .
j

Different weights wj give different discrete Laplace-Beltrami operators. For presenting different versions of this operator, it is preferable that it fulfills some properties motivated by the smooth LaplaceBeltrami operator, recall Section 2.4.2:
(Sym) The weights should be symmetric wij = wji .
(Loc) If (i, j) < E then wij = 0.
(Pos) All weights should be non-negative.
(Lin) If pi is contained in a plane and ϕ is linear, then ∆ϕ(pi ) =
0 should hold.
In the following, different discrete Laplace-Beltrami operators will be
introduced.
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Figure 8: This figure illustrates the triangles with the angles for the weight
calculation.

Combinatorial: The combinatorial Laplace-Beltrami operator is defined as:

1, if (i, j) ∈ E
wij =

0, otherwise.
This version may result in non-zero values on planar surfaces for linear scalar fields. Therefore, it violates (Lin).
Uniform: Taubin [193] suggested the uniform Laplace-Beltrami operator. The weights are determined by the number of neighbors of
pi :

 1 , if (i, j) ∈ E
wij = N(i)

0,
otherwise.
These weights also violate (Lin).
Floater’s mean value: Floater [64] proposed the mean value weights
by the tangent of the corresponding angles:

wij =


 tan(δij /2)+tan(γij /2) ,


kpi −pj k

0,

if (i, j) ∈ E
otherwise.

See Figure 8 for the angles. These weights violate (Sym).
Cotangent weights: MacNeal [133] suggested the cotangent weights:

cot(α ) + cot(β ), if (i, j) ∈ E
ij
ji
wij =

0,
otherwise.
See Figure 8 for the angles. On general meshes, the weights can violate (Pos).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: In (a) the position of the zero crossing is determined and the points
are connected. In (b) the isoline through a mesh is depicted.

Belkin weights: Belkin [12] suggested to determine weights over the
whole surface:

X A(4k ) X − kpi −pj k2 
1
4h(pi )
e
∆ϕ(pi ) =
ϕ(p
)
−
ϕ(p
)
j
i ,
4πh2 (pi )
3
4k

j∈4k

where A(4k ) denotes the area of the triangle 4k and h intuitively
corresponds to the size of the neighborhood. This violates the (Loc)
property.
Results: The discussion leads to the question if there is any discrete
Laplace-Beltrami operator which fulfills all required properties for an
arbitrary surface mesh. Wardetzky et al. [205] showed that there is no
such operator. The proof is based on a Schönhardt polytope which
demonstrates that no Laplace-Beltrami operator exists that fulfills all
conditions.
2.5.5

Isolines on Discrete Surfaces

For feature line methods, it is essential that the lines are not restricted
to the edges, as it is not desirable to perceive the mesh edges. Given is
a surface mesh and a scalar field, the zero crossings of the scalar field
need to be depicted. Therefore, the scalar values for each triangle are
linearized according to the values of the incident points. Afterwards,
points along an edge are determined such that the linearized values
of the scalar values of the connecting points equal zero. Two points
on two edges of a triangle will be connected. Suppose a triangle with
scalar values ϕi > 0, ϕj > 0 and ϕk < 0. Thus, somewhere on edge
k
e2 and e3 is a zero crossing. The value t = ϕkϕ−ϕ
is determined
j
and multiplied with the edge e2 . This yields the position of the zero
crossing on the edge. The position on the edge e3 is determined as
well. Afterwards, both points will be connected, see Figure 9.
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2.6

summary

This chapter introduced a special kind of illustrative visualization:
line drawing. Here, feature lines and hatching were presented. Furthermore, the importance of illustrative visualization in the medical
application was shown. Several examples were explained and referenced. Afterwards, the mathematical fundamentals were introduced.
All relevant terms, which will be important for this thesis, were presented. Afterwards, the mathematical terms were adapted to the discrete field. Therefore, the continuous concept can be implemented on
triangulated surface meshes, which is important for the further chapters.

Curve Smoothing
on Triangulated
Surfaces

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn, Rocco Gasteiger, Christian Roessl
and Bernhard Preim
Adaptive and Robust Curve Smoothing on
Surface Meshes; Computer and Graphics,
40, pp. 22-35, 2014
Tobias Moench, Christoph Kubisch, Kai Lawonn
and Ruediger Westermann and Bernhard Preim
Visually Guided Mesh Smoothing for Medical Applications
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Tobias Moench, Kai Lawonn, Christoph Kubisch
and Ruediger Westermann and Bernhard Preim
Interactive Mesh Smoothing for Medical Applications
Computer Graphics Forum, pp. 1-12, 2013
Mathias Neugebauer, Kai Lawonn, Oliver Beuing
and Bernhard Preim
Automatic generation of anatomic characteristics from
cerebral aneurysm surface models
Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery,
pp. 279-289, 2013
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C U R V E S M O O T H I N G O N T R I A N G U L AT E D
S U R FA C E S

his chapter mainly presents an algorithm for the smoothing of
curves on triangulated surface meshes. As this thesis focuses
on vascular surfaces, an overview of the acquisition and surface reconstruction pipeline is given. The different acquisition steps
are briefly described. Afterwards, the necessity of curve smoothing
as well as cutting along such curves will be described.

3

T
3.1

acquisition pipeline

This section briefly describes the steps to generate the vascular surface and blood flow data. The data acquisition pipeline consists of
three steps: acquisition, surface reconstruction, and simulation.
3.1.1

Acquisition

In the first step, clinical image data (computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), 3D rotational
angiography) of the vessel are acquired. If phase-contrast magnetic
resonance imaging (4D PC-MRI) is available, a full 3D flow measuring over time can be performed encoding the flow direction and
magnitude at each voxel [134]. Measuring errors introduced by eddy
currents, noise, and velocity phase wraps are reduced according to
several filter methods described in Hennemuth et al. [82].

3.1.2

Surface Reconstruction

In the second step, the vessel surface is reconstructed based on a vessel segmentation. Because of the high vessel-to-tissue contrast in the
image data, often a simple thresholding segmentation followed by
a connected component analysis is sufficient to separate the vessel
from the surrounding tissue. Artifacts, resulting from image acquisition and contrast agent distribution, can erroneously merge adjacent
branches or lead to erroneous narrowings. They need to be manually
corrected, see [144] for a description of this process. More advanced
techniques like active shape models and deformable models can be
employed to minimize the manual effort in cases of a low intensity
distribution [125]. The resulting segmentation mask is used to reconstruct the surface with marching cubes and optimized with respect to
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Figure 10: Result of a smoothed liver based on the parameters µ, lambda
and iterations. (Images printed from Mönch et al. [228].)

mesh quality by a combination of edge collapses and edge flips [178].

3.1.2.1 Surface Smoothing
After the surface is reconstructed, the surface may exhibit artifacts
like staircases, which need to be identified and reduced, see [143].
For the medical researcher it is important to get an opportunity to
interactively smooth the surface model. Hence, one requirement is
to use the tool without becoming acquainted with diverse smoothing algorithms. Therefore, knowing the influence of the parameters is
essential for the understanding of the algorithm and to obtain appropriate results. This was the motivation of the work [227, 228]. Essentially, their work presents an interactive way to create appropriately
smoothed surface meshes. During the smoothing process, the volume
as well as the curvature may be reduced. A shrinking of the volume
is a sign of losing the correctness in comparison to the original surface. Based on diverse graphs, e.g., curvature and volume, the medical researcher can smooth the model and is able to see the change of
important attributes, see Figure 10. Furthermore, the system recommends optimal settings for a smoothed surface depending on related
weights according to the original surface. If the user is interested in a
smoothed mesh, which should maintain the volume according to the
input mesh, the system proposes parameter settings for a reasonable
result. Afterwards, the user may adjust the setting according to his
individual tasks and preferences.

Figure 11: The vessel mesh, centerlines, and the ostium plane are used for
decomposing the vessels into near- and far-vessel regions. (Images printed from Neugebauer et al. [230].)

3.1.2.2 Identification of the Aneurysm
For further evaluation of the vessel surface, an automatic approach to
distinguish important from unimportant regions may be helpful. This
is for example essential for the later CFD simulation. Having a decomposed vessel where the algorithm can identify the aneurysm and the
branches, the CFD engineer can automatically set seed points for important structures and for analyzing essential flow patterns in interesting regions – the aneurysm. Furthermore, an automatic viewpoint
selection helps the medical researcher to analyze and explore the vessel faster and helps him during the interaction. These requirements
were the basis for the work [230]. The presented approach is able to
decompose the adjacent vessels into near- and far-vessel regions, see
Figure 11. By using the centerline of the vessel and the covariance matrix, the radius of the vessel at certain points on the centerline can be
approximated. Afterwards, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [145]
is employed to fit a generalized Gaussian distribution to the radii of
the vessel along the centerline. Characteristic points on the Gaussian
distribution are used to identify the branches at the aneurysm. For
the automatic viewpoint selection, an axial plane is calculated and
the normal of the plane is used as the view vector for the camera.
The determination of the automatic decomposition is very robust as
it was tested on different data sets with different noise levels. The
success of this approach was confirmed in an evaluation.
3.1.3

Simulation

The optimized surface mesh is utilized for generating an unstructured volume mesh, as an input for the subsequent CFD simulation.
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Figure 12: Sagittal split osteotomy along the red curve. (Images printed from
Zachow et al. [210].)

In most cases, the blood is modeled as Newtonian fluid with steady
or unsteady flow and rigid walls. Cebral et al. [34] have shown that
with these assumptions a qualitative flow characterization is still possible.
3.2

extraction of regions

For general purposes, it is essential to distinguish important from
unimportant structures. This may be applied for vessel surfaces where
unimportant (long) vessels are cut. Then, the CFD simulation will be
only employed for important vessels parts (including the aneurysm).
Therefore, this section deals with placing a curve on the surface,
smoothing it, and cut the structure along the newly generated curve.
3.2.1

Introduction

Curves on surfaces play an important role in many application domains, such as engineering or image-based medicine, where, e.g., surface cuts or segmentations are required [103, 210]. Especially in the
field of surgery planning, surface cuts play an important role for discussing and planning. Osteotomies in maxillofacial surgery is an example where the cutting shows its potential [210], see Figure 12. One
common requirement for such curves on surfaces is smoothness. This
goal is typically achieved by smoothing an initial curve that might be
roughly sketched by a user and that frequently shows noise.
For the Euclidean space R2 , there are several methods for smoothing a given curve appropriately. In recent years, several approaches
have been proposed that generalize these methods on 2D surface
meshes and in Riemannian manifolds of arbitrary dimension. Given
an initial curve, most of these approaches minimize certain energy
functionals, such as the curve’s length or its total curvature. Often,

the energy term is designed such that a curve aligns to the surface features. This arrangement leads to a curve that strongly deviates from
the initial curve. For certain applications, such as treatment planning
in surgery, this difference between the smoothed curve and the initial curve (where the initial curve was defined by a medical expert)
should be small. Thus far, the existing solutions for this scenario suffer from a lack of convergence for noisy or irregularly tessellated surfaces. Furthermore, some of the existing approaches are limited to
closed surface curves.
In this section a novel method for performing local smoothing
of initial, jagged curves on triangulated surfaces based on iterative
smoothing is proposed. This approach reduces a geodesic curvature
while simultaneously controlling the deviation from the initial contour. The balance between smoothness and closeness is expressed by
a single parameter. An additional parameter bounds the number of iterations, either directly or as an error threshold. The method ensures
that the curve is always located on the surface, and the final result is
comparable to different surface tessellations. Both requirements are
necessary for applications involving surface cutting in medical applications, e.g., resection treatment planning in surgery. Experiments
showed that this method is applicable to such scenarios with clinical
data sets. It provides good results for synthetic benchmark surfaces.
In summary, the contributions of this work consist of an adaptive
and novel approach to smooth surface curves that accomplishes the
following:
• preserves closeness to the initial curve with respect to some bounding envelope,
• uses a single parameter to balance the closeness versus the smoothness with respect to the geodesic curvature,
• uses an abort criterion based on a theoretical proof for decreasing the curve’s curvature, and
• is robust toward geometric and parametric noise.
3.2.2

Related Work

Smoothing surface curves is an important step for geometric processing, such as surface segmentation, editing, and cutting [13, 98, 210].
In most of these applications, an initial contour is defined either by
direct user interaction or by (semi-)automatic feature detection. These
initial contours are usually non-smooth and require a surface curve
smoothing stage. This section focuses on this smoothing stage.
A very intuitive way to smooth a polygonal line is by corner cutting, which is well known as a subdivision scheme for planar curves
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(see [36, 56]). Morera et al. [147] presented a generalization of subdivision algorithms for curves on surfaces. The resulting subdivision
curve consists of points located anywhere in the interior of the surface triangles. Hence, the polyline that connects these points is not a
surface curve (according to the definition of a surface curve in Section 3.2.4), and it might “miss” essential parts of the surface. Usually,
approaches for smoothing surface curves should guarantee that the
resulting curve is a part of the surface. For discrete surfaces that are
represented as polygonal meshes, this arrangement means that there
are curve samples on the edges of polygons such that every line segment of the curve is part of a surface polygon. Existing smoothing
methods can be classified into methods that minimize energies or
methods that approximate the given curve with (piecewise) polynomial curves.
energy-minimizing techniques: Lee et al. [123, 124] combine automatic surface segmentation and cutting. After an initial feature contour is detected, a subsequent smoothing of the contour is
performed by minimizing an energy-like functional. This functional is
designed to meet different goals: to move the contour towards nearby
features, to minimize the length of the contour, and to smooth the
shape. Lai et al. [118] used a feature-sensitive curve smoothing for
surface feature classification. They minimized a discretized tension
spline energy with a subsequently projected gradient descent to obtain the smoothed boundaries. Kass et al. [105] represented curves as
so-called snakes. A snake is a closed curve that evolves by minimizing internal forces, such as curvature, distances to features, or length,
and external forces, such as distance to a feature. This approach is
usually applied to image segmentation. Extensions to 2-manifold domains [13, 98, 16, 100] are successfully used to detect features on
polygonal meshes. Most of these methods ensure an adaptive sampling of the snake depending on the mesh resolution. For snakes, a
rapid movement towards the features is typically expected, and their
initial shape is not important. Thus, none of these methods strives
for closeness to the initial curve. In a different setting, Martínez et
al. [136] focused on minimizing the local length of a given curve to
obtain a geodesic on the surface. This approach is implemented by
iteratively reducing the local length between two subsequent curve
vertices. Similar to the previous methods, the resulting geodesic can
differ strongly from the shape of the initial curve.
approximation-based techniques: There are several variants and extensions of the aforementioned approaches that achieve
smoothing by “fitting” (piecewise) polynomial curves. Morera et al.
[146] generalized Bézier curves in the Euclidean space R2 to geodesic
Bézier curves on triangulated surfaces. The points on the initial curve

are used as control points for the geodesic Bézier curves located on
the surface. Hofer and Pottmann [85] determined spline curves in
manifolds by minimizing quadratic energies. Although most of the
presented methods converge to smooth surface curves, they do not
guarantee a closeness to the initial curve shape. Hofer and Pottmann
[85] overcame this issue by adding more control points on the initial
curve, but this approach requires more user interaction.
Another class of methods depends mainly on the surface features.
These methods are designed to move the curve close to the features [13,
98, 16, 100]. However, depending on the field of application, both
closeness and the independence of the surface features are important, i.e., the smoothing of the curve should not be related to the
underlying surface features. This approach is inspired by the work of
Martínez et al. [136] in terms of minimizing the geodesic curvature
between the curve segments. In addition, this method allows for adjusting the closeness to the initial curve. The method neither depends
on nor aligns to the surface features. It is largely independent of the
particular surface tessellation and is robust against noise.
The approach smoothes the curves by reducing their geodesic curvature, i.e., the curve should evolve as straight as possible without
unnecessary oscillations. In the limit, the algorithm obtains geodesics
on the surface meshes.
There are several algorithms for computing such geodesics. These
algorithms find a geodesic that connects two surface points, i.e., the
algorithm solves a boundary value problem. In contrast, these algorithms either integrate a geodesic curve given a starting point and
a direction (see Polthier and Schmies [161]), which means that they
solved an initial value problem, or they computed all of the geodesics
that emanate from a given vertex globally. The latter usually involves
evolving fronts on the surface or the solution of a linear system.
Mitchell et al. [142] presented an algorithm that finds the shortest
path between two given points based on a continuous variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Surazhsky and Surazhsky [187] extended this algorithm to obtain computationally efficient and accurate approximations. Therefore, they gained an exact solution more quickly. Bommes
and Kobbelt [17] generalized [187] to handle arbitrary polygons on
the mesh. Kimmel and Sethian [107] used the eikonal equation to
generate a propagating front. The propagating front starts from a set
of points and spreads over the mesh to calculate the distances from
the start set. Recently, Crane et al. [44] proposed a method for computing geodesics using heat kernels on meshes. The gradient of the
heat kernel is used to find an approximation of the eikonal equation.
Therefore, the gradient of the heat kernel forms a new vector field. Afterwards, the new vector field is used to solve the Poisson equation
and the resulting scalar field recovers the final distances.
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3.2.3

Motivation and Requirements

The motivation of the approach is to achieve smooth surface curves
from initial jagged curves for medical surface cutting applications.
In contrast to non-medical applications, the smoothing requires a
closeness to the initial curve shape, which is defined by domain experts such as physicians or bioengineers. In most cases, the initial
curves indicate relevant anatomical landmarks or surface regions on
which data analysis or treatment planning is performed. In particular, the algorithm focuses on the decomposition of vascular structures
such as aneurysms for visual exploration purposes and on liver resections for preoperative treatment planning. For these applications,
a patient-specific surface mesh is given, along with one or multiple
user-defined cutting contours on the mesh, which represent a virtual
resection or a decomposition for further analysis. In practice, the surface mesh is usually generated by the Marching Cubes algorithm and
is based on a binary segmentation mask from medical image data,
such as CT or MRI. The cutting contours are obtained by placing
reference points on the mesh, which are connected by shortest path
algorithms, such as breadth-first search, Dijkstra’s algorithm [49] or
similar approaches. The initial curves are continuous, and their segments are located entirely on the surface triangulation but suffer from
a jagged curve shape. These noisy curves are distracting and would
result in unpleasant surface cuts, which require more mental effort by
the expert to conceive the cut shape. Moreover, the outlined anatomical landmarks and surface regions exhibit smooth shapes in reality
but are approximated by the jagged curves. This arrangement can
lead to inaccurate data analysis, such as area or volume estimation.
Thus, an appropriate smoothing of these initial curves, which preserves the closeness to the initial shape is essential to support the
visual perception and data analysis.
characterization of the input data. The curve smoothing algorithm operates on an arbitrary triangular surface mesh. For
the clinical application of this work, surface extraction by Marching
Cubes is highly efficient. However, the generated meshes often suffer
from poorly shaped triangles. The resulting surface often contains
noise: vertex distortions in the normal direction (geometric noise)
and in a tangent space (parametric noise). These distortions are introduced due to beam hardening artifacts and noise in the image data.
Furthermore, the binary segmentation mask can lead to block or staircase artifacts. Common approaches for image noise reduction, as well
as binary mask and mesh smoothing, can reduce these artifacts. The
degree of smoothing, however, must be carefully adjusted to prevent
the elimination of relevant surface features and to preserve the volume [5]. There can also be “topological noise,” such as small handles
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goals of curve smoothing. The overall goal is to construct
a smooth curve based on the initial curve and the underlying surface mesh. By smooth, minimizing / reducing is referred to the initial geodesic curvature to obtain a surface curve that is “as straight
as possible.” However, the difference between the resulting smooth
curve and the initial curve should be small because the initial curve
is assumed to represent the region where the cut should occur. Given
these two conflicting goals, several requirements must be fulfilled.
• Adaptiveness: The resolution of the evolving curve must adapt to
the local mesh tessellation. This adaption requires a refinement
and simplification of the curve during the smoothing steps.
• Surface domain: For the subsequent surface cutting, the smoothed
curves must be located on the surface. Thus, the smoothing
must be performed entirely on the surface, and every inserted
or merged curve point must be located on the surface.
• Robustness: The smoothing must be robust with respect to both
the surface artifacts and poor triangulation. In particular, any
oscillating behavior must be avoided.
3.2.4

Overview and Notation

The proposed algorithm consists of three main steps.
1. Initialization. The user provides the initial curve, the desired
curvature of the final curve, and its maximum distance to the
initial curve.
2. Smoothing. This step computes weights for an iterative Laplacian smoothing of the curve. The specific choice of the weights
ensures that all requirements are met. During the smoothing
process, the curve points move along the surface edges within
a user-defined region. This process could require a local adaptation: splitting and merging of the curve points.

3

or tunnels, which should be removed. Thus, some artifacts are still
expected in the surface mesh. In practice, this circumstance also complicates or even hinders a (semi-)automatic remeshing to reduce the
parametric noise, i.e., to improve the triangle quality. In summary,
the initial situation is identified as follows: first, the given surface can
show geometric, parametric and topological noise. Second, preprocessing of these data is not a viable option. Instead, algorithms are
required that are robust enough to process these data.
This scenario is typical for medical research applications, such as
investigations of simulated blood flow in cerebral aneurysms for rupture risk assessment [35]. Here, avoiding time-consuming and largely
manual data preprocessing provides a significant benefit.
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Figure 13: Illustration of three smoothing steps to shorten the initial curve
(red). The points marked with a dot were moved along the edges
to shorten the length between the predecessor p− and the successor point p+ . In the next step, the previous successor point
should be moved. After reaching the end of the curve, the next
iteration starts.

3. Evaluation. Each smoothing step is followed by an evaluation
of the curve to decide on the termination and to identify the critical surface vertices. Such vertices prevent a fast movement, and
they need to be handled appropriately when the curve points
are moving toward these vertices.
Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until the stopping criteria in step 3 are
fulfilled. They assess the degree of smoothness and the distance from
the initial contour. The general smoothing approach is illustrated in
Figure 13, where one iteration with smoothing steps for three vertices
is shown.
The following notation is used in the remainder of this section. Let
M ⊂ R3 be a triangular mesh. The mesh consists of vertices V with
associated positions vi ∈ R3 , edges E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ V} and triangles
T = {(i, j, k) | (i, j), (j, k), (k, i) ∈ E}. A surface curve C is defined as a
sequence of points pi ∈ R3 , which are connected by line segments
and which lie on the surface mesh M. In particular, surface curves
are considered, where for any segment i, its end points pi and pi+1
are contained in two edges of a triangle ∆ ∈ T .
3.2.5

Initialization

The input of the algorithm consists of the initial curve and the desired
curvature, together with the maximum distance to the initial curve.
The initial curve is typically determined by the user interaction. The
user adds points on the mesh that are then connected by the shortest
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paths. If three adjacent points lie on one triangle, i.e., each point is
associated with one vertex of that triangle, then the middle point
is deleted to uniquely define the curve. The initial curve could be
provided by other methods, such as feature-based segmentation. In
the following, the curve is assumed to consist of a sequence of vertices
that are connected by edges, i.e., pi = vj , pi+1 = vk with (j, k) ∈ E.
desired curvature Every point on the curve is assigned its initial geodesic curvature κg , with
2πβ
θ

where θ is the total point angle, i.e., the sum of the internal angles
of the adjacent triangles at the point, and β is one of the two curve
angles. The angle β is chosen as the minimal angle of the two curve
angles (see, e.g., [161]). If the curve intersects an edge, then θ = 2π,
which yields κg = π − β.
Additionally, every curve point pi is assigned a desired geodesic curvature κd (pi ). The algorithm aims at moving curve points to positions
where they have the approximate desired geodesic curvature. The desired geodesic curvature κd (pi ) is calculated by performing a linear
interpolation between the geodesic curvature κg and 0 using a userspecified value t, as follows:
κd (pi ) = t · κg (pi ), t ∈ [0, 1] .

(16)

Thus, for the value of t = 1, the algorithm should return the initial
curve, and for t = 0, the smoothed curve represents the straightest
geodesic. This arrangement means that the curve is as smooth as possible but can largely deviate from the initial curve. In this case, the
algorithm obtains the same result as Martínez et al. [136].
maximum distances The movements of the curve points are restricted to allowable regions defined in terms of the Euclidean distance
from the initial curve on the surface. If the initial curve points coincide with the vertex positions, then the allowable region Tdist is
defined as the Euclidean distances of these vertices, which are less
than dist, as illustrated in Figure 14. Formally, the distances can
be determined for instances that have the fast marching approach or
the geodesics in the heat approach [107, 44]. The domain experts can
use a slider from 0 to the maximal distances from the initial curve
on the whole surface. By interactively changing the values, the user
obtains visual feedback via a contour line that depicts the corresponding distance from the curve. Therefore, the user can decide how far
the smoothed curve is allowed to move.
For the experiments, an allowable region is determined by the 2neighborhood of the vertices that coincide with the initial curve points.

3

κg = π −
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14: Movement restriction: First, the initial curve is depicted in red (a).
Afterwards, the geodesic distance is computed entirely on the
mesh (b). Finally, the user can interactively change the distance.
The result of the allowable region is depicted in cyan, and further
contours are depicted in orange (c). The final allowable region is
illustrated in (d).

If a straightest geodesic curve is desired, i.e., t = 0, then the curve
should be allowed to move freely on the entire mesh.
3.2.6

Curve Smoothing and Splitting Step

The core part of the method is the iterative smoothing stage after
initialization. In this process, the curve is relaxed such that curve
points move but stay on edges. This process requires special treatment
in the case where a curve point coincides with a vertex. The algorithm
is constructed such that a curve point never moves across a vertex.
This approach leads to two cases for the smoothing step for a single
curve point pi :
Case 1: pi is located on an edge.
Case 2: pi is located on a vertex.
In the first case, pi can be moved in two directions. Its destination
is on the edge or on one of the vertices that span the edge. The second case requires a splitting: as the point moves away from the vertex,
new curve segments are required. Thus, pi must be split into multiple curve points, each of which is located on edges incident to the
vertex. The two cases for a single point relaxation will be described
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and analyzed. One curve smoothing step in the iteration consists of
the relaxation of all of the curve points.
3.2.6.1 Case 1: pi is located on an edge

In contrast to a standard Laplacian relaxation, the linear combination
weights ω± with the correction factor λ are constructed such that Le (p)
keeps p on the edge e. The operator proje projects points onto the
line spanned by e. Furthermore, ω± > 0 and ω+ + ω− = 1 will be
postulated. This arrangement leads to the following:

Le (p) = (1 − λ) · p + λ · ω− proje (p− ) + ω+ proje (p+ ) . (17)
The crucial part remains the definition of the weights ω± and the
correction factor λ such that convergence to the desired curvature is
achieved.
computation of the weights The curve point p is located on
the edge e. Let v1 and v2 denote the vertices that span e. The weights
are defined as
ω− =

dist p+ proje (p+ )
dist p+ proje (p+ ) + dist p− proje (p− )

ω+ =

dist p− proje (p− )
,
dist p+ proje (p+ ) + dist p− proje (p− )

and

where dist ·· denotes the Euclidean distance.
First, it will be proven that setting λ = 1 yields a shortest path that
connect p− and p+ via a point on the edge.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let λ = 1. Then, the partial curve spanned by the sequence
[p− , Le (p), p+ ] is a geodesic in M.
Proof. Let p∗ be the point on edge e such that the distance between
p− and p+ via p∗ is minimal, i.e., [p− , p∗ , p+ ] is a geodesic curve in
M. The general case that p− , p+ , v1 and v2 are not collinear is assumed, which would degenerate to the trivial case. The problem is
simplified by two rigid transformations: first, p− is shifted to the origin. Then, the configuration is rotated such that the linear segment
[v1 , v2 ], which spans e, is located in the xy-plane and is perpendicular to the x-axis. Finally, the point p+ is rotated only around the edge

3

Let p := pi ∈ C denote a curve point on an edge e, and let p− := pi−1
and p+ := pi+1 denote its neighbors. If p is placed on an edge e ∈ E,
then a Laplacian smoothing Le (p) is applied that determines a new
position of p as a linear combination of p− and p+ :

Le (p) = p + λ · ω− proje (p− − p) + λ · ω+ proje (p+ − p) .
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x

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: The problem is transformed in the xy-plane and search for the
point p∗ .

e such that p+ lies in the xy-plane. The first translation and the rotation of the whole configuration preserve the lengths. The last rotation
unfolds the two neighboring triangles at e into the xy-plane, i.e., it
preserves the lengths as measured on the surface mesh M. Figure
15a illustrates the situation.
It will be shown that p∗ = Le (p), and it is sufficient to do this
step in R2 after transformation into the xy-plane with p− = (0, 0)T ,
p+ = (x+ , y+ )T , v1 = (xe , y1 )T , and v2 = (xe , y2 )T . The line through
p− and p+ is given as x+ y = y+ x (with x+ , 0 for the nontrivial
case. The point p∗ is obtained as the intersection of the edge and the
+
straight line through p− and p+ with p∗ = (xe , y
x+ xe ). It remains to
show the equality Le (p) = p∗ . Using Eq. 17 with λ = 1 yields:
dist p+ proje (p+ )
· proje (p− )
dist p+ proje (p+ ) + dist p− proje (p− )
dist p− proje (p− )
+
· proje (p+ )
dist p+ proje (p+ ) + dist p− proje (p− )
x+ − xe
xe
=
proje (p− ) +
proje (p+ )
x+ − xe + xe
x+ − xe + xe
!
!
!
xe
x+ − xe
xe
xe
xe
=
·
·
= p∗ ,
+
=
x+
x+
xe y+
0
y+

Le (p) =

x+

which proves Theorem 3.2.1.



computation of the correction factor The correction factor λ ensures that a point on the curve will evolve on the surface
such that the desired geodesic curvature is achieved. To determine
λ, the two neighboring triangles will be unfolded in the plane as before. However, the planar configuration is rotated such that the line `
through connecting points p− and p+ coincides with the x-axis (see
Figure 15b). The point Le (p) along the edge e is spanned by v1 and
v2 .
First, Thales’ theorem will be generalized. Given the points p− , p+ ,
the function (x, y(x)) needs to be determined such that the enclosed
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angle ^ p− , (x, y(x)), p+ = ϑ. Here, ϑ is the converted angle from
κd , as described in [161]. The assignment T B tan(ϑ − π) and L B
kp+ − p− k yields:
r
L
L2
y(x) =
+
+ x (L − x).
(18)
2T
4T 2
This statement can be proven by using the definition of tan and by
applying trigonometric identities:
L−x
x
x
L−x
y + y
ϑ = arctan + arctan
= π + arctan
y
y
1 − x(L−x)
2
y

yL
.
y2 − x(L − x)

3

tan(ϑ − π) =

Next, the position p∗ 0 is determined on the edge e, where

^ p− , p∗ 0 , px = ϑ.
Thus, the intersection point of (x, y(x)) and the span of the edge e
must be calculated. Edge e intersects the x-axis at an angle γ < π
2 in
such away that the span can be written as y(x) = tan(γ)(x − u) or
x =

y
+u .
tan γ

(19)

Inserting (19) into (18) leads to
s



L
y
y
L2
y =
+
+
+u L−
−u .
2T
4T 2
tan γ
tan γ
Further simplification yields




1
L L−2u
2
0 = y 1+
−y
+
−u(L − u) .
tan γ2
T
tan γ
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
Cα

Cβ

A positive solution for y is obtained as
r
β
β2
u(L − u)
∗
y =
+
+
.
2α
4α2
α
The altitude of the triangle is calculated to determine λ:
d =

||(p − p− ) × (p+ − p− )||
||p+ − p− ||

and set the correction factor λ to:
λ = 1−

y∗
.
d

Then, for ϑ → π, the curve is locally a straightest geodesic with λ → 1,
and Theorem 3.2.1 applies. Hence, the smoothing operator Le with
the weights ω− and ω+ and the correction factor λ defined as above
yields the straightest geodesic curves.
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3.2.6.2

Case 2: pi is located on a surface vertex

The second case applies if the curve point p is located on a surface
vertex i ∈ V, i.e., p = vi . In this case, plain relaxation as described
in Section 3.2.6.1 is not sufficient. Instead, the curve must be locally
split into multiple segments, which are spanned between the edges
in star(i) := {(i, j) ∈ E | j ∈ V}. Given the curve segment [p− , p, p+ ],
the neighbor vertices j of i in star(i) is partitioned into two sequences.
The first sequence N1 enumerates the neighbors counterclockwise,
starting from the edge of p− and ending on the edge of p+ . The
second sequence N2 enumerates the remaining neighbors clockwise
around vertex i. Let p1k and p2k denote the positions of the vertices in
N1 and N2 , respectively, with the additional end points p10 = p20 = p−
and p1m = p2n = p+ .
splitting After local relaxation, p will be replaced by a new sequence of points located on the edges E1 = {(i, j) | j ∈ N1 } or E2 =
{(i, j) | j ∈ N2 }. The decision between the two options is based on a
local parameterization of p1k and p2k : the local surface patch is cut
along [p− , p, p+ ] and unfold the two parts using an exponential map.
The exponential map is a local map from the tangential space around
a vertex to the mesh. Around a small neighborhood, this map is a
diffeomorphism. Therefore, this definition is used to unfold the star
of a vertex on the corresponding tangent space (see, e.g., [161]).
smoothing Based on the configuration described above, the new
curve points are computed between pc0 and p+ in the split curve
segment as follows. The algorithm turns counterclockwise (p1k ) and
clockwise (p2k ) around the vertex at p = vi . Starting with k = 0,
the pairs pck , pck+1 are considered to determine the position of a new
curve point p 0 on the line segment [vi , pck+1 ], as described in Section 3.2.6.1. Then, pck+1 ← p 0 is set and proceed with k ← k + 1 until
pck = p− is reached. Figure 16 illustrates this procedure. Invalid configurations can arise in this process whenever a line segment is not
contained in the unfolded parameter domain. In this case, the line
segment is replaced by parts of the domain boundary.
Finally, the lengths of the two curve segments p1k and p2k are compared after splitting and smoothing, and the algorithm chooses the
shorter one to replace the original segment [p− , p, p+ ]. For this result,
the following theorem will be proven.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let λ = 1. Performing splitting and smoothing as described
above computes the shortest surface curve connecting p− and p+ .
Proof. For each patch N1 and N2 unfolded in the plane, the curve
points are founded on the surface edges that minimize the distances
locally for each segment of the split curve if the sum of the inner
angles is less than π (Theorem 3.2.1). The first line from p− to p+
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(c)

3

Figure 16: Locally shortest paths after cutting and unfolding the neighbors
N1 , N2 of the domain in (c) restricted to the local domains (a)
and (b). The shorter curve is selected.

over pc 0 on the line segment [vi , pc1 ] determines the remaining points
on the edges (p, pc2 ), . . . (p, pc| Nc |−1 ). Next, the intersection point of
the line and the remaining edges must be calculated. This approach
minimizes the distance between p− and p+ because the shortest connection on a plane is a straight line. The parameterization preserves
the length of the line on the surface and the angle between the line
and its edges. Because the parameterization unfolds the fan in the
plane and the algorithm can find the shortest line from p− to p+ , the
intersection points are used as candidates for the points that lie on the
edges of the neighboring set Nc . Afterward, the resulting points are
transformed back to the surface. Furthermore, if the connection line
between p− and p+ is a non-valid line, i.e., some line parts are outside the triangle fan, it will be replaced with the shortest line between
p− and p+ .

3.2.6.3 Convergence of the Algorithm
The goal is to ensure that the algorithm terminates. If there is no number of iterations given, then the constraints are defined when a point
is allowed to move. These rules ensure convergence of the curvature.
First, it will be shown that the length of the curve decreases for λ = 1.
This approach guarantees that the length converges during the iteration. Then, for the case λ , 1, two constraints are defined when a
point is allowed to move. This strategy guarantees that the curvature
converges during the iteration. Finally, the same abort criterion for
λ = 1 and for λ , 1 is defined.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let λ = 1. The length of the curve decreases for every
iteration step.
Proof. In every iteration step, a virtual line sweeps over each curve
point and reduces the distance between its predecessor and successor
point. Thus, instead of proving that every iteration step reduces the
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length of the curve from the previous iteration, it will be shown that
the sweep line shortens the length of the curve in each iteration step.
For the first sweep line position, the line is placed at a curve point
0 ,
p. The points p− , p+ are kept and move p to p 0 or to p10 , p20 , . . . , pn
depending on whether p lies on an edge or on a vertex in which the
0 , respectively, is minimal.
distance of p− to p+ via p 0 or p10 , p20 , . . . , pn
The next sweep line position is the point p+ , which is moved to its relative optimal position in terms of its predecessor and successor (recall
Figure 13). As the sweep line reduces the length of the curve in the
first sweep, it also reduces the length in the next sweep step. When
the sweep line reaches the end, the length of the curve is decreased,
and thus, the length is reduced after each iteration step.

For λ , 1, the curve is restricted to change only if the geodesic
curvature decreases in every iteration step. To ensure this aspect, two
different constraints are applied to the smoothing algorithm. First,
whenever the current geodesic curvature κcur (p) of a certain point p
is less than or equal to the desired geodesic curvature κd (p) of this
point
κcur (p) 6 κd (p),

(20)

it does not allow the point to move. Second, a point p is allowed to
move only if the sum of the geodesic curvature of this point and its
predecessor and successor point after the movement is less than or
equal to the sum of the geodesic curvatures κ 0 before movement
κ(p) + κ(p+ ) + κ(p− ) 6 κ 0 (p) + κ 0 (p+ ) + κ 0 (p− ).

(21)

Therefore, the sum of the geodesic curvatures decreases for every iteration step. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.3. Both
properties are used as an abort criterion for the smoothing algorithm.
For λ , 1 (t , 0), it will be shown that the sum of the geodesic
P
curvatures decreases for every iteration step. Furthermore,
κ>0
is a bounded and monotonic series, which means that it converges.
Thus, the abort criterion is defined in such a way that the smoothing process stops if the change in the geodesic curvature from one
iteration step to the next is not significant. The case λ = 1 leads to a
curve shortening flow. Recent work addresses the convergence of this
flow with closed initial curves. Ma and Chen [132] showed that if the
shortening flow exists for a finite amount of time on a compact Riemannian manifold and the limit of the length of the curve is greater
than zero, the limiting curve exists and is a geodesic. Furthermore,
one characteristic is that the derivative of the curve’s length is equal
to the negative integral over the squared curvature:
Z
d
L = − κ2 ds.
dt
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The length also converges because it is a bounded monotonic series;
thus, the derivative becomes zero for infinite time steps, and the curvature goes to zero as well. Therefore, the abort criterion can be used
for λ = 1 as well as for λ , 1.
Curve Evaluation

After each smoothing iteration, the curve is evaluated to test for the
stopping criteria and critical vertex configurations. Critical vertices
prevent fast smoothing and could lead to sharp edges. Thus, they
must be identified and handled by merging.
Abort Criteria: Two criteria are used to stop the smoothing process. First, the smoothed curve should not move too far from the initial curve. This constraint is ensured by restricting the movement of
the curve points to the allowable envelope defined in Section 3.2.5.
Whenever a point would move out of this region, the iteration is
stopped. Second, the iteration stops if the curve has converged to the
prescribed desired geodesic curvature κd . A new tolerance parameter
τ is defined to relax the interpolation of the desired geodesic curve. If
every current geodesic curvature deviates from the desired geodesic
curvature by less than the defined τ-percentage, then this iteration
stops.
Critical Vertices: Critical vertices are “surrounded” by curve points;
that converge to these vertices but do not cross them (see Figure 17).
This arrangement means that these vertices prevent fast convergence
of the smoothing, and they must be treated specially.
A vertex i ∈ V is potentially a critical vertex if there are curve segments
with the associated curve points pi , pi+1 , . . . , pi+` , where a subsequence pi+1 , . . . , pi+`−1 is located on the edges ei+1 , . . . , ei+`−1 connected to vertex i, and the points pi , pi+` are located on edges that do
not contain the vertex i. After each iteration step, the algorithm identifies these candidates and “simulate” the following merge operation:
the curve points pi+1 , . . . , pi+`−1 are merged to a single point located
at the vertex position vi . The algorithm tests if the ratio of the lengths
of the curve after and before merging exceeds a threshold . In this
case, the algorithm applies the merge operation. Otherwise, the algorithm continues with the original curve. If the user wants to find the
straightest geodesic, i.e., the parameter t = 0 (see Sec. 3.2.5), then  is
omitted. This circumstance means that merging is applied whenever
the new length becomes shorter. For t , 0, a value of  = 0.98 is suggested based on empirical observations. This arrangement ensures a
merging whenever the curve length from pi+1 to pi+l−1 is at least
ten times shorter than the minimal distance from pi to pi+1 or from
pi+l−1 to pi+l . After merging the points pi+1 , . . . , pi+`−1 to the vertex position vi , the algorithm uses the median of the desired geodesic
curvature of the points and assign it to the new point.

3
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ei
ei+1

ei+2

v

pi+1
pi+2

ei+4
pi+3

ei+3
Figure 17: Critical vertex: The red curve converges towards v but does not
“cross” the vertex.

3.2.8

Algorithm

The algorithm can be summarized with the pseudo-code shown in
Listing 2. The functions initialize(),
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for the algorithm.
initialize(p)
[φ]=computeDesiredAngles(p)
T =computeAllowableRegion(p)
for smoothing iterations
for all curve points pi
[N1 , N2 ]=getNeighborSets(pi )
selectNeighbor(pi , N1 , N2 )
pi =relocatePoint(pi ,φi , [N1 , N2 ])
end
if (testAbortCriteria(p, T )) then break; end
handleCriticalVertices()
end

computeDesiredAngles(),

and computeAllowableRegion() create the input curve and compute the desired geodesic curvature and a maximum distance-based feasible region, as described in Sec. 3.2.5. Then,
the algorithm start the smoothing iteration. In every iteration, the algorithm applies the following for every point pi : Here, the function
getNeighborSets() computes the sets N1 and N2 , and selectNeighbor
() selects the appropriate set depending on the unfolded configuration. Finally, relocatePoint() evaluates the new position of pi (see
Sec. 3.2.6). After each iteration, the function testAbortCriteria() is
evaluated, which eventually terminates the algorithm. Special cases
are treated in the last function handleCriticalVertices() (Sec. 3.2.7).
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3.2.9

3

The presentation will be closed with a few remarks. For simplicity,
only the distances of the points on the current curve to their corresponding original points are compared. If a point is split, then the
k-neighborhood distance of that point is assigned to the newly inserted points for the allowable region test. Similarly, if the points are
merged, then the maximum k-neighborhood distance of all of the
merged points is assigned to the new point. Finally, the points are
relocated only if the current geodesic curvature is greater than the
desired geodesic curvature and if the current geodesic curvature deviates from the desired geodesic curvature by more than τ-percentage
(recall Sec. 3.2.7). The experiments demonstrate that τ = 10% is a reasonable value.
Results and Application

The method was evaluated on artificial and real-world surface data
sets to verify its robustness and convergence. By convergence, it is
κ0

meant that the condition t ≈ κgg is fulfilled, with κg0 being the geodesic
curvature after smoothing. The real-world data are anatomical surfaces that are patient-specific and representative for two medical applications: vascular models of cerebral aneurysms for decomposition
and liver models for resection planning. All of the tests are performed
on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 3.16GHz. The memory requirements
for the curve smoothing are negligible compared to the memory required by the data sets.
To specify an initial curve, the user selects a sequence of vertices
connected by shortest edge paths using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Furthermore, the user specifies the parameter t, which defines the globally
desired geodesic curvature. Optionally, the user can relax this specification by varying the tolerance parameter τ (Sec. 5.3). For all of the
experiments, τ = 10 % is used unless otherwise specified.
3.2.9.1

Convergence and Robustness

Two experiments were performed to assess the convergence and robustness of the approach. For the convergence, the smoothing for different parameter settings and mesh resolutions was investigated. Figure 18 shows the results for varying the parameters t ∈ {0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0}
and τ ∈ {10%, 5%, 0%} after a fixed number of iterations n ∈ {20, 75}. It
was observed that, as expected for a decrease in t, the curve changes
gradually from the initial curve to the straightest geodesic. In the
second column of Figure 18, each triangle was subdivided into four
triangles. In this case, the number of iterations was increased from
20 to 75. It was observed that for τ = 10%, the curve converges to a
smooth curve close to the original unless t = τ = 0 is set, for which
the curve converges to a straightest geodesic. The third column of
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(a) t = 0.5, n = 20, τ =(b) t = 0.5, n = 75, τ = (c) t = 0.5, n = 75, τ = 5%
10%
10%

(d) t = 0.1, n = 20, τ =(e) t = 0.1, n = 75, τ = (f) t = 0.1, n = 75, τ = 5%
10%
10%

(g) t = 0.01, n = 20, τ =(h) t = 0.01, n = 75, τ =(i) t = 0.01, n = 75, τ = 5%
10%
10%

(j) t = 0.0, n = 20, τ = 0% (k) t = 0.0, n = 75, τ = 0% (l) t = 0.0, n = 75, τ = 0%

Figure 18: Convergence effect on different tessellations when varying the
parameters t, τ, and number of iterations n for a short curve.

Figure 18 represents the comparison to a setting with τ = 5%: as expected, the result is smoother at the cost of a larger distance from the
original curve. However, given a disadvantageous initial curve, the
method
cannot ensure that the smoothed curve fulfills the condition
κ0
t ≈ κgg , with κg0 as the geodesic curvature after the smoothing. This
limitation can be easily seen for surfaces that have a hole, an initial
curve that wraps around this hole and t = 0.
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(a) No distortion.

(b) With geometric (c) With parametric
noise.
noise.
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(d) With both.

3

Figure 19: Testing robustness toward geometric (distortion in the normal direction) and parametric (distortion in the tangent space) noise for
t = 0.1 and 20 iterations.

(a) n = 100, t = 0.1, para- (b) n = 100, t = 0, para- (c) n = 100, t = 0.25, parametric noise = 0.01, δ =
metric noise = 0.02, δ =
metric noise = 0.02, ge0.25
0.75
ometric noise = 0.03,
δ = 0.75

Figure 20: Some results of qualitative experiments regarding convergence
and robustness on cubic polynomials with different settings. The
initial contour is indicated in red, and the smoothed contour is
indicated in green.

To investigate the robustness, geometric noise, i.e., displacements
in the normal directions, and parametric noise, i.e., displacements in
the tangential directions was added. To be comparable, the vertices
that coincide with the initial curve were kept at their original position.
Therefore, they are not influenced by the noise.
For this experiment, 20 iterations for t = 0.1 and τ = 10% were
used (see Figure 19a). For each scenario, some influence of the noise
on the result was noted.
In addition to the qualitative experiment, a quantitative test was
performed as well. The experiment, which is strongly inspired by
Max [138], was conducted (in the context of normal fitting): random cubic polynomials were generated with coefficients in different
ranges. The surfaces are of the form
f(x, y) = Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx3 + Ex2 y + Fxy2 + Gy3 .
The coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are all uniformly distributed
pseudo-random numbers in the interval [−δ, δ] and x, y ∈ [−1, 1]. The
domain was subdivided into a 40 × 40 grid in such a way that the distance of two neighboring vertices with the same x- and y-value is 0.05.
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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12.38

0.32
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0.45
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1.41

6.48

20.18
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13.41

13.39

4.98

4.98

13.38
13.40
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κg0

13.41

κg

0.03

0.10

0.44

0.04

0.10

0.47

0.02

0.10

0.48

0.03

0.11

0.48

0.37

0.37

0.48

κg0
κg

3.47

1.53

0.57

3.83

3.19

0.74

3.92

3.03

0.41

3.86

3.17

0.82

1.40

1.39

0.82

d · 102

100

44.03

16.32

100

83.15

19.39

100

77.22

10.63

100

82.20

21.10

100

99.28

58.57

d%
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Table 1: Quantitative results of the robustness experiment based on cubic
polynomial surfaces. For each parameter setting (#iteration, t, δ,
and noise), several quantitative measures between the two resulting
curves are compared: κg = geodesic curvature before smoothing,
κg0 = geodesic curvature after smoothing, ratio between κg and κg0 ,
which should correspond to t, d = Hausdorff distance, and d % =
percentage of deviation of the Hausdorff distance to the straightest
geodesic curve.

3.2 extraction of regions

(b) t = 0.3

(c) t = 0.1 and cut along the curve

(d) t = 0

(e) t = 0.5

(f) t = 0.3

3

(a) t = 0.5
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(g) t = 0.1 and cut along the curve

(h) t = 0

Figure 21: The cow and the fandisk dataset with the initial curves (red) and
smoothed curves (green) for different values of t. The figures
(d) and (h) show the behavior of the curve for t = 0. Iterations
are performed until a sufficient desired overall curvature value is
reached.

Additionally, parametric and geometric noise were added to test for
robustness. The noise value γ means that the vertices are translated
randomly in a range of [−γ, γ] in the domain or in the codomain for
parametric and geometric noise, respectively. Table 1 shows the results of the experiments with a smooth surface and different types of
added noise. The test was performed with several parameters and it
presents the averaged total geodesic curvature κg before and κg0 after
the smoothing as well as the Hausdorff distance d between the two
curves. For every parameter setting, 50 random cubic polynomials
were generated. The relative distance d (as a percentage) expresses
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the deviation from the assumed maximal Hausdorff distance of the
straightest geodesic curve with t = 0. Figure 20 shows some results
for different parameter settings. According to a quantitative comparison, several observations can be made. For each parameter setting,
the geodesic curvature of the curve is decreased while remaining
close to its initial curve. Thereby, the number of iterations influences
how close the resulting curvature is to the prescribed curvature. A
low number results in an increased deviation between κg0 /κg and t
compared to a higher number of iterations. Furthermore, it can be
seen that the presence of noise leads to a slightly decreased geodesic
curvature compared to the non-disturbed surface. The quantitative
results, however, demonstrate an overall robustness with respect to
noise, which corresponds to observations from the qualitative comparisons.
As can be seen, the obtained curves are smooth and robust against
noise, and they exhibit reasonable convergence behavior. However, it
is obvious that changing the vertex positions by adding geometric
noise will not change the geodesic curvature (when keeping the initial curve points at their original position), but this action has, in fact,
an influence on the operation space. Because the point can move only
along the edges, changing the vertex position will change the intrinsic
position of the smoothed curve, i.e., the relative position on the edge
could have changed. Moreover, if the vertex positions are distorted in
a normal direction, the geodesic curvature will change, and this arrangement leads to a different smoothed curve. Despite the different
results, it was observed that the final curve is always smooth. Thus,
the algorithm gives robust results even if the underlying surface is
distorted in both the tangential and normal directions.
3.2.9.2 Application to Large Data Sets
The approach is applied to benchmark surfaces and anatomical surfaces from medical image data sets. The anatomical surfaces exhibit
low regularity and a significant amount of noise. In the experiments,
only the desired geodesic curvature parameter t were varied; the
number of iterations is fixed at 20, and τ = 10% is fixed.
Benchmark surfaces. Figure 21 shows results for the cow and fandisk surface meshes. The initial surface curves are red and the resulting smoothed curves are green. The shapes of the initial curves are
nontrivial; their lengths are relatively long and show additional closeups. For the largest t = 0.5, a smooth curve was obtained, which is
located close to the initial curve. Decreasing t increases the amount
of smoothing, and the curves do not move significantly away from
the initial curve.
Anatomical surfaces. Figure 22 shows results for the anatomical
surfaces: bone structures (Fig. 22a), a cerebral aneurysm (Fig. 22b),
and a liver cut (Fig. 22c and Fig. 22d). The smooth curves remain
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(b) t = 0.1

3

(a) t = 0.1
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(c) t = 0.5

(d) t = 0.1

Figure 22: Application to patient-specific medical surface datasets: initial
curves (red) and smoothed curves (green) are shown on a complex bone, an aneurysm, and a liver surface dataset, respectively.

close to the initial curves, and no artifacts such as self-intersections
were observed. The parameter choice t = 0.1 leads to a significant
and comprehensible smoothing while closely imitating the original
curve.
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3.2.9.3

Comparison to the Spline Approximation

The algorithm is compared to a global approximation of the initial
curve with B-splines. The B-spline approximation in manifolds by
Hofer and Pottmann [85, 162] was emulated by assuming and providing a global surface parameterization and resorting to a standard
least-squares approximation. Least-squares conformal maps [126] were
used to construct the surface mesh parameterization. Cubic B-splines
with a uniform knot vector were fitted. The Schoenberg-Whitney conditions are always satisfied by a regularization term, which penalizes
the length and (linearized) curvature (see, e.g., [87]). This regularization not only guarantees a solution of the linear systems that arise
but also accounts for minimizing exactly the same quantities as in
[85]. The initial curve was projected to the parameter space, the Bspline fitting was applied, and the results were mapped back onto
the surface. In comparison with the new explicit curve-smoothing algorithm, it obtains similar results (see Figure 66). Note, however, that
the B-splines fitting requires either a global parameterization (whose
construction is a non-trivial problem on its own) or an adapted iterative optimization scheme with projections to a tangent space in
every step [85]. In contrast, the novel method is simpler and leads to
similar results for the considered applications. B-spline fitting, however, is more suited for surface curves: for example, the surface curve
becomes smoother if (selected) control points are removed [85]. This
smoothing in the sense of generating fair curves is not the goal because curves are preferred that remain close to the initial curve. In
summary, the minimization of the geodesic curvature is the right
choice for the considered applications.
3.2.9.4 User Feedback
An informal interview with a domain expert was conducted to gain
qualitative user feedback. The domain expert is actively involved in
the reconstruction and decomposition of cerebral aneurysm surfaces
as well as the exploration of their hemodynamics based on simulated
or measured flow data. The surface decomposition involves several
geometric operations, such as cutting the aneurysm sac from the parent vessel. The interview was designed to determine if the requirements, defined in Section 3.2.3, were principally met. For several input meshes, the expert should draw an initial curve, which roughly
defines the aneurysm neck. Afterwards, the expert was asked to adjust the allowable region. After the smoothing approach was applied
to one curve, the aneurysm surface was cut, and its result was evaluated by the domain expert. To obtain a resulting smooth curve, the
participant attempted different parameter settings but was mostly satisfied with the values of t = 0.1 and n = 20. The expert assessed the
drawing of the initial curve as being very intuitive and fast. The ad-
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3.2 extraction of regions

Init

Sm.

Sp.

All

Figure 23: Comparison of the novel curve smoothing approach (Sm.) with
the spline approximation method (Sp.) applied on a synthetic
surface, demonstrated with three enlarged views. Based on the
initial curve (red), the novel approach (green) and the spline approximation (blue) achieve similar results. However, although the
spline curve is slightly closer to the initial curve, the novel approach achieves more global smoothness due to the optimization
between the geodesic curvature and the closeness to the initial
contour.

justment of the allowable region was rated as a pleasant control function to keep the smoothed curve in its eligible region. The smoothing
approach was evaluated as being visually pleasant and reasonable as
well as time-saving compared to the current definition of the neck contour in the geometric modeling tools. However, the expert suggested
providing an overview gallery, which shows different smoothing results based on different parameter settings. This arrangement would
lead to an effective selection of appropriate parameter values, such as
t and n, depending on the current data set. In summary, the domain
expert rated the results positively and gave feedback on improving of
the interaction.
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3.2.10 Conclusions
A novel approach for smoothing surface curves on triangular meshes
by reducing the geodesic curvature of the curves was presented. The
approach is based on an iterative Laplacian smoothing with a careful construction of the linear operator: It was proved that the curve’s
curvature decreases during runtime, and this property is used as an
abort criterion. Depending on one user-defined parameter, the result
gradually changes from a smoothed curve close to the original curve
to the straightest geodesic curve. The user can adjust the closeness of
the smooth curve to its original shape as well as the deviation from
the prescribed geodesic curvature. For these adjustments, default parameters are suggested. The algorithm was tested on both synthetic
surfaces and anatomical surfaces from clinical data sets to show robustness in terms of geometric and parametric noise. In this way, the
approach is not restricted to triangular meshes but is also applicable
to different surface representations. The algorithm fills a gap for the
interactive computation of smooth surface curves for cases in which
closeness to their initial curve shape is necessary, which was demonstrated for two medical applications. Similar results were achieved in
comparison with spline approximation methods, but this approach
requires less user effort and does not need a global parameterization.
Informal user feedback with a domain expert confirmed the usefulness and robustness of the approach.

Part II
L I N E D R AW I N G T E C H N I Q U E S

Feature Lines

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn and Bernhard Preim
Feature Lines for Illustrating Medical Surface Models:
Mathematical Background and Survey
Visualization in Medicine and Life Sciences (in print), 2014
Kai Lawonn, Rocco Gasteiger and
Bernhard Preim
Qualitative Evaluation of Feature Lines on
Anatomical Surfaces
Bildverarbeitung fuer die Medizin, pp. 187-192, 2013
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F E AT U R E L I N E S

his chapter provides an overview about the most common feature lines. First, general requirements will be discussed. Afterwards, a summary of all feature lines will be presented. Then,
all methods will be discussed and compared to each other. Here, medical applications are mentioned and examples are provided where feature lines can be used to enhance visualizations. Next, an evaluation
is provided where medical experts assessed the capabilities of certain
feature line methods. Finally, this chapter ends with the results and
the observations of the evaluation.

T

general requirements of feature lines

4

4.1

The generation of feature lines leads to several requirements, which
have to be considered for acquiring appropriate results.
Smoothing: Most of the feature line methods use higher order derivatives. Therefore, the methods assume sufficiently smooth input data.
For data acquired with laser scanners or industrial measurement processes, methods are applied to generate triangulated surface meshes
and smoothness cannot be expected. Discontinuities represent high
frequencies in the surface mesh and lead to the generation of distracting (and erroneous) lines. Several algorithms exist, which smooth
the surface by keeping relevant features. Depending on the feature
line method, different smoothing algorithms can be applied. If the
algorithm only uses the surface normals and the view direction, it
is sufficient to simply smooth the surface normals. Geometry-based
approaches, however, require to smooth the mesh completely. Operating only on scalar values, an algorithm which smoothes the scalar
field around a certain region may be applied, too.
Frame-coherence: The application of feature line approaches or in
general for non-photorealistic rendering makes it crucial to provide
methods that are frame-coherent. This means, during the interaction
the user should not be distracted by features that pop out or disappear suddenly. A consistent and continuous depiction of features
should be provided in consecutive frames of animation.
Filtering: Feature line algorithms may generate lines on salient regions as well as lines that result from small local irregularities, which
may not be necessary to convey the surface shape. Instead, they may
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be annoying or distracting. Filtering of feature lines to set apart relevant lines from distracting ones is a crucial part of a feature line
generation. User-defined thresholds may control the rate of tolerance
for line generation. Some algorithms use an underlying scalar field
for thresholding. Lines are only drawn if the corresponding scalar
value exceeds the user-defined threshold. Other methods integrate
along a feature line, determine the value, and decide to draw the
whole line instead of filtering some parts. The filtering technique of
each presented feature line generation method will be presented.
4.2

feature lines

This section presents selected object-based feature line methods. These
methods and their limitations will be explained. Further information
on line drawings can be found in [164, 170].
4.2.1

Contours

A silhouette is referred as a depiction of the outline of an object as
this is the original definition by Étienne de Silhouette. The contour is
defined as the loci of points where the normal vector and the view
vector are mutually perpendicular:
hn, vi = 0,
where n is the normal vector and v is the view vector which points
towards the camera. For the discrete case, the edges were highlighted

Figure 24: The brain model with contours.

as a contour whenever the sign of the dot product of the view vector with the normals of the incident triangle normals changes. The
contour yields a first impression of the surface mesh. On the other
hand, it is not sufficient to depict the surface well. The contour is not
appropriate to gain a spatial impression of the object. Furthermore, it
cannot depict salient regions, for instance strong edges.
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Summary: The contour is necessary for gaining a first impression
on the shape of the object. Unfortunately, spatial cues, as for instance
strong edges, are not depicted.
4.2.2

Crease Lines

Crease lines are the set of edges where the normals of incident triangles change strongly. The dihedral angle, i.e., the angle of the normals
of the corresponding incident triangles, along the edges is calculated.
The edge belongs to a crease line if the dihedral angle exceeds a userdefined threshold τ. As the change of the normals is an indicator
of the magnitude of the curvature, one can state that all points contribute to a feature line if the underlying absolute value of the maximum curvature exceeds a threshold:

for adjacent triangles with corresponding normals ni , nj . Afterwards,

Figure 25: The brain model with crease lines and contours.

all adjacent vertices which fulfill the property are connected. These
feature lines need to be computed only once, since they are not viewdependent. Furthermore, these lines are only drawn along edges.
Summary: Crease lines display edges where the dihedral angle is
large. Strong edges are appropriately depicted, but if the object has
small features, this method is not able to depict only important edges.
This is caused by the local determination of the dihedral angle without concerning a neighborhood. Even smoothing the surface mesh
would not deliver proper line drawings. Furthermore, this method is
only able to detect features on edges.
4.2.3

Ridges and Valleys

Ridges and valleys were proposed by Interrante et al. [91] and adapted
to triangulated surface meshes by Ohtake et al. [155]. These feature

4

κi > τ or hni , nj i > τ 0 ,
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lines are curvature-based and not view-dependent. The computation
is based on the principle curvature κ1 as well as the associated principle curvature direction k1 with |κ1 | > |κ2 |. Formally, ridges and

Figure 26: The brain model with ridges and valleys as well as contours.

valleys are defined as the loci of points at which the principle curvatures assume an extremum in the principle direction:
Dk1 κ1 = 0.
According to two constraints, the sets of points are called

< 0, and κ > 0: ridges
1
Dk1 Dk1 κ1

> 0, and κ1 < 0: valleys.

(22)

To determine the ridges and valleys, first the principle curvatures and
their associated principle curvature directions must be determined,
recall Section 2.5.2. Afterwards, the gradient of κ1 for each vertex is
determined, see Section 2.5.3. Finally, the dot product of the gradient
and the associated principle curvature direction k1 is computed. This
yields the scalar value of Dk1 κ1 for each vertex. Next, ridges and
valleys must be distinguished and Dk1 Dk1 κ1 for each vertex have
to be determined. Here, the gradient of each vertex with the value
Dk1 κ1 is needed and the dot product of the result with k1 is determined. Hence, two scalar values per vertex are assessed: Dk1 κ1 and
Dk1 Dk1 κ1 . Afterwards, the zero-crossing of the first scalar value is
determined, recall Section 2.5.5. The zero-crossings in every triangle
are determined for which one condition of Equation 22 holds. The
filtering of the lines is again performed by employing a user-defined
threshold. The integral along each ridge and valley line is determined
according to the underlying curvature. If the magnitude of the integral exceeds the threshold for ridges or valleys, the line is drawn.
Summary: The calculation is solely based on the curvature and therefore view-independent. This method is able to display small features.
The filtering depends on the underlying curvature and the length of
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the curve. Therefore, a long line with small curvature has also the
chance to be drawn as well as a small line with high curvature. This
strategy emphasizes also long feature lines. Ridges and valley are
very susceptible to noise, since this method is of 3rd order. Therefore,
small discontinuities on the surface mesh lead to erroneous derivatives and this error propagates for each further derivative. A crucial
task for this method is to guarantee a smoothed mesh to obtain reasonable results. From an artist’s point of view, some features may be
more highlighted than others from different points of view. This is
caused by the different perception of an object and by various light
positions. For this task, the ridges and valleys are not appropriate due
to the restriction of view-independent results.
Suggestive Contours

Suggestive contours are view-dependent feature lines introduced by
DeCarlo et al. [46]. They extend the definition of the contour. These

Figure 27: The brain model with suggestive contours and contours.

lines are defined as the set of minima of hn, vi in the direction of
w, where n is the surface normal, v is the view vector which points
towards the camera, and w = (Id − nnT )v is the projection of the
view vector on the tangent plane. Formally:
Dw hn, vi = 0 and Dw Dw hn, vi > 0.
Another equivalent definition of the suggestive contours is given by
the radial curvature κr . It is defined as the curvature in direction
of w. As seen in Equation 3, this curvature can be determined by
knowing the principle curvature directions as well as the corresponding curvatures. Therefore, the definition of the suggestive contours
is equivalent to the set of points at which the radial curvature κr is
equal 0 and the directional derivative of κr in direction w is positive:
κr = 0 and Dw κr > 0.
The filtering strategy is to apply a small threshold to eliminate suggestive contour points where the radial curvature in direction of the

4
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projected view vector is very low. Additionally, a hysteresis threshold
is applied to increase granularity.
Summary: Suggestive contours extend the normal definition of the
contour. This method depicts zero-crossings of the diffuse light in
view direction. This can be seen as inflection points on the surface.
This method is of 2nd order only and thus less susceptible to noise.
Unfortunately, suggestive contours are not able to depict some sorts
of sharp edges, which are in fact noticeable features. For instance, a
cube with rounded corners has no suggestive contours.
4.2.5

Apparent Ridges

Apparent ridges were proposed by Judd et al. [99]. These feature lines
extend the definition of ridges by a view-dependent curvature term.
Therefore, a projection operator P is used to map the vertices on a

Figure 28: The brain model with apparent ridges.

screen plane V. The orthonormal basis of the screen plane is given
by (v1 , v2 ). Assume having a parametrized surface f : I ⊂ R2 → R3 .
Then the projection of f onto V is given by:
!
hv1 , f(x)i
P(x) =
.
hv2 , f(x)i
The Jacobian JP of P can be expressed as:
JP =

∂f
∂f
hv1 , ∂x
i hv1 , ∂x
i
1
2
∂f
∂f
hv2 , ∂x
i hv2 , ∂x
i
1
2

!
.

In the discrete case with surface meshes, the Jacobian can be expressed by a basis for the tangent plane (e1 , e2 ):
!
hv1 , e1 i hv1 , e2 i
JP =
.
hv2 , e1 i hv2 , e2 i
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If a point p 0 on the screen plane is not a contour point, there exists a
small neighborhood where the inverse of P exists. Normal vectors n 0
at a point p 0 on the screen plane are defined as n 0 (p 0 ) B n(P−1 (p 0 )).
The main idea is to build a view-dependent shape operator S 0 at a
point p 0 on the screen as
S 0 (w 0 ) = Dw 0 n 0
where w 0 is a vector in the screen plane. The view-dependent shape
operator is therefore defined as:

Here, the basis of the tangent space expressing S and JP must be the
same. In contrast to the shape operator, the view-dependent shape
operator is not a self-adjoint operator, recall Section 2.4.5. Therefore,
it is not guaranteed that S 0 has two eigenvalues, but it has a maximum
singular value κ10 :
κ10 = max kS 0 (w 0 )k.
kwk=1

This is equivalent to finding the maximum eigenvalue of S 0T S 0 and
to take the square root. The corresponding singular eigenvector t 0
is called the maximum view-dependent principle direction. The rest
of the method is similar to the ridge and valley methods. Formally,
apparent ridges are defined as the loci of points at which the viewdependent principle curvature assumes an extremum in the viewdependent principle direction:
Dt 0 κ10 = 0 and Dt 0 Dt 0 κ10 < 0.
The sign of κ 0 is always positive. To distinguish between ridge lines
and valley lines, the sign of the object-space curvature has to be compared:

< 0, ridges
κ1

> 0, valleys.
The calculation of the directional derivative is different from the other
methods. This calculation is performed with finite differences. Therefore, the singular eigenvector t 0 are transformed to object space t using the corresponding basis of the associated vertex i. Furthermore,
the opposite edges of the vertex are needed and two points w1 , w2
on the edges are determined such that t and the edges are orthogonal
and w1 , w2 are the dropped perpendiculars of t to the corresponding
edges. The directional derivatives are determined by averaging the finite differences of the curvatures between pi and w1 , w2 . The curvature of w1 and w2 is assessed by linear interpolation of the endpoints

4

S 0 = S J−1
P .
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of the associated edge. Having the principle view-dependent curvature direction t 0 , it needs to be consistent over the mesh because it is
not well-defined. Therefore, t 0 is flipped in opposite direction whenever it does not point to the direction where the view-dependent curvature is increasing. The zero-crossings are determined by checking
if the principle view-dependent curvature directions of the vertices
along an edge point are in the same direction. Only in this case there
exists no zero-crossing. Pointing in different directions means that the
enclosing angle is greater than 90 degree. The zero-crossing is determined by interpolating the values of the derivatives. To locate only
maxima, a perpendicular is dropped from each vertex to the zerocrossing line. If the perpendiculars of the vertices of an edge make
an acute angle with their principle view-dependent curvature directions, the zero-crossing is a maximum. Otherwise, the zero-crossing
is a minimum. To eliminate unimportant lines, a threshold based on
the view-dependent curvature is used.
Summary: Apparent ridges incorporate the advantages of the ridges
and valley lines as well as the view dependency. They extend the
ridge and valley definition by introducing view-dependent curvatures. This method is able to depict salient regions as sharp edges.
Unfortunately, the 3rd order computation leads to low frame rates
and to visual clutter if the surface mesh is not sufficiently smoothed.
4.2.6

Photic Extremum Lines

Photic extremum lines (PELs) were introduced by Xi et al. [209]. These
feature lines depict regions of the surface mesh with significant variations of illuminations. This method is based on the magnitude of the

Figure 29: The brain model with photic extremum lines.

light gradient. Formally, these lines are defined as the set of points
where the variation of illumination along their gradient direction
reaches a local maximum:
Dw k∇fk = 0 and Dw Dw k∇fk < 0,
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∇f
with w = k∇fk
. Normally, f is used as the headlight illumination:
f B hn, vi with n as the normal vector and v as the view-vector. PELs
have more degrees of freedom to influence the result by adding more
light sources. Thus, the scalar value of f changes by adding the light
values of the vertices by other lights. Noisy photic extremum lines
are filtered by a threshold which is based on the integral of single
connected lines. The strength T of a line with points x0 , . . . , xn is
determined by:

Z
T = k∇fk =

n−1
X
i=0

k∇f(xi )k + k∇f(xi+1 )k
kxi − xi+1 k.
2

Summary: Photic extremum lines are strongly inspired by edge detection in image processing and by human perception of a change
in luminance. It uses the variation of illumination. The result may
be improved by adding lights. Besides the filtering strategy to integrate over the lines and accumulate the magnitude of the gradient,
the noise can also be reduced by adding a spotlight that directs to certain regions. Nevertheless, smoothing is necessary to gain reasonable
results. Here, the smoothing of the normal is sufficient as the computation is mainly based on the normals. However, the computation has
high performance costs. The original work was improved by Zhang
et al. [212] to significantly reduce the runtime.

4.2.7

Demarcating Curves

Demarcating curves were proposed by Kolomenkin et al. [111]. These
feature lines are defined as the transition of a ridge to a valley line.
To determine these lines, the derivative of the shape operator has to

Figure 30: The brain model with demarcating curves and contours.

4

If T is less than a user-defined threshold, the line is canceled out.
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be calculated, recall Equation 12:


C = Dv S Dw S .
The demarcating curves are defined as the set of points where the
curvature derivative is maximal:
hw, Swi = 0 with w = arg max Dv κ.
kvk=1

The values for w can be analytically found as the roots of a third order
sin(θ) 
and combining
polynomial. This is obtained by setting v = cos(θ)
this with Equation 13. A user-defined threshold eliminates demarcating curves, if they exceed the value of Dw κ.
Summary: Demarcating curves are view-independent feature lines
displaying regions where the change of the curvature is maximal.
Therefore, higher-order derivatives are used. A 2 × 2 × 2 rank-3 tensor
is determined. This method can be used to illustrate bumps by surrounding curves. The advantage of the method is to enhance small
features. Especially when combined with shading, the authors claimed
that their approach has its strength in illustrating archaeology objects
where specific details are important, e.g., old scripts. For this application, view-dependent illustration techniques are not recommended
because details need to be displayed for every camera position. Contrary, due to higher-order derivatives, the method is sensitive to noise
and is not well suited for illustrative visualization.
4.2.8

Laplacian Lines

Laplacian lines were proposed by Zhang et al. [213]. The introduction
of these lines was inspired by the Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) edge
detector in image processing and aims at a similar effect for surface
meshes. The idea of the LoG method is to determine the Laplacian of

Figure 31: The brain model with Laplacian lines.

the Gaussian function and to use this kernel as a convolution kernel
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for the image. Laplacian lines calculate the Laplacian of an illumination function f and determine the zero-crossings as feature lines. To
remove noisy lines, the lines are only drawn if the magnitude of the
illumination gradient exceeds a user-defined threshold τ:
∆f = 0 and k∇fk > τ,
where ∆ is the discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator on the surface mesh
and f is the illumination with f B hn, vi. Here, the discrete LaplaceBeltrami operator with the Belkin weights is used, as introduced in
Section 2.5.4. The advantage of this method is the simplified representation of the Laplacian of the illumination:
∆f(p) = ∆hn, vi

Here, ∆n is the vector Laplace operator in the Euclidean space. This
is just a composite of the Laplacian of the different components. Thus,
the algorithm consists of a preprocessing step to calculate the LaplaceBeltrami operator with the Belkin weights of the components of the
normal ∆n. During runtime, the algorithm detects the zero-crossings
of h∆n, vi and checks if the magnitude of k∇fk exceeds the userdefined threshold.
Summary: Laplacian lines are strongly inspired by edge detection algorithms in image processing. This method is based on the Laplacianof-Gaussian. Basically, the method searches for zero-crossings in the
Laplacian of the illumination. The computational effort can be simplified by a preprocessing step. Thus, interactive frame rates for geometric models of moderate size are possible during the interaction.
Similar to other higher order methods, this approach also assumes
well smoothed surface normals. The Belkin weights for the LaplaceBeltrami operator have a smoothing effect for the Laplacian line generation. This method illustrates sharp edges well, but is not suitable
for round corners.
4.3

discussion and comparison

This section deals with general properties of the different feature line
methods. The different approaches are discussed to derive first recommendations which method may be used for which kind of geometry.
First, all feature line methods, different properties, and the order of
the corresponding method are listed in Table 2. Furthermore, in Figure 32, the higher-order feature lines are illustrated on an analytic
function.
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Table 2: List of different feature line methods with derivative order and view
dependency.

Order

View-dep.

Contours

1

yes

Crease Lines

1

no

Ridges & Valleys

3

no

Suggestive Contours

2

yes

Apparent Ridges

3

yes

Photic Extremum Lines

3

yes

Demarcating Curves

3

no

Laplacian Lines

3

yes

Name

(a) Ridges and Valleys, Ap- (b) Suggestive Contours,
parent Ridges
Demarcating Curves

(c) Photic Extremum Lines,
Laplacian Lines

Figure 32: Drawing of an analytic function with illustrated feature line positions. In (a) the ridges are denoted in orange and the valleys
are illustrated in cyan. For this function with fixed view direction, the apparent ridges coincide with ridges and valleys. In (b)
the suggestive contours and the demarcating curves are the same,
colored in orange. In (c) the photic extremum lines and the Laplacian lines, also colored in orange, coincide.

The benefit of feature lines is motivated by the visual perception.
In [135] it is stated that the first stage of the assessment of the shape
is done by extracting features, such as contours. These characteristics
help to understand the shape. The illustration of shapes with feature
lines cannot be seen as an alternative to shading. It is rather an additional concept. Kolomenkin et al. [111] showed that their demarcating lines support the shading and can extract text from archaeology
objects. However, for examining structures where the whole object inherits important information, feature lines should not be used solely.
For data where the scene can be divided into focus and context objects, feature lines can be applied to the context objects. Furthermore,
feature lines can also be used to enhance focus with additional shading.
Depending on the underlying model, different techniques are recommended. Most of the feature lines are able to depict the contour,
but this depends strongly on the bending of the surface at the contour. Especially apparent ridges and photic extremum lines are able to
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X
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×

×

X
Crease Lines


×


X

X

×

×

×

×
Contour

Name

Bumps (s.w.)
Round Edges
Sharp Edges

Bumps (top)

Contour

Deformation

Table 3: List of supported feature by the methods. The different features are
illustrated in Figure 33.

draw contour lines, but in the experiments activating the contour enhances the visual impression because some parts of the contour were
missing. If the surface model is an assembly with sharp edges, ridges
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and valleys or apparent ridges are recommended. These features often appear in medical models like implants or prostheses. For simple
models with only a few sharp edges, crease lines may be appropriate
as well. If the models have a lot of round edges the selection of a feature line method is a matter of taste. These features appear in models
like vascular surfaces or organs. For scenarios where it is important
to illustrate details for every camera position, ridges and valleys as
well as demarcating curves are recommended. From an artistic point
of view, suggestive contours, photic extremum lines, and Laplacian
lines should be chosen. The reason for this recommendation is that especially for a rounded cube the photic extremum lines and Laplacian
lines generate double lines around the feature to denote the rounded
edge. If the user wants to visualize the line along the edge, the ridges
and valleys or the apparent ridges should be used. For this case, the
crease line approach is not useful because it depicts only edges with
specific greater value of the dihedral angle. Therefore, too many lines
may be generated. If the surface has many crevices, the suggestive
contours should be used. They illustrate the inflection points of valleys. Round corners are often represented in many organic structures
like livers or bones, see Figure 34 for a femur model or a skull model.
Table 3 lists all possible features and Figure 33 shows the different
features. Please note that the assessment of the suitability of a method
– marked in the table – necessarily is a subjective assessment by the author and two artists. For instance, regarding the property whether the
methods are able to detect round edges, it is meant if it displays the
specific round feature. As already mentioned, it does not reflect the
ability to enhance the round edge from an illustrative or artist point
of view. This concerns the ability to depict bumps. In agreement with
artists, the bump shown from a sideway (s.w.) perspective would be
illustrated such that it depicts the smooth transition from the ground
to the dent. The drawing of the surrounding circle of the bump is
not desirable as it conveys a sharp transition from the bump to the
ground. For bumps shown from the top perspective it is sufficient if a
round circle is drawn. Bumps can occur as polyps or blebs on a cerebral aneurysm. Especially blebs are important anatomical features to
be detected because they are an indicator for rupture. Blebs can also
occur as polyps in CT colonography.
Also the property deformation is listed in the table. This characteristic means if the corresponding method is able to illustrate the features
of deformable surfaces, e.g., animated objects, in real-time. As an example, Oeltze et al. [154] analyzed myocardial perfusion data. The
focus lies on the examination of the infarction scar on the left ventricle. In this paper, the left ventricle is illustrated as context information.
Using the time-dependent data, it would also be possible to illustrate
the context information with some feature line methods during the
animation.
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SC

RV

AR

PEL

DC

LL

Figure 33: Different surface features are illustrated with shading (SH) and
with different higher-order feature line methods: suggestive contours (SC), ridge and valley (RV), apparent ridges (AR), photic
extremum lines (PEL), demarcating curves (DC), and Laplacian
lines (LL).

For example, suggestive contours have two definitions of how to
assess the feature lines. One is curvature-based and the other is lightbased. With the second definition, no preprocessing is needed to assess the curvature and the principle curvature directions. This is in
contrast to ridges and valleys and apparent ridges. Therefore, these
algorithms are not able to compute the feature lines during the deformation. Photic extremum lines are also able to compute the feature lines during runtime because of the light and view dependency.
The Laplacian lines need to precompute the Laplacian of the normals.
Hence, this method is not suited for deformations.
Furthermore, Figure 34 shows some exemplary models illustrated
with higher-order feature lines. Three typical models in the discrete
differential geometry field (cow, Buddha, Max Planck) as well as three
medical image data models (brain, femur, skull) are presented.
In summary, current feature lines are not suitable for the depiction
of anatomical structures directly derived from medical image data
because the underlying surfaces are too noisy. Advanced smoothing
algorithms are necessary to reduce artifacts, but preserve important
anatomical structures. For the depiction of a sparse representation of
the model in a context-aware manner, the feature line methods can
be used.
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SH

SC

RV

AR

PEL

DC

LL

Figure 34: Selected models depicted in shading and higher-order feature
lines.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 35: Different medical application fields where feature lines can be
used to illustrate surrounding objects.

4.3.1

Medical Application

Feature lines are illustrative visualization techniques that can enhance
shading or that provide an alternative in the focus-and-context visualization. Glaßer et al. [216] presented an approach to visualize 3D
cluster results. Here, the medical researcher can analyze the whole
3D scene with different cluster results where he can also select interesting objects. The surrounding objects become context information.
Thus, it is proposed to illustrate them with feature lines. In this case,
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the contour can be used only because the objects do not inherit many
features. Figure 35a illustrates the main object with context objects,
i.e., unselected objects illustrated with feature lines.
In the field of endoscopic views, the identification of polyps is often necessary. Once the polyps are detected, they can be illustrated
in such a way that the endoscopic views are used for context information. In Figure 35b, suggestive contours are recommended for the
vessel and diffuse shading for the polyps.
In Figure 35c, the portal vein and three liver segments are visualized. The portal vein is illustrated in diffuse shading in red. The liver
segments are visualized in diffuse shading with transparency and
photic extremum lines.
evaluation

A qualitative evaluation was performed to assess the feature line capabilities in capturing important surface features compared with surface shading. The evaluation was conducted with two physicians and
one medical researcher who are familiar with medical visualizations.
Three representative surface models are chosen:
• a cerebral aneurysm,
• a trachea seen from an endoscopic view, and
• a liver.
All surface models are derived from clinical image data and binary
segmentation masks. Thus, they exhibit surface noise and other artifacts like staircases. Since all four feature line methods are based
on higher order derivatives, they are sensitive to noise and the underlying tessellation. To ensure a reliable comparison between the
different methods and to reduce these artifacts, each surface model is
smoothed with a low pass filter according to the recommendations in
Bade et al. [5]. Furthermore, an equal and appropriate degree of tessellation among the surface models is ensured. As different medical
models were chosen for a comparison, the evaluation was not conducted with creases lines, demarcating curves, and Laplacian lines.
Comparing suggestive contours with demarcating curves and photic
extremum lines with Laplacian lines in Figure 32 yields similarities.
Furthermore, the Laplacian lines need a preprocessing step with userdefined values and therefore, they are not appropriate for the clinical
routine. Demarcating curves and creases lines are susceptible to noise
and therefore, they are also not appropriate for medical data sets.
The evaluation itself was conducted in two parts. In the first part,
each participant was shown the shaded surface models, which could
be explored interactively to gain an impression of important surface
features. For each surface model one out of four feature line methods
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(ridges and valleys (RV), suggestive contours (SC), apparent ridges
(AR), photic extremum lines PEL) was overlayed successively. For
each method, the participants were asked to adjust the corresponding
threshold until the resulting feature lines capture as much as possible surface features compared to the shaded representation. Thereby,
a tradeoff between inherent feature lines and false-positive feature
lines resulting from surface artifacts should be considered. During
the evaluation, the participants were also able to hide the shaded surface model. At the end of each adjustment, the final threshold was
recorded. The second part consists of a visual comparison and a qualitative assessment between the feature line methods. Based on the
recorded threshold, the participants should assess which method is
more appropriate to capture surface features and which limitations
they observed.
4.5

result

In Figure 40 the three shaded surface models are shown. For each
model the underlying rows represent the feature line representation
with one of the four techniques. Thereby, the result of the best-choice
for the given technique is rated by the participants. For the aneurysm
model, participant #1 (P#1) observed that the generated lines by RV
and SC are not sufficient to gain a 3D impression. For AR and PEL,
the resulting lines are reasonable, but some lines are distracting. Finally, P#1 preferred the PEL method. P#2 and P#3 rated the result of
the SC method as their favored technique. For RV, AR, and PEL P#2
stated that most of the generated lines are not meaningful or distracting, but they depict parts of the bifurcation well. Additionally, P#3
mentioned that AR produces lines on small vessel parts which lead
to the impression that the vessel is very wrinkly.
The inner view of the trachea has two main features: the elongated
structure and the bifurcation. P#1 stated that RV gives no satisfactory
impression of the 3D structure. Apart from that, SC, AR, and PEL
depict the elongated structures but fail to enhance the bifurcation. Although PEL produces more unnecessary lines which are distracting,
P#1 preferred the result of the PEL method. P#2 and P#3 preferred
the SC method because it conveys the elongated structure as well as
the tracheal cartilage. Furthermore, the resulting lines depict also the
bifurcation appropriately. Both participants noted that they could not
figure out the bifurcation when using the RV, AR, or PEL method.
The liver model failed for the illustration since too many distracting
lines are generated. This is probably due to the fact that the liver
shape has few prominent surface features and the lines emphasize
artifacts from image acquisition and surface generation instead of real
anatomical features. Thus, without the shaded underlying model the
participants were not able to recognize the model as a liver. From an
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illustrative point of view, P#1 chose the RV method as his favored. P#2
did not favor a particular technique and noted that it is necessary to
rotate the model in order to gain an impression of the model. Finally,
P#3 chose SC as the favored method but noticed that the differences
between the feature line methods are not significant when using the
liver model.
4.6

discussion

4

The results of the evaluation can be summarized in two conclusions.
First, reasonable depictions of patient-specific surface models with

Figure 36: Application of the four feature line techniques applied on: (a)
a cerebral aneurysm, (b) an inner view of a trachea, and (c) a
liver surface. The resulting images are obtained by best-choice
adjustments of the domain experts. Favored results of the experts
are depicted with corresponding borders. The dashed line border
stands for the best-choice by P#1, e.g. (a) and PEL. The dashed
points represent the choice by P#2, e.g. (a) and SC. The line border
depicts the favored result by P#3, e.g. (b) and SC.
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current feature line methods are obtained only if the models exhibit
a smooth and regularly tessellated surface. Due to the higher-order
derivations of the methods they are sensitive to surface noise and artifacts. Advanced smoothing and remeshing algorithms are necessary
to reduce these artifacts but preserve important anatomical surface
shape and features. Thereby, the user has to find a tradeoff between
surface shape and plausible resulting feature lines. However, for some
cases it seems that current feature line methods are not able to display important features of the underlying model. Additional surface
shading is needed. Furthermore, the evaluation shows a subjective
rating in terms of choosing a preferred method. It seems that the SC
method tends to be the most expressive technique. The second conclusion considers the application of feature line visualizations. Since
they are able to provide a sparse representation of the underlying
model, they can be used for context-aware medical illustrations in
which the model should not be in the focus, but serves as anatomical
context.
4.7

conclusion

The most common feature line methods for object space-based presentations of 3D meshes were summarized as they are frequently
used in medicine and molecular biology. All the calculation and the
mathematical background were provided. Additionally, a qualitative
evaluation with medical experts was performed to assess the capabilities of capturing important surface information. In summary, the
evaluation put two results on record. First, feature lines cannot serve
as an alternative to shading. Feature lines do only capture important regions whereas they cannot convey a spatial impression on the
surface. Second, it seems that the suggestive contours are the most
expressive technique. Additional surface shading seems necessary to
provide all surface information. These results serve as a starting point
for improvements on line drawing techniques as well as a new kind
of shading.

Streamlines
for Illustrative
Visualization

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn, Tobias Moench and
Bernhard Preim
Streamlines for Illustrative Real-time Rendering
Computer Graphics Forum, pp. 321-330, 2013
Kai Lawonn, Patrick Saalfeld and
Bernhard Preim
Illustrative Visualization of Endoscopic Views
Bildverarbeitung fuer die Medizin, pp. 276-281, 2014
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S T R E A M L I N E S F O R I L L U S T R AT I V E
V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

5.1

introduction

s a result of the previous chapter, feature lines were not able
to depict all important surface information, e.g., the spatiality. In contrast, hatching techniques convey a spatial impression on the surface, but may not emphasize important regions. This
chapter introduces ConFIS – a new illustrative visualization technique
to overcome the disadvantages of hatching and feature lines. ConFIS
stands for the keywords: Contours, Features, Illustration, Streamlines
(see Fig. 37). This method is motivated by the peculiarities in medicine,
but it is not restricted to that domain. It will be shown that common
feature line techniques cannot convey the specific shape of several
patient-specific anatomical surfaces, e.g., endoscopic views. On the
one hand, hatching techniques allow for a better spatial perception in
such endoscopic views. On the other hand, they usually draw hatching patterns allover the surface and miss to depict salient regions well.
ConFIS is designed to remedy these issues. The approach was qualitatively evaluated with two physicians and three medical researchers
on various models. The goal of the evaluation was to assess, with
which illustrative visualization technique the domain experts can better infer the surface shape. They had to compare the ConFIS-based
illustrations to surface shading and the most commonly used feature
line and hatching methods. Afterwards, the evaluation showed that
ConFIS is more appropriate on endoscopic views than feature lines or
hatching methods. This evaluation was extended with more test persons and more alternative techniques. Here, another hatching method
was used to compare ConFIS on endoscopic views only. This chapter
can be summarized with the following contributions:
• A novel view-dependent illustrative visualization method. Explicit streamlines on the triangular surface mesh are employed
and drawn in real-time.
• Feature regions are determined by resolving the minima and
maxima of the mean curvature scalar field.
• Expressive illustrations on endoscopic anatomical surfaces.
• A qualitative evaluation with medical experts has been conducted to compare ConFIS with existing illustration techniques.
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(a) Cow

(b) Three Liver Segments & Portal Vein

Figure 37: ConFIS is visually pleasing and conveys the surface model and
the volume reasonable.

5.2

method

ConFIS is based on streamlines to illustrate the surface model. For
this reason, the regions, where streamlines should be seeded, will be
described first. Second, the streamline calculation will be explained.
Thus, this section will be divided in three parts:
1. Contour margin: The term contour margin will be explained.
2. Feature regions: A curvature-based definition for a feature region is described.
3. Streamlines: The determination of explicit streamlines will be
detailed.
5.2.1

Contour Margin

The common edge of two adjacent triangles is highlighted if the signs
of the dot products between the oriented face normals and the view
vector change. Besides the contour line, also streamlines are drawn at
contour triangles. To provide frame-coherent interaction, streamlines
are seeded at triangles which lie inside a contour margin. The contour
margin is defined by the curvature-based method of Kindlmann et al.
[108]. Triangles are included in the contour margin
p if the dot product
of the normal and the view vector is less than T κv (2 − T κv ). Here,
κv denotes the normal curvature in direction of the view vector and
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T denotes the thickness of the contour margin. The determination is
based on the view vector and the normal, see Figure 38:
|hv, ni| 6 sin(αT )
p
R2 − (R − T )2
6
R
r
2RT − T 2
6
R2
s 

T
T
6
· 2−
R
R
p
6 T κv (2 − T κv ).
This method provides a homogeneous contour margin in image space.
Additionally, the opacity of the streamlines changes depending on the
length to provide a convenient fade-off during the interaction. For an
extensive overview about contours, the reader is referred to Isenberg
et al. [93].
5.2.2

Feature Regions

Definition 5.2.1 (Maxima and minima on a scalar field). Two cases will
be considered for the maxima and minima on a scalar field.
• Continuous Case: Maxima and minima can occur where the gradient
of the scalar field vanishes.
• Discrete Case: The gradient of the scalar field for each vertex of a
triangle is determined. The three dot products between the gradients

5

Figure 38: Condition for the dot product of the normal and the view vector
depending on the thickness T .
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are calculated. A maximum or a minimum occurs if two dot products
are negative.
A feature streamline is seeded at a triangle t if the following properties for the mean curvature field (MCF) are fulfilled:
i. The MCF has a maximum or a minimum at t.
ii. The MCF at t exceeds a user-specified threshold.
5.2.3

Streamlines

Streamlines are seeded at every contour triangle and within a defined margin around the contour. Thus, the following tasks have to
be solved:
• Selection of the vector field for streamline calculation.
• Select an appropriate streamline starting point.
• Estimate the maximum streamline length.
• Calculate the streamline.
• Use an adaptive step size for the streamline generation.
The vector field for streamline calculation: A suitable curvaturebased vector field for streamline calculation is chosen. In order to
compute curvatures on a discrete triangle mesh, the algorithm from
Rusinkiewicz [169] is used, since it yields accurate and robust results
even on irregularly tessellated surfaces, recall Section 2.5.2. At umbilic vertices, the principle curvature directions (PCDs) are set to the
zero vector to exclude the streamlines from seeding. Four vectors are
assigned at the vertices and the triangle – namely two PCDs, each
with two possible signs. For each triangle, only e1 is used where e1
is the PCD which corresponds to the maximum principle curvature
(PC). The e1 of each triangle is compared with the four vectors of
their adjacent vertices. The dot product between e1 and the four vectors of the first vertex is determined. The vector which corresponds
to the largest dot product is selected, see Figure 39. The resulting
vector belongs to the final vector field to ensure that is smooth. This
procedure is repeated with the other two vertices. The dot products
are determined and the vector is used which maximizes them. By
doing so, a triple (e1 , e2 , e3 ) of vectors for each triangle is obtained.
The triple (e1 , e2 , e3 ) and (−e1 , −e2 , −e3 ) is used to obtain two vector
fields for each triangle by barycentric interpolation. With these two
final vector fields, two different streamlines for each triangle can be
generated.
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Streamline starting points: Every streamline starts at the barycenter of the contour triangle. Furthermore, streamlines are also generated at the barycenter of adjacent triangles within the contour margin.
To achieve frame-coherence, the streamlines have to be generated at
consistent start positions. The streamlines were also started at different randomly chosen start positions, but no significant visual differences occurred. Thus, the barycenter serves as the start position for
the streamlines.
Streamline length: The principal curvatures are employed to determine the length of the streamline. Every triangle obtains a minimum
and maximum curvature κ1 , κ2 . The length L of a streamline is calculated by:
L=

π
.
3 · max{|κ1 |, |κ2 |}

(23)

The intuition is to have a length of one third of the half perimeter of
the osculating circle: 13 πr. If the streamline length L exceeds a userdefined threshold Lmax the length is clamped: L B Lmax . The median
value of all calculated lengths per vertex is suggested for the streamline length threshold Lmax .
Calculation of the streamline: Some authors use implicit or explicit
iterative methods for the approximation of ordinary differential equations, e.g., [211]. Nielson and Jung [152] determined explicit streamlines over tetrahedral domains. Furthermore, they gave the solution
for streamlines over triangle domains. The explicit streamline solution is derived for each triangle and this process will be described
in detail. Given a triangle t = (p1 , p2 , p3 ) with associated PCDs
(e1 , e2 , e3 ), the associated (non-normalized and non-orthogonal) basis (u, v) is built by: u = p2 − p1 and v = p3 − p1 . Every position p
and the associated vector e(p) in the interior of the triangle can be calculated by the basis (u, v), see Figure 40. The parametrized streamline

5

Figure 39: The maximal PCD of the triangle is compared to the PCDs per
vertex. The most similar PCD of every vertex compared to the
maximal PCD of the triangle is selected.
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v
xp

u
Figure 40: Every point p in the triangle can be represented by the basis (u, v)
with coefficients (α, β), α, β > 0 and α + β 6 1. The corresponding resulting vector e(p) can be obtained with the point p = (α, β)
by: e(p) = (e2 − e1 e3 − e1 ) · p + e1 .

c(t) fulfills the following condition:

∂c(t) 
= e2 − e1 e3 − e1 c(t) + e1 .
∂t
|
{z
}

(24)

CA

Such an inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation (iODE) c 0 =
Ac + e1 is solved by the method of separation of constants [81, 157].
First, the homogeneous ODE (hODE) c̃ 0 = Ac̃ is solved. Afterwards,
the missing factor for the inhomogeneous part e1 is determined. The
solution of c̃ 0 = Ac̃ is a linear combination of a fundamental solution:
c̃(t) = exp(A · t) =

∞
X
A k · tk
.
k!

k=0

In practice, the Matrix A is decomposed in a Jordan-form: A = DJD−1 .
Then
c̃(t) = D · exp(J · t) · D−1
is obtained. As the inverse is not necessary for a fundamental solution
system, the fundamental system
c̃(t) = D · exp(J · t)
is obtained. The solution leads to the general solution of the ODE:
c(t) = cp (t) + c̃(t). The equation: cp (t) = c̃(t) · f(t) is used with an
arbitrary 2D differentiable function f(t) to determine a particular solution cp (t) for the iODE. The derivative of cp (t) yields:
∂cp (t)
= A · c(t) + c̃(t) · f 0 (t).
∂t

(25)
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Comparing Equation 24 with Equation 25 leads to: c̃(t) · f 0 (t) = e1 .
Finally, the particular solution has the form:
Z t

cp (t) = D · exp(J · t) ·
exp(−J · x) dx · D−1 · e1 + C.
(26)
t0

For simplicity, cp (t) is written as an indefinite integral and the constant C is left out:
Z

cp (t) = D · exp(J · t) · exp(−J · t) dt · D−1 · e1 .
Furthermore, A(t) is defined:
Z

A(t) B D · exp(J · t) · exp(−J · t) dt · D−1 .

(27)

Finally, the explicit streamline representation is obtained with starting
at position p with Equation 26 and 28:
 
x1
(29)
c(t) = cp (t) + c̃(t) ·
x2
= A(t) · e1 + D · exp(J · t) · D−1 · (p − A(0) · e1 ) .

(30)

The streamline representation depends on the terms exp(J · t) and
A(t), which can be simplified. The simplification will be presented
in the following. The Jordan-matrix J canRbe represented by different
forms. In order to simplify exp(J · t) and exp(−J · t) dt all cases of J
have to be considered:
!
κ 1
i. J =
, κ ∈ R.
0 κ
!
κ1 0
ii. J =
, κ1 , κ2 ∈ C.
0 κ2
Lemma 5.2.2. For one of the cases i. or ii. different simplified representations
for exp(J · t) are obtained:

a)

b)

c)

1 t

i. & κ , 0 : exp(J · t) = exp(κt)
i. & κ = 0 : exp(J · t) =

ii.

: exp(J · t) =

1 t

0 1

!
,

!
,

0 1

exp(t · κ1 )

0

0

exp(t · κ2 )

!
.

5

The final fundamental solution for the ODE is obtained. For the specific solution, the parameters x1 , x2 ∈ R for the hODE are needed.

With the restriction c(0) = p, the condition: p = A(0) · e1 + D · xx12 is
obtained. Solving this equation with respect to x1 , x2 yields:
 
x1
= D−1 · (p − A(0) · e1 ) .
(28)
x2
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Proof. a) First, using the definition of the matrix exponential:
exp(J · t) =

∞
X
Jk tk
.
k!

k=0

Applying induction leads to
!
n n · κn−1
κ
.
Jn =
0
κn
This yields
exp(J · t) = exp(κt)

1 t

!
.

0 1

b) J is a nilpotent matrix therefore: J0 = Id, J1 = J, and J2 = 0. This
yields
!
1 t
exp(J · t) =
.
0 1
c) This case can be verified by knowing
!
κn
0
n
1
J =
0 κn
2
and this leads to
exp(J · t) =

!

exp(t · κ1 )

0

0

exp(t · κ2 )

.


Lemma 5.2.3. For one of the casesRi., ii. or iii. different
simplified represen
tations for A(t) B D · exp(J · t) · exp(−J · t) dt · D−1 are given:
a) i. & κ , 0:
A(t) = −D ·

− κ1
0

1
κ2
− κ1

!
· D−1

b) i. & κ = 0:
2

A(t) = D ·

t − t2
0

!
· D−1

t

c) ii. & κ1 , κ2 , 0:
A(t) = D ·

− κ11

0

0

− κ12

!
· D−1
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d) ii. & κ1 , 0, κ2 = 0:
A(t) = D ·

− κ11

0

0

t

!
· D−1

e) iii.
!

=(κ−1 )
A(t) = <(κ−1 )
+
bc − ad
0 1
a + bi a − bi

with D =

c + di

c − di

ac + bd −a2 − b2
c2 + d 2

!

−ac − bd

,

!
.

Proof. a)-d) The matrix exponential has the property: (exp(A))−1 =
exp(−A). By using the results from Lemma 5.2.2 and inverting the
matrix exponential and integrating the result, the simplification from
a)-d) are obtained.
e) First, when having a complex eigenvector v with associated eigenvalue κ then the complex conjugated eigenvector v̄ is also an eigenvector with the corresponding complex conjugated eigenvalue κ̄. This
can be shown by assuming that a matrix A has a complex eigenvector v with associated eigenvalue κ writing Av = κv and rearranging this term in the real and complex part: A<(v) + iA=(v) =
(<(κ) + i=(κ)) · (Re(v) + i=(v)). Comparing the real and the complex
part leads to the proof that changing the sign of the complex part of
the eigenvalue and the eigenvector will clear the change of signs on
both sides of the equation. This proofs that D can be represented with
!
a + bi a − bi
D=
c + di c − di
and
J=

κ 0

!

0 κ̄

.

Case c) gives
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Considering the real and the complex part of J yields:
A(t) = D(<(J) + i=(J))D−1
= D<(J)D−1 + iD=(J)D
= <(J)Id + i=(J)D
= <(J)Id + i=(J)
·
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Within the triangle, streamlines have the following properties:
c(t)x > 0, c(t)y > 0,
and
c(t)x + c(t)y 6 1.
Violating one condition leads to an intersection point of the streamline with one of the edges. Thus, the adjacent triangle of the edge
is obtained. The underlying vector field of the new triangle can be
determined. Instead of using the triangle PCD as reference direction,
the streamline direction vector is employed.
Adaptive step size: For streamline propagation, an adaptive step size
is used. Whenever the length of a streamline segment exceeds the
inradius of the triangle, the step size has to be halved. This ensures
that the streamline will not immediately leave the triangle in most
cases. Furthermore, the visual results of the streamlines seem to be
smooth, although not too much line segments in a triangle have to be
calculated.
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5.2.4

Advantage of explicit streamline calculation

First of all, determining the explicit streamline exhibits a lower error than iterative methods for the approximation of ODEs. Explicit
streamlines do only produce an error when approximating the intersection point of one edge of the triangle with the streamline. Another
advantage of explicit streamlines is the converging propagation behavior towards singularities. The explicit streamline will converge
into this point. An iterative streamline can oscillate around the singularity (see Fig. 41). Moreover, iterative methods are based on a sequence of points. Thus, one point can only be approximated by using
the previously calculated ones. In contrast, explicit streamlines can be
calculated in parallel without knowing the previous points.
5.3

algorithm and gpu implementation

The algorithm for ConFIS on the mesh M is as follows:
1. (Optionally) Subdivide and smooth M.
2. Compute the PCDs and the corresponding PCs.
3. Determine feature regions of M.
4. Compute two streamlines for all triangles.
5. Compute the contour and contour margin.
6. Draw the contour and feature streamlines.

5

Figure 41: A comparison between explicit and implicit streamline computation using the forward Euler method. On the one hand, an increasing error during the computation is obtained. On the other
hand, the implicit streamline may cause wrong results. The explicit streamline approximates the singularity. Whereas the implicit streamline oscillates around the singularity and can leave
the triangle in the worst case.
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The algorithm is divided into two parts. The first part (1.-4.), consists of the preprocessing steps and the second part (5.-6.) is executed during runtime (see Fig. 43). As shown earlier, the generation
of a streamline for an arbitrary triangle requires to traverse M iteratively from one triangle to the next. For achieving a fast rendering, several APIs, such as CUDA, OpenCL, or DirectCompute are
available. All computations are performed with the OpenGL shader
framework to be independent of graphics card vendors and to reduce any overhead by additional APIs. The shader concept is ideally suited for per-vertex and per-triangle operations, which are required by the ConFIS method. OpenGL shaders natively do not provide neighborhood information, such as the 1-ring of each vertex.
Thus, a data structure similar to the one which has been presented
in [227] is employed. Topological information, such as the location
of neighboring vertices, is made available via the OpenGL extension ARB_SHADER_STORAGE_BUFFER_OBJECT, which is part of
the OpenGL core since version 4.3. First, this extension is used to
build neighbor information. A 3D integer vector N is created. The xcomponent consists of the ordered neighbors of the consecutive vertices. This means, the ordered neighbors of the first vertex are written
clockwise (or counter-clockwise) in a row. Next, the ordered neighbors of the second vertex are used and they are stored behind the
first neighbors. So, the x-component consists of
Nx = ( starOrd (0), starOrd (1), starOrd (2), . . . ) ,
where starOrd (i) are the ordered neighbors of the ith vertex. The second component stores the number of neighbors of each vertex. Thus,
the y-component yields:
Ny = {| starOrd (0)|, | starOrd (1)|, | starOrd (2)|, . . .}.
The z-component is the offset index for the corresponding entry in
the x-component:
Nz = {0, | starOrd (0)|, | starOrd (0)| + | starOrd (1)|, . . .}.
See Figure 42 for an illustration of the neighbor structure. Having the
current vertex at index i, the number of neighbors and the indices
of these neighbors can be immediately accessed. For the number of
neighbors, the entry num = Ny (i) is needed. For the assessment of
the neighbors, the offset off = Nz (i) is needed and it yields the neighbors:
{Nz (off), Nz (off +1), . . . , Nz (off + num −1)}.
With this, a streamline can be seeded and tracked at each triangle for
an arbitrary number of triangles.

5.3 algorithm and gpu implementation
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Figure 42: Neighbor structure of a triangle mesh using the storage buffer.

Preprocessing

First, two streamlines are generated at the barycenter for each triangle with given length. These processing steps are entirely executed
on the GPU via OpenGL shaders. Such a streamline buffer contains
#Triangles × #LineSegments × 2 elements. For writing the streamline
vertices to this buffer, shader storage buffer objects are used. Thus, the
OpenGL extension SHADER_STORAGE_BUFFER_OBJECT, which is
part of the OpenGL core since version 4.3, is required. With this, each
triangle is able to write the vertices belonging to each of its two
streamlines into the streamline buffer. Additionally, the preprocessing step allows for a detection of those triangles which shall later
generate a feature streamline based on the curvature criterion. Until
this point, nothing has been drawn – but all the streamlines have been
precomputed for later rendering.
5.3.2

Rendering Loop

During runtime, the steps 5 and 6 are executed. Using geometry
shaders, the object contour and a defined contour margin can be determined. Thus, the previously generated streamline buffer can be
accessed and the contour and feature streamlines can be drawn. Unfortunately, this yields a bad load balancing, since streamlines are
seeded only at comparably few triangles. Most geometry shader invocations would not perform any streamline processing. In the worst
case, all threads in one thread group have to wait until all streamlinegeneration-threads finish – even if only one thread is generating a
streamline.
Thus, the rendering stage is split into two render passes. At first,
all triangles, which shall draw a contour streamline, are identified
and marked. For each of these triangles and those which have been

5
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Triangle
Data

Rendering Loop
Determine
Contour Triangles

Preprocessing
Precompute
Streamlines

ShaderStorage
Buffer

Detect Features

Transform
Feedback

Transform
Feedback
Draw Streamlines

Figure 43: The scheme of ConFIS which is divided in two parts: the preprocessing and the rendering part.

marked during preprocessing for seeding feature streamlines, the triangle information (e.g., vertex IDs) are stored using OpenGL’s transform feedback mechanism. In the seconds pass, rendering is performed only for the marked triangles. As a result, the GPU processes only triangles which contribute to streamline rendering. Each
of these triangles can access the complete streamline buffer via TEXTURE_BUFFER_OBJECTS (TBOs). The opacity of each streamline is
reduced with increasing length.
5.4

evaluation

Two different evaluations are conducted to assess the capabilities of
the ConFIS method. First, a qualitative evaluation for the five line
drawing techniques: suggestive contour (SC), apparent ridges (AR), photic
extremum lines (PEL, according to Zhang et al. [212]), high quality hatching (HQ), and ConFIS is performed. This evaluation leaves out the feature line methods ridges and valleys, demarcating curves, and Laplacian lines. As seen in Figure 32, the three omitted feature line methods
are similar to the compared feature lines. Furthermore, ridges and valleys are not view-dependent, demarcating curves are very susceptible
to noise, and Laplacian Lines need to compute the Belkin weights of
the Laplace operator, which is very unintuitive for medical experts.
The second evaluation compares the ConFIS method with hatching
methods on endoscopic views.
For the first evaluation, the goal was to assess their capabilities
for expressing relevant surface characteristics. The purpose was to
figure out, which of the line drawing methods yields the most expressive result for the participants. The evaluation was conducted with
two physicians and three researchers with background in medical
visualization. Four representative surface models were chosen: ribs
(Fig. 48a), aneurysm 1 (Fig. 44, middle row), trachea (Fig. 44, bottom
row), and femur (Fig. 45d). The models are derived from segmenting medical image data and preprocessed to ensure an appropriate
and homogeneous degree of tessellation. For all compared methods,
the original implementations by the corresponding authors are used.
The evaluation took about 40–60 minutes and was conducted in three
tasks:
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Figure 44: Different surface models displayed with suggestive contour (SC),
apparent ridges (AR), photic extremum lines (PEL), high quality hatching (HQ), and ConFIS. The models are from top to bottom: hyperthing, aneurysm 1, and endoscopic view of a trachea.

1. Each participant was shown the shaded surface models in a
different order. They had the possibility to interactively explore
the model and gain a 3D impression.
2. The second task was to adjust the specific parameters of the illustration methods to obtain a subjectively satisfying and informative result. During this, the participants’ spoken comments
and the parameter sets were noted.
3. The third task of the evaluation consisted of a visual comparison
and a qualitative assessment between the feature line methods.
Based on the recorded parameter sets, each participant should
assess which method is more appropriate to express surface features and which limitations have been observed.
Aneurysm 1 model (Fig. 44): The participants mentioned that the
lines generated by the feature line methods were not appropriate to
gain a comprehensive spatial impression. Most of the generated lines
were considered to be distracting. On the other hand, these methods
depicted parts of the bifurcation well. All participants agreed that the
hatching method generates a reasonable 3D impression. For HQ, the
evenly spread lines cannot depict important features, e.g., the border
between the vessel and aneurysm sac. Furthermore, several participants criticized the low performance of the HQ implementation (~13
fps). ConFIS fulfilled the demands to illustrate relevant features and
to convey an appropriate 3D impression. All participants chose ConFIS as their preferred line drawing technique.
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Trachea model (Fig. 44): The inner view of the trachea has two features: the elongated structure and the bifurcation where the carina
tracheae splits into both branches. The participants confirmed that
the feature line methods can depict the elongated structures, but fail
to display the carina tracheae. Apart from that, they explained that
the hatching method as well as ConFIS depict both properties well.
One participant found some streamlines slightly disturbing and unnecessary to gain a spatial impression. The hatching method could
not highlight the bifurcation features. In contrast, it looked like a planar transition from one bronchus to the other. Finally, all participants
preferred the ConFIS method.
Ribs model (Fig. 48a): The ribs model was chosen to evaluate the
3D feeling of the mesh even if the surface has a lot of structures.
The participants get a reasonable 3D impression by all line drawing
methods. Some participants mentioned that there are only small differences between the feature line methods. One participant explained
that the impression of the model is appropriate during the interaction,
but seeing only an image would be confusing. The participant could
not set the ribs apart from the gaps. Furthermore, some lines which
are produced by feature line methods are distracting and the hatching method cannot illustrate the dents. ConFIS illustrates all ribs well
and the participants can distinguish the ribs from the gaps and all
dents are depicted as well.
Femur model (Fig. 45d): Some of the participants found fault with
the view-dependent feature illustrations. The feature line methods
only show some dents first if the camera position is chosen well. Two
participants criticized the missing details using the hatching method.
Some dents are missing and without interactive exploration some important regions are missed. Those regions have been highlighted with
ConFIS, which was again preferred.
5.4.1

Results

The results of the evaluation can be summarized as follows:
• Current line drawing techniques achieve satisfying results only
if the models exhibit a smooth and regularly tessellated surface.
• The clutter of surfaces derived from measured image data, such
as noise and staircase artifacts, are usually emphasized.
• For some cases, line drawing methods are not able to depict
relevant features.
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(a) Elephant

(b) Max Planck

(c) Hand
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(d) Femur

Figure 45: The ConFIS method applied to different surface models.

However, the informal study does not allow a definitive statement
and requires further evaluation. ConFIS is able to provide a sparse
representation of a model’s surface, since illustrative patterns are
drawn along characteristic contours and only sparsely within the surface. Thus, ConFIS might also serve to depict the anatomical context as spatial reference in medical illustrations, e.g., flow visualization. ConFIS provides such spatial information and gives also hints
on local shape properties. However, the discussion with the physicians showed that such illustrations are not suitable for diagnostic
purposes. In therapy planning, illustrative pictures are used for discussions. Especially in neck surgery, physicians use abstract 3D illustrations as a printout to draw resection lines and access path planning.
In the following it will be shown that ConFIS gives also visual pleasing results in endoscopic views. First, it will be shown that feature
lines are not appropriate for endoscopic views and second a qualitative evaluation is conducted where ConFIS will be compared to the
high-quality hatching and to the real-time hatching method by Praun
et al. [163].
5.4.2

Endoscopic Data

Clinical image data such as computed tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA) are used to acquire the anatomical
information as well as the surface model. The surface mesh is reconstructed by applying a simple thresholding segmentation followed by
a connected component analysis. The resulting segmentation mask is
used to construct the surface by a marching cubes algorithm. Afterwards, the mesh quality is improved by a combination of edge collapses, edge flips, smoothing, and remeshing.

5

• The ConFIS method was the most expressive technique in the
comparison.
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(a) Shading

(b) RV

(c) SC

(d) AR

(e) PEL

Figure 46: Endoscopic view rendered with simple shading (a), ridges and valleys (RV) (b), suggestive contours (SC) (c), apparant ridges (AR) (d),
and photic extremum lines (PEL) (e).

5.4.3

Hatching

hatching: First, Figure 46 illustrates that feature line methods
are not appropriate for endoscopic views. For the comparison of
hatching methods, three different techniques are considered: the realtime hatching by Praun et al. [163], the high-quality hatching by Zander et al. [211], and ConFIS. Praun et al. introduced real-time hatching.
They generate line-art tonal art maps for different shading levels. Afterwards, lapped textures are applied to map the line-art textures
onto the surface. Thereby, the textures are mapped randomly onto
the surface and missing facets are processed by querying a list of
non-covered facets. Then, those textures are used which correspond
to the underlying shading. Zander et al. employ high-quality hatching,
a geometry-based method. They do not use textures, but streamlines.
These streamlines are generated on the entire surface and propagated
along the principle curvature directions. The shading of each streamline part corresponds to the underlying surface shading.
5.4.4

Evaluation of Hatching on Endoscopic Views

A qualitative evaluation of the three line drawing techniques was performed to rate the ability for assessing the spatial impression. For
the evaluation, four surface models were chosen. The evaluation was
conducted with seven researchers who are familiar with medical visualizations. The illustrations were generated and the results were
shown in different order. The sequence of the data sets was the same.
The ordering of the line drawing techniques changed. First, the researchers were shown different results and they were asked if they
are able to perceive branches and other features from the resulting
pictures. After all illustrative pictures were shown, the normal shaded
images were presented. Then, they were asked if they would have expected this model. Afterwards, all results were shown to compare
between the different methods. Here, the goal was to figure out if
some features were misinterpreted or missed. In comparison of all
line drawing methods with the shaded model, the participants should
rate which technique is more appropriate to capture salient regions
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as well as the spatiality and which limitations they noticed. During
the evaluation, the spoken comments of the participants were noted.
5.4.5

Results

In Figure 47, the shaded models are shown. For each model, the results of the different hatching methods are depicted. The results of
the evaluation are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: The left table shows which method was rated as most effective for
the four data sets (left column). The participants could also vote
for two techniques (maximum is seven). The right table shows how
many participants counted the right number of branches.
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HQ
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5
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7

7
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1
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7

4

6

6

6

5

RT

Two findings were assessed. First, which technique was rated as most
expressive and second, which method delivers a good result for perceiving the right number of branches. The spoken comments of the
participants were very similar. The real-time hatching (RT) gives a good
spatial impression, whereas the high-quality hatching (HQ) is insufficient for a 3D impression. The ConFIS is also able to deliver a spatial
impression and tries to depict salient regions. Especially for the third
model, the cut-off between the two branches was illustrated appropriately. In contrast, the HQ could not depict it well. Furthermore,
the participants liked the consistent drawing of the ConFIS method.
Whenever a branch is depicted, the lines wrap around the outgoing
structure. The RT technique is able to illustrate the model according
to the light intensity. Therefore, the result is very close according to
the shaded image. Two participants realized some distortions of the
RT method as this is a texture projection method. The method was
implemented but another parameterization technique was used. Nevertheless, they mentioned that these artifacts were not distracting to
focus on the object branches. One participant thought of an improvement of HQ and ConFIS by attenuating the lines according to the
distance to gain better depth cues. In summary, the ConFIS technique
was rated as the most expressive technique and gives the best impression for branches.
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SH

RT

HQ

CF

Figure 47: Endoscopic view illustrated in simple shading (SH), real-time hatching (RT), high-quality hatching (HQ), and ConFIS (CF).

5.4.6

Discussion

The result of the evaluation can be summarized such that all methods
are able to illustrate the underlying surface model. The RT method
uses the underlying shading to create an illustrative visualization result which is close to the shaded image. The HQ technique generates
streamlines on the whole surface and shades them according to the
underlying illumination. In comparison, the ConFIS technique depicts
the spatiality by illustrating the contour margin as well as curvaturebased features. Therefore, if the user demands a salient representation
with a spatial impression, the ConFIS method is recommended. For a
full visualization of the object and using an alternative to diffuse lightning, the RT method is also recommended. As the method by Praun
et al. uses a projection of the texture onto the surface, it is sensitive
to surface noise and the results depend strongly on the local parameterization. To avoid distortions, the mapped texture should be small
to prevent a covering of a large high frequent surface. This implies
a longer preprocessing time for determining the lapped textures and
a result which is close to normal shading. HQ and ConFIS depend
on the underlying curvature field. The presented curvature field by
Rusinkiewicz is robust against surface noise. Here, the result is that
the ConFIS method is faster than the high-quality hatching. This is
explainable by the fact that ConFIS draws only streamlines at salient
regions and therefore less streamlines than the high-quality hatching.
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(a) Ribs
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(b) Inside view of the pulmonary artery

Figure 48: The ConFIS method with two anatomical surface models.
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Surprisingly, all methods were able to illustrate noisy surfaces well.
This can be seen from the second data set of the evaluation. Regarding
the evaluation, it can be stated that hatching methods offer an alternative to normal shading. They can be used for context-aware medical
illustrations in endoscopic views as well as learning illustrations for
textbooks.
5.5

results

Different experiments were performed in order to assess the performance of ConFIS. The experiments consider the frame rate achieved
with ConFIS for different artificial and anatomical surface meshes
(see also Fig. 48 and Tab. 5). The approach was implemented on a
mid-class desktop computer with an Intel Core i7 CPU (2.8GHz), 4GB
RAM, and an NVidia GeForce GTX 660 Ti. For all employed surface
models, rendering could be performed in real-time. Surface models
with given curvature vector field with the corresponding number of
triangles, averaged generated streamlines, initialization time, and average frame rates are summarized in Table 5. Streamline calculation
and feature region detection is performed only once during the preprocessing step. The latter requires a lot of memory for storing the
vertices of the precomputed streamlines. For a sample model with
about 100k faces and, e.g., 50 vertices per streamline, such buffer may
comprise ∼153 MB. However, with recent graphics cards, at least 1024
MB are usually available.
During runtime, only the contour is determined and streamlines at
contours and features are drawn. The approach depends on two userdefined values, which the evaluation participants confirmed to be intuitive. Different models are used and the results of different line
drawing techniques were compared, see Figure 44. In most experiments, ConFIS could express the relevant surface features (see Fig.
48). Since the illustration technique seeds streamlines at the barycenter of triangles, it is tessellation-dependent. Thus, for low resolu-
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Table 5: Performance test of ConFIS for all shown models.

Model

#∆

# SL

Init per s

FPS

Aneurysm 2

16,778

5,134

2,735

440

Cow

23,216

7,788

0,559

260

Femur

40,978

11,734

0,697

160

Trachea

69,964

25,501

1,617

127

Portal Vein

80,062

23,067

2,849

155

Ribs

85,736

26,780

3,071

87

Hyperthing

88,756

41,023

2,270

57

Max Planck

98,260

30,407

1,992

90

Aneurysm 1

98,970

32,659

2,002

78

Pulmonary Artery

100,000

30,680

2,735

104

Hand

105,860

25,915

2,298

72

Elephant

157,160

48,875

2,665

57

Figure 49: Fresnel alternative with white streamlines (aneurysm 2).

tion meshes, the overall visual impression will be disturbed by only
sparsely drawn lines. However, the user could always get an impression of the surface characteristics. During the tests with other feature
line and hatching methods, it was noticed that this seems to be a
general problem.
5.6

conclusion

In this chapter, ConFIS was presented – a novel illustrative visualization technique for surface models based on streamlines. The streamlines have the advantage that the user gets a natural impression of

the curvature of the model. Furthermore, the user gains an enhanced
3D impression. Different comparisons to other feature line methods
were made. The experiments showed that ConFIS depicts most of the
surface models well and gives also a good impression of endoscopic
views. ConFIS illustrates only salient regions which fulfills the conditions. Obviously, convex regions will not be illustrated. The parameters can be modified to emphasize sharp features of models. However,
more parameters are required to define a lower and upper bound. The
concept of the contour margin was used to provide a frame-coherent
illustration.
As disadvantages, the ConFIS approach is strongly tessellation-dependent and requires a preprocessing step to illustrate the surface.
Therefore, in the next chapter another approach will be introduced
that overcomes these issues. Thus, a method will be presented where
the streamlines are consistently drawn during the run-time. As an
outlook, ConFIS is considered as an alternative rendering technique.
ConFIS could be used in a similar manner as Fresnel shading to convey the impression of bending anatomical structures with streamlines,
see Figure 49. Fresnel shading and ConFIS are used in combination to
analyze the blood flow inside the vessel and to perceive the bending
of the vessel. Unfortunately, using streamlines for a visual illustration
method with streamlines representing the blood flow is not appropriate, since it yields visual clutter. However, with respect to the current
evaluations, ConFIS provides a good approach on filling the gap between feature line and hatching methods.
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Line Integral
Convolution for
Illustrative Molecular
Visualization

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn, Michael Krone, Thomas Ertl
and Bernhard Preim
Line Integral Convolution for Real-Time
Illustration of Molecular Surface Shape and
Salient Regions
Computer Graphics Forum, 33(3), pp. 181-190, 2014
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LINE INTEGRAL CONVOLUTION FOR
I L L U S T R AT I V E M O L E C U L A R V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

6.1

introduction

n this chapter a novel line drawing technique is presented.This
method is motivated by molecular surface renderings as shown
in Figure 50, but not restricted to it. As seen in the previous
chapter, the ConFIS method strongly depends on the underlying tessellation and the feature detection is based on the mean curvature.
Therefore, it cannot handle animated surfaces in real-time. Especially
for time-dependent molecular simulation data, an illustrative visualization technique has to fulfill several requirements. Frame-coherency
is indispensable as stated in the previous chapters. Furthermore, the
most important requirement is to illustrate time-varying data. Therefore, frame-coherency and real-time performance should be achieved
during the deformation of the surface.

I

illustrative visualization for molecular dynamics

In molecular visualization, illustrative rendering is beneficial to highlight the 3D shape and structure. Especially for biomolecules like
proteins, the structure of the surface is essential for understanding
function. Furthermore, the molecular visualization is important for
analyzing (bio-)molecular simulations. An introduction to the most
common types of biomolecules, how they work, and what effect they
have in a living cell can be found in [77]. All molecular representations arise from different model definitions that depict distinct aspects of the atomic structure. The molecular models range from simple depictions of the atoms and chemical bonds to abstracted representations and molecular surfaces. The molecular surface exhibits
structures (e.g. cavities, channels, and pockets) that affect the function of the protein. Therefore, an interactive visualization of the raw
molecular data that highlights these structures is important for analyzing molecular dynamics. Illustrative techniques have been shown
to effectively accentuate the protein structure [191]. Figure 50a shows
a protein surface illustrated using our method, whereas in Figure 50b,
it is applied selectively to emphasize a compartment of an ATPase.
In order to be useful for time-dependent molecular simulation data,
an illustrative visualization technique has to fulfill several requirements. It should illustrate deformable surfaces, since the protein surface
changes constantly due to conformation changes and the thermal vi-
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(a) Molecular surface structure
(Isomerase I)

(b) Focus-and-Context (ATPase)

Figure 50: Our method applied to two molecular surfaces: (a) illustration of
the surface structure of an isomerase protein and (b) focus-andcontext visualization for an ATPase. The 2D LUT shown in (b)
was used for both renderings.

bration of the atoms. The molecular surface shows the boundary of a
protein with respect to a certain type of solvent molecule [166]. Consequently, the surface can also change during analysis due to user input,
e.g., if the user selects the surface for another type of solvent. Therefore, an interactive performance is necessary without time-consuming
preprocessing for every animation step. Finally, for visual exploration,
frame-coherence has to be provided during the interaction as well as
during the time-dependent deformation.
This method uses line integral convolution (LIC) to assess the shape
of the surface [31]. LIC is often used for the depiction of vector fields
on a 2D domain. Previously, the LIC concept was employed to illustrate a vector field itself [60]. In this work, however, we use LIC
to generate a hatching-like visualization for conveying the surface’s
shape. The illustration of the surface structure is based on the illumination gradient. Furthermore, a 2D lookup table (LUT) is used to
map additional information to the surface at the respective regions.
The LUT is encoded in a 2D texture that is used for color-coding
(see the inset in Figure 50b). Using LIC, the results are comparable to
the ConFIS method. However, the novel method avoids the extensive
memory usage and computationally heavy preprocessing needed by
ConFIS. Therefore, the new method can be used in real-time on animated surfaces. Disabling the LIC method, results are obtained which
are similar to feature line techniques. In summary, the new illustrative
visualization method makes the following contributions:
• A novel view-dependent and frame-coherent illustrative visualization method.
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• Line drawing illustration based on a 2D lookup table (LUT).
• LIC is applied to salient regions in real-time.
• A method that acts on animated deforming surfaces.

In the following, a small overview on molecular visualization will
be given. Illustrative representations have a long tradition in molecular graphics and are important for analyzing (bio-)molecular simulations. An introduction to the most common types of biomolecules,
how they work and what effect they have in a living cell can be found
in [77]. All molecular representations arise from different model definitions that depict distinct aspects of the atomic structure. The molecular models range from simple depictions of the atoms and chemical
bonds to abstracted representations and molecular surfaces.
Goodsell and Olson [76] explained different techniques to illustrate
molecular surfaces using hatching. They used 2D image processing
techniques from z-buffer images. The result consists of silhouettes
and hatched shading. Duncan and Olson [55] computed texture coordinates for molecular surfaces to map additional information to
the surface. More recently, Tarini et al. [191] used ambient occlusion, which was first introduced by Zhukov et al. [215], and edge
cueing for molecular visualization. They enhanced the perception of
the molecules in employing precomputed ambient occlusion, depthdependent contours, and halos. Contour lines were also used by Sigg
et al. [181] and Lampe et al. [119] to illustrate atomistic data. Weber generated interactive pen-and-ink renderings of the so-called cartoon model (an abstracted representation of the internal protein structure) [206]. Krone et al. [112] used a GPU ray casting technique for
the visualization of the smooth molecular surface of proteins. Their
approach yields interactive frame rates for large data sets. Following Tarini et al. [191], they enhanced shape perception by applying contour lines and depth darkening [130], which renders depthdependent halos to mimic screen-space ambient occlusion. Falk et
al. [61] developed a framework for exploring data from simulations in
a virtual cellular environment. They employed a schematic visualization abstract. Furthermore, focus-and-context techniques were used
as well combining depth cues and depth of field. Van der Zwan et
al. [199] introduced a method for the continuous abstraction of proteins that computes a transition between an atomistic model and the
cartoon model. They used illustrative rendering styles (cel shading
with ambient occlusion, hatching). An efficient algorithm for the visualization of large dynamic particle data sets was introduced by Krone
et al. [113]. Parulek et al. [158] proposed a visualization technique
based on the level-of-detail concept. Therefore, different visualization
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(a) RV

(b) SC

(c) AR

(d) PEL

(e) LIC

Figure 51: A lipase model with ridge and valleys (RV), suggestive contours (SC),
apparent ridges (AR), photic extremum line (PEL), and the LIC approach. Note that the LIC method marks salient region whereas
feature lines depict salient details using lines.

methods are applied depending on the level-of-detail. Falk et al. [62]
provided an atomistic visualization method for data sets comprising
billions of atoms. They also employ methods to enhance the shape
and depth perception. The latter two visualization techniques resemble the artistic renderings of Goodsell [77] used for the “Molecule
of the Month” presented by the Protein Data Bank [15]. These renderings use cel shading and stylized ambient occlusion to obtain a
clear and comprehensive, yet visually pleasing, depiction of proteins.
An overview of modern molecular visualization techniques is given
in [37, 128, 153].
6.3

method

In the field of molecular surface visualization, important structures,
e.g., bumps and dents, need to be enhanced. Therefore, these salient
regions are determined and depicted by using a feature field, which is
represented by a scalar field. This scalar field is determined using an
illumination-based vector field. The illumination-based vector field
is well-suited for conveying discontinuities in visibility and illumination. Finally, this vector field is used for calculating LIC. Therefore,
the LIC approach is divided into three steps:
1. Feature vector field: An illumination-based vector field is provided.
2. Feature region: A scalar field is determined that represents salient
regions based on the feature vector field.
Optionally: A second scalar field is determined.
3. Line integral convolution: LIC is adapted to the salient regions
along the vector field of step 1.
6.3.1

Feature Vector Field

The illumination gradient is used for the feature vector field. First, the
diffuse illumination li of every vertex i is determined: li = hni , vi i.
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Remark, that h., .i denotes the dot product and vi denotes the normalized view vector from pi to the camera. Afterwards, the illumination
gradient per triangle 4 = (i, j, k) is calculated by:
∇l4 = (lj − li )

(pj − pi )⊥
(pi − pk )⊥
+ (lk − li )
,
2A4
2A4

(31)

where A4 denotes the area of the triangle and ⊥ stands for a counterclockwise rotation by 90◦ in the triangle plane, see [21]. Analogously, the illumination gradient can be calculated by Equation 15.
Afterwards, the gradient ∇li is computed per vertex i by rotating the
gradients of the adjacent triangles to the tangent space first, and then
weighting them by their Voronoi area [140]. The feature field is used
for feature region detection and for LIC generation.
Feature Region

A LUT is used to encode information on the surface. This is inspired
by transfer functions where scalar values are assigned to colors. The
LUT, like the example in 50b, was manually created and loaded as
an image. Every vertex is assigned to one (optionally two) scalar values and this vertex obtains the color which corresponds to a certain
position in the LUT. Therefore, two scalar fields are determined. The
first scalar field ϕ represents salient regions on molecular surfaces,
whereas the second scalar field τ is used to depict the depth perception of the shape.
The illustration of salient regions was focused on feature line methods. Due to the underlying atomistic data, the molecular surface
is very uneven, i.e. it exhibits many bumps and valleys. In molecular visualization, it is essential to depict regions of high saliency
such as the transition of concave and convex regions. Kolomenkin
et al. [111] tried to depict the transition by determining the isolines
where the change of the curvature is maximal. As this calculation
needs higher order derivatives, it is sensitive to noise and, therefore,
not well-suited for noisy meshes. Thus, the LIC method is focused on
a view-dependent approach based on the suggestive contours, which illustrates the transition as well, compare Section 4.6. The computation
of the feature regions is based on the previously determined illumination gradient per vertex. The first scalar field ϕ is determined by:
ϕi = Dwi li = h∇li , wi i,

(32)

where D is the directional derivative and wi denotes the projected
view vector onto the tangent plane of pi . Colloquially spoken, this
scalar field is zero at the inflection points representing ridges and
valleys. The y-dimension of the LUT is assigned by applying y =
1 − α · |ϕ|, where α is a user-defined value, which controls the feature
intensity margin. The higher α, the larger the feature region. The
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scalar field y = 1 − α · |ϕ| emphasizes the shape and enhances bumps
and dents and is, thus, ideally suited for atomistic data depiction.
Figure 51 shows a comparison of the feature region in comparison
with feature line methods.
A second scalar field τ is used for the x-dimension of the LUT. Ambient occlusion is chosen because the shape of the molecular surface
should be emphasized. Therefore, an ambient occlusion value for supporting the depth perception of the shape is needed. That is, τ is an
ambient occlusion value in [0, 1]. Ambient occlusion can be described
as follows: For each point p in the scene, the ambient occlusion value
Ap is determined by the amount of ambient light that is blocked by
surrounding geometry. Ap can be computed by integrating over the
visible hemisphere hS using equation 33:
"
ρ (L (p, x)) cos α dx,

Ap =

(33)

x∈hS2

where ρ (L (p, x)) gives the amount of blocked incoming light energy
from direction x for point p. L(p, x) is the distance to the nearest object
in the direction of x. Note that ρ(L) only takes distances into account
that are within a certain interval, that is, only a local neighborhood
affects Ap . α is the angle between direction x and the surface normal np , that is, cos α = np · x represents the incoming light. There
are several methods to approximate ambient occlusion in real-time.
For arbitrary, complex scenes there is a variety of fast image-space
methods, which are often referred to as screen space ambient occlusion. The basic idea is to sample neighboring fragments and determine the ambient occlusion based on their depth values. The screen
space ambient occlusion method is used presented by Kajalin [102]
for general data. As shown by [191], ambient occlusion facilitates the
perception of atomistic data. Thus, this technique is employed to illustrate dents and for supporting biochemists to distinguish between
dents and bumps.
Finally, both scalar fields are used that yield the coordinates of a
2D LUT represented by a texture. In Figure 52, the coordinates of
(τi , 1 − α · |ϕi |) are clamped to the interval [0, 1]2 for the LUT.
6.3.3

Line Integral Convolution

Line integral convolution (LIC) was first proposed by Cabral and
Leedom [31] as a texture-based vector visualization technique. The
method was improved by Stalling and Hege [184]. They employed
box filter kernels that reduce the total number of streamlines and
make them independent from the resolution of the vector field. Instead of visualizing the vector field, the LIC is used here to illustrate surfaces. Illustrating the surface by streamlines enhances the spa-
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Figure 52: Illustration of the Isomerase I data set. Every vertex i is assigned to (τi , 1 − α · |ϕi |). The values correspond to the x- and
y-component of the texture (right).

Generating noise textures. A sequence of mipmap textures are used
to ensure a consistent LIC on the surface. The texture pyramid is
build iteratively and starts with a texture I0 of size 1 × 1 to a texture In of size 2n × 2n . Let η ∈ [0, 0.5], ∆x, ∆y ∈ {0, 1}, and γ∆x,∆y
0 is defined as
be a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. In
0
In B (1 − 2η)In + η. The texture pyramid can be iteratively determined by:


0 (x, y)
1 − In
In+1 (2x + ∆x, 2y + ∆y) = pow γ∆x,∆y ,
,
(34)
0 (x, y)
In
with pow(n, m) B nm . Figure 53 shows the resulting textures.
Texture projection. First, every triangle is randomly assigned a 2D
texture coordinate, which will not change during interaction. During
runtime, every triangle is projected onto the noise texture regarding
their assigned texture coordinate such that the map is an isometry.
This ensures a consistent noise map output during the interaction.
Next, the textured fragments are multiplied with the corresponding
diffuse illumination to enhance the spatial impression.
Creating LIC. The illumination gradient (IG) on the surface mesh
is first projected to screen space. Thus, the normalized view direction
v and the normalized up-vector u of the corresponding camera are
used. A 2D screen space is built with the basis (u, u × v). Afterwards,
the IG k is projected to the screen space: (Id − vvT )k, where Id is

6

tial impression and supports the perception of shape. For interactive
navigation, a frame-coherent algorithm is necessary. Therefore, the
method by Huang et al. [88] is implemented, which guarantees a robust and frame-coherent LIC visualization by using customized noise
textures. In the following, their algorithm will be briefly recapped. It
is divided into three parts: Generating noise textures, texture projection, and creating LIC.
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Figure 53: The first eight textures of a noise texture pyramid. The first texture has size 1 × 1.

the identity matrix and v is the normal vector of the screen space.
Next, the projected IG is expressed in the basis (u, u × v), normalized,
and stored in a texture (as a 2D vector). The front and back faces are
used and, thus, two textures are obtained. When calling the fragment
shader, the textures for LIC generation are used. For LIC propagation, an Euler method with a fixed number of iterations is used. The
number of iterations is a second user-defined value. As a standard parameter, 10 iterations are suggested. Using significantly less iterations
would reveal the noise textures and using more iterations would lead
to blurred results. All images are taken with this setting. LICs that are
close to the contour will be propagated around the surface by using
the projected IG of the front faces and of the back faces.
6.3.4

Algorithm and GPU Implementation

The algorithm can be summarized with the scheme in Figure 54. It is
entirely executed on the GPU with OpenGL shaders in a multipass
rendering. First, the neighbors for every vertex are needed. For this
purpose, the structure as in Section 5.3 (recall Figure 42) is employed.
Based on the neighbor structure, one can determine the illumination
gradient (IG) in the vertex shader, which is based on the scalar field ϕ.
In a second render pass, the screen-based ambient occlusion (SSAO)
is determined, which is based on the scalar field τ. The diffuse shading is combined with the noise textures. In the fragment shader, the
triangles are projected onto the noise texture. Therefore, each fragment has an assigned portion of the noise texture. Furthermore, using the two scalar fields ϕ and τ, a color is assigned to the current
fragment according to its (τ, 1 − α · |ϕ|) position in the LUT. Finally,
both textures are combined via multiplication. The combined texture
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SSAO
Final
Texture
Mesh

IG

Shading

Combine

Noise

Figure 54: From a given mesh, the screen-based ambient occlusion (SSAO)
term and the illumination gradient (IG) is determined. These values correspond to the RGB-values of the texture. The assigned
color values are combined with the shading and the noise. Finally,
LIC is applied to obtain the result.

as well as the projected IGs are stored using Frame Buffer Objects
(FBO). Thus, two textures are obtained, one for the front face and
one for the back face of the surface. In the last rendering pass, these
textures are used to generate the LIC on the image space.
informal feedback

An informal study was performed to assess the usability of the LIC
technique. The informal feedback was conducted in three steps with
12 researchers who are familiar with illustrative visualization techniques (8 men, 4 women, age of 27–37) and 3 researchers working in
biochemistry (3 men, age 30–54):
1. The participants were shown different shaded models. They
could explore the model and gain a 3D impression. Afterwards,
different feature line methods and our feature region detection
algorithm were applied to the mesh.
2. The LIC method was compared with the high-quality hatching
and ConFIS. The different line drawing techniques were introduced and the participants were asked to adjust the parameters
to obtain a visually pleasing result.
3. The participants were provided with different scenes and objects visualized using the LIC technique. This was used as an
independent illustrative visualization technique as well as for
focus-and-context visualization.
assessment of the quality. The goal of the first task was to
assess the quality of our feature detection method, see Figure 51. The
participants were asked if our method can depict salient regions. Four
domain experts explicitly noted that they think that our method pro-
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HQ

ConFIS

LIC

Figure 55: Examples of various models with high-quality hatching (HQ), ConFIS, and the LIC approach.

vides the same information as the feature line methods. Most participants were satisfied with the region detection, but realized that small
features were detected only by conventional feature line methods unless the α parameter was adjusted to a high value. In summary, the
participants stated that the feature detection method is able to detect
the most prominent salient regions.
comparison with other line drawing techniques. The
second task was about a comparison with established line drawing
techniques shown in Figure 55. The goal was to figure out if the new
approach can keep up with the high-quality hatching [211] and ConFIS. All participants stated that all three line drawing techniques were
able to give a spatial impression of the model. Most researchers were
satisfied with the LIC approach. The participants were also shown a
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use as a focus-and-context rendering technique. The
third task was about figuring out if the LIC method can be used as
an alternative for focus-and-context visualization (e.g. Figures 50b
and 57b) as well as a standalone illustration. The method was not
explained beforehand in task two. The users were able to intuitively
figure out the meaning on their own. Here, it was noticed that the
biochemists found the method more intuitive and useful than the visualization experts, since they are already acquainted with molecular
data sets in general. Regarding comprehensibility, the experts first
familiarized with the user-defined threshold α, which controls the
feature intensity. Usually, they set it to zero and slowly increased this
value until they got an impression of the surface. One visualization
expert suggested combining our line drawing with toon-shading to
emphasize the surface. This would also allow to color-code biochemical information (e.g. hydrophobicity or atom charge) on the surface,
which one of the biochemists was missing. The focus-and-context visualization was rated as especially useful by the biochemistry experts.
One of them explained that he / she would like to have the method in
a molecular visualization software, since it would enhance the analyses. In contrast to classical methods that use different colors or transparency, our illustration emphasizes salient features of the surface.
The participants agreed that illustrative rendering styles support the
perception and reduce the distraction by unimportant parts. As the
LIC method detects salient regions and illustrates them with LIC, one
participant suggested to illustrate the other regions with stippling.
6.5

results & discussion

The LIC method was tested using various protein data sets from the
Protein Data Bank [15] and molecular simulations provided by the
project partners. The meshes were created using visual molecular dynamics (VMD) [90]. In particular, the Van der Waals (VDW) surface,
the solvent excluded surface (MSMS [176]), and the QuickSurf molecular surface [113] were used. Van der Waals surfaces are the union of
atomic spheres defined by their van der Waals radius [160]. As the
accessible surface area describes the surface that is accessible from a solvent, the solvent excluded surface is the surface area of a biomolecule
that excludes the accessible region [42, 167]. Therefore, it mostly consists of cavities. The experiments were conducted on a mid-range

6

low resolution mesh (see Figure 56) and they argued that ConFIS generates too few lines to gain a substantial impression. Furthermore, all
participants liked the idea of illustrating the ambient occlusion with
darker lines and therefore preferred our new method as it decodes
additional information. Finally, all participants stated that the LIC
approach can keep up with the compared techniques.
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(a) High-Resolution Wireframe

(b) Low-Resolution Wireframe

(c) ConFIS

(d) ConFIS

(e) LIC

(f) LIC

Figure 56: The DNA model with 65,634 ((a), (c), (e)) and 3,280 ((b), (d), (f))
triangles. The LIC method shows robust result regarding the tessellation compared with the ConFIS method. The LUT in Figure
50(b) was used.

desktop computer with an Intel Xeon CPU (3GHz), 8GB RAM, and
an NVidia GeForce GTX 460. All models, numbers of triangles, and
frame rates are listed in Table 6. For all models, the method can be
executed in real-time. The LIC method uses two different scalar fields
to encode different information. In the examples, ambient occlusion
is used as a second information (τ). Furthermore, an arbitrary LUT,
represented by an image, can be employed and the LIC method will
illustrate the surface based on its scalar field.
The ConFIS method is able to provide illustrations that combine
the advantages of feature lines and hatching methods. Therefore, the
advantages of the LIC method in comparison to ConFIS will be listed.
The first claim is that the LIC method is more tessellation-independent,
see Figure 56. While the ConFIS method has less streamlines, the LIC
method has a consistent margin where the features are depicted. This
is due to the fact, that the streamlines are propagated in image-space,
whereas ConFIS uses the barycenter of specific triangles. Hence, less
streamlines are generated when the resolution is decreased. The second advantage is that the LIC method can handle deformation and
depict it in real-time, see Figure 58. ConFIS determines the streamlines on the surface and stores them in a preprocessing step. During
runtime, feature regions are determined and the streamlines are activated on these regions. Thus, a certain portion of the buffer is needed
for streamline information storage. Furthermore, when changing the
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(b) Rhodobacter porin
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(a) Peptide
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(c) Potassium Channel

Figure 57: Different molecules illustrated with the LIC approach: (a) shows
a small peptide as VDW surface; (b) is a focus-and-context rendering of a porin, where a smooth molecular surface and a secondary
structure (cartoon) representation are combined; (c) illustrates the
solvent excluded surface of a potassium channel. The LUT shown
in Figure 52 was used for all images.

underlying vector field, e.g., due to mesh deformation, the ConFIS
method has to recompute the streamlines, which is time-consuming.
For the LIC method, not the same amount of buffers are needed, as
the LIC is illustrated in real-time. Thus, the LIC method is more
tessellation-independent, yields reasonable results, and can handle
deformations in real-time, see Table 6. As mentioned in Section 6.2,
illustrative rendering has been shown to effectively support the visual analysis of molecular surface data. In most cases, however, only
simple methods like contour lines or ambient occlusion are used. The
goal was to illustrate complex models like molecular surfaces, which
is important to analyze the protein function. More specifically, the
shape of the molecular surface is illustrated and salient features are
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Figure 58: The Isomerase II (upper row) and hydrogel model in different
animation steps with the LUT in 50(b). The upper row shows a
gradual change of the surface parameter. The lower row shows
different time steps from a simulation trajectory.

highlighted, like indentations and gaps, in the outer surface (so-called
cavities or pockets). These features are often an indicator for binding
sites, which are crucial to protein functions like enzymatic reactions.
As the surface visualization uses not only the illumination gradient,
but also a second parameter, it can bring out different criteria. For
molecular surfaces, ambient occlusion serves well, since it provides
evidence of indented surface parts. Using an appropriate LUT, the
two parameters can be either illustrated individually (cf. Figure 52)
or combined (cf. Figure 50a). Besides illustrating the shape of the
surface, a second intended use case for the LIC method was focusand-context visualization.
Often, users want to see a combination of two molecular models
when analyzing protein data, because they highlight different aspects
of the protein. For example, the molecular surface shows the interface to other molecules while the cartoon representation shows the
functional (secondary) structure of the protein. Usually, the surface
is rendered semi-transparently around the other model. Since the
molecular surface is generally very uneven, this results in a lot of
visual clutter, which makes it hard to identify interesting features in
both of the models. Figure 57b shows a combined visualization where
the illustrative LIC method was applied to the molecular surface in
order to provide the context for the internal cartoon representation.
Similar methods have been used successfully in medical visualization [195]. Focus-and-context is also essential for visualizing molecular complexes that consist of several identical subunits. Subunits that
are in focus can be visualized using classical shading while the others are rendered using the LIC method in order to provide context as
shown in Figure 50b. As described in Section 6.4, the initial feedback
of the project partners from biochemistry was overall very positive.
They liked the visual appearance of the LIC method and believed
that it would be beneficial for visual data analysis.
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Table 6: Rendering performance of the LIC approach in frames per second
(Our). We also provide the frame rate of pure Phong shading as a
reference (Phong).

Model

FPS
Phong

LIC

Rhodobacter porin (Fig. 57b)

30,732

191

120

Peptide (Fig. 60a)

51,200

137

78

Left ventricle (Fig. 59b)

61,192

145

81

DNA (Fig. 56)

65,634

131

75

Hydrogel (lower row, Fig. 58)

71,702

130

73

Isomerase II (1st step, Fig. 58)

78,672

127

61

Isomerase I (Fig. 50a)

83,616

110

73

Aneurysm (Fig. 59a)

98,970

101

61

Lipase (Fig. 55c)

122,867

83

23

Potassium Channel (Fig. 57c)

207,429

52

19

ATPase (Fig. 50b)

558,640

79

15

further applications

Although the LIC method was designed for the illustration of molecular data, it is a general technique for illustrative rendering. In this
section, its applicability to medical visualization as well as for artificial data sets is shown.
Exploration of blood flow. In case of cerebral aneurysms – a special
kind of vascular disease – the medical researcher is interested in the
qualitative exploration of near-wall hemodynamics. Neugebauer et
al. [229] presented a framework for this investigation. They detected
regions of interest on an aneurysm using the shape index to examine
the underlying blood flow. Afterwards, they visualized the underlying streamlines on a 2D widget. The shape index is proposed as the
scalar field y = ϕ and the vector field on the surface is used as the
projection of the underlying blood flow data. Thus, ϕ is set as the
shape index:
ϕ=

1 1
κ1 + κ2
− arctan
2 π
κ1 − κ2

(35)

with κ1 > κ2 as the principal curvatures. Here, ϕ ranges from 0
(cup) to 1 (cap). Thus, images are obtained which can be used for the
qualitative exploration. The streamlines on the surface are obtained.
Therefore, the LIC method can convey both information (shape index
and streamlines) in a single 3D scene.
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(a) Cerebral aneurysm

(b) Left ventricle

Figure 59: (a) Qualitative exploration of the hemodynamics (aneurysm); (b)
Focus-and-context visualization with the left ventricle and their
interior infarction scar depicted in orange.

Myocardial functional data. In the field of focus-and-context visualization, the LIC method is used to illustrate a surrounding object in
order to distinguish it from the interior objects. The LIC technique is
employed to the left ventricle and the infarction scar, resulting from
a heart attack, is shaded in red. Oeltze et al. [154] used a glyph-based
approach to encode the thickness of the left ventricle. Additionally, ϕ
can be encoded as the wall thickening of the ventricle. The clinical experts evaluate the heart muscles wall thickening to assess the severity
of a heart attack. The LIC technique is appropriate for this application,
since it is able to depict the contraction of the ventricle. Therefore, the
domain expert is able to observe the left ventricle during the deformation and can still gain information from wall thickening from the
LIC method. Figure 59 shows two examples for the discussed application areas where the LIC method can be used for focus-and-context
visualization.
Artificial Datasets. As stated earlier, the LIC method was motivated
for molecular surface rendering, but not restricted to it. Here, the LIC
method is applied to artificial models to emphasize that this method
is also applicable to deliver pleasant results. Therefore, six artificial
models are chosen and depicted in Figure 60: torso, rockerarm, fertility, cow, hand, and ribs. Here, the scalar fields ϕ and τ are used
as described in Section 6.3.2. Furthermore, the 2D LUT as shown in
Figure 50b is used for all examples.
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(a) Torso
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(b) Rockerarm

(d) Cow

(e) Hand

(f) Ribs

6

(c) Fertility

Figure 60: Various surface models illustrated with the LIC method. Besides
the molecular surfaces, the presented method is also able to give
visual pleasant results.

6.7

conclusion

A novel illustrative visualization technique was presented for molecular structures. The method detects salient regions and illustrates them
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using LIC. Hence, the user gets a spatial impression of the surface.
The LIC is used to gain an enhanced impression of the curvy surface. Salient region detection is based on the illumination gradient.
Furthermore, 2D LUT is used to encode regions of interest as well
as to color-code different properties on the surface. Therefore, two
scalar fields on the surface are proposed and their values are used
to assign the color of the LUT in their corresponding coordinates.
One advantage of the described method is that it can handle animated surfaces and illustrate them in real-time. This work is motivated by molecular visualization but not restricted to it. Furthermore,
the LIC approach provides a frame-coherent illustration and is more
tessellation-independent in comparison to ConFIS.

Part III
V E S S E L V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

Adaptive
Vessel
Visualization

This section is partly based on:
Kai Lawonn, Rocco Gasteiger and
Bernhard Preim
Adaptive Surface Visualization of Vessels
with Embedded Blood Flow Based on the
Suggestive Contour Measure
Vision, Modeling and Visualization, pp. 113-120, 2013
Kai Lawonn, Rocco Gasteiger and
Bernhard Preim
Adaptive Surface Visualization of Vessels
with Animated Blood Flow
Computer Graphics Forum (in print), 2014
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A D A P T I V E V E S S E L V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

7.1

introduction

he initiation and evolution of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs),
such as cerebral and abdominal aneurysms, are multifactorial
problems involving hemodynamics, wall biomechanics, genetics, vessel morphology, and other, not well understood, factors [3]. In
recent studies, domain experts identified certain hemodynamic information as important indicators for the presence, initiation, and outcome of a CVD [35, 134]. The hemodynamic information comprise
quantitative measures (e.g., wall shear stress (WSS), pressure, speed)
and qualitative characteristics (e.g., inflow jet, degree of vorticity),
which describe the blood flow behavior. These information are derived from patient-specific flow measuring with time-resolved phasecontrast magnetic resonance imaging (4D PC-MRI) [134] or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations [34, 104].
Furthermore, for particular CVDs, such as cerebral aneurysms, CFD
simulations provide clinically relevant information regarding treatment options by conducting virtual treatments [3]. The acquired hemodynamic information are very complex because they consist of several
multivariate (e.g., scalar and vector data) and multidimensional (3D
and 4D) information. In addition to a quantitative analysis, an effective visual exploration of these attributes is important to obtain
insights based on this information. For the visual exploration, domain experts, such as biomedical researchers and CFD blood flow
experts, are interested in the hemodynamics and the surrounding vessel anatomy because both information are strongly correlated to each
other [7]. On the one hand, this leads to an embedded surface problem where the flow is occluded by the surrounding vessel surface.
These occlusions have to be resolved in such a way that important
anatomical surface features are still depicted, whilst simultaneous
visibility of the embedded flow visualization is ensured. On the other
hand, the dynamic behavior of the time-dependent flow datasets has
to be conveyed, especially the correlation between near-wall flow patterns and surface features. It is assumed that abnormal near-wall flow
leads to pathological vessel dilatations and may increase the risk of a
new rupture at locations where a former rupture occured.
Existing techniques for displaying embedded objects within enclosing objects, such as semitransparent rendering or clipping of the vessel surface, exhibit a reduced surface shape depiction and ambiguities
of the spatial relationship between vessel sections. This decreases the
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observers’ ability to mentally link the vessel morphology with the internal flow visualization. Gasteiger et al. [66] tackled this embedded
surface problem and proposed an adaptive surface visualization that
incorporates a ghosted view approach. The ghosted view leads to a
completely occluded flow visualization below surface regions that are
facing away from the viewer. Furthermore, the view-dependent opacity does not ensure an appropriate depiction of salient concave and
convex surface regions, which are necessary to identify pathological
bulge formations of the vessel wall.
Inspired by illustrative line rendering techniques, an adaptive surface rendering is proposed that overcomes these limitations. Therefore, a surface shading was developed that incorporates the viewdependent curvature of suggestive contours into the ghosted view
approach of Gasteiger et al. [66]. This ensures both visibility of the
embedded flow visualization and expressive depiction of salient vessel surface features as well as highlighting nearby surface regions
from animated pathlines.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are:
• A novel technique for vessel visualization with embedded blood
flow information depicted with established flow visualization
methods.
• A method which was adapted from an established feature line
technique - suggestive contours.
• A technique, which is applicable to arbitrary vessel surfaces, but
also to other patient-specific anatomy.
• An animated pathline approach where nearby surface regions
are highlighted to gain spatial information of the interior blood
flow.
7.2

medical background and requirement analysis

CVDs refer to the class of diseases that affect the heart and blood
flow vessels (arteries and venes). Common examples of CVDs are aortic aneurysms and dissections, cerebral aneurysms, or atherosclerosis.
For the identification, progression, and risk assessment of CVDs, the
blood flow behavior plays an important role. A particular example
are cerebral aneurysms, which are pathological dilations of the vessel
wall that exhibit an increased risk of rupture [101]. Risk factors and
other relevant flow characteristics are identified by quantitative and
qualitative analyses. This chapter focuses on the qualitative analysis,
which involves a visual exploration of the morphology and its embedded blood flow information. Domain experts require the visualization
of both information because they strongly influence each other. For
example, in the case of cerebral aneurysms, a bleb formation indicates
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a previous rupture and increases the risk of further ruptures. Blebs
are local bulges on the aneurysm sac and can be found at regions of
high WSS and near the flow impingement zone. Thus, an expressive
surface depiction that conveys such morphological features, but ensures both visibility of the underlying flow and indication near-wall
flow is necessary.
7.2.1

Requirement Analysis

A detailed visual description of the enclosing vessel surface leads
to an increased occlusion of internal information. Thus, an adapted
surface visualization is needed to reduce the occlusion. Based on literature [33, 131] and discussions with domain experts, the following
requirements are addressed:
Visibility of internal flow information: A maximum visibility of the
internal flow visualization is required during the visual exploration.
With "maximum visibility", as few as possible occlusions of the flow
visualization are meant by the enclosing surface. This supports the
viewer in interpreting and tracing the flow.

Revealing pathline-nearby surface information: Since hemodynamic information, e.g., speed, pressure, and vorticity, is important for
blood flow assessment, an animated pathline animation has to be
provided. To improve the perception of the position of the animated
pathlines, a highlighting of nearby surface regions is favorable.
Improvement of depth perception: For the depiction of overlapping
and distant vessel parts, depth cues should be provided. These hints
improve the perception of depth and spatial relationships of the vessel surface and attract the attention to vessel regions that are close to
the viewer.
7.3

related work

Effective embedded surface visualizations are relevant in several domains like engineering, vector field analysis, medical research, and
treatment planning. Each scenario is faced with occlusions and challenges regarding perception of shape, depth, and spatial relationship.
Thus, several visualization domains are involved to cope with these
challenges.
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Emphasis of relevant surface features: As vessel morphology and
flow influence each other, an expressive vessel shape depiction is necessary that conveys surface features such as concave and convex regions as well as bleb formations.
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visualization of embedded structures. Interrante et al. [92]
investigated how sparsely-distributed opaque texturing can be used
to depict the shape of transparent iso-intensity surfaces of radiation
dose as a special instance of an embedded surface visualization problem. An interactive view-dependent transparency model was proposed by Diepstraten et al. [48] to improve the shape perception of
embedded structures. Based on several design rules, the transparency
and visibility of the layered objects are adjusted according to the
camera view and the spatial relationship between opaque and semitransparent objects. This kind of visualization is an example of ghosted
views and belongs to the group of smart visibility techniques. These
techniques focus on exposing the most important visual information and originate from technical illustration. Other examples are
cut-away views, section views, and exploded views [202]. From an
applicative view, these methods can also be used for intervention
planning and disease understanding. Ishida et al. [95] applied stream
and particle tracing for visual exploration of measured blood flow in
cerebral aneurysms.
A multipass framework for illustrative rendering of complex and
self-occluded integral surfaces was proposed by Hummel et al. [89]
and Born et al. [19]. They incorporated several rendering techniques,
such as transparency modulations, hatching textures, halftoning, and
illustrative streamlines, to reveal subjacent layers and to enhance shape
and depth perception of each layer. The visualization of the intrinsic
blood flow can be further combined with line predicates that enable
selective pathline bundles, e.g., to detect regions with high vorticity [18]. In Gasteiger et al. [66], a multipass framework was presented
that incorporates some of the design rules of Diepstraten et al. [48] to
achieve a ghosted view for enclosing vessel surfaces with embedded
flow information. The opacity of the vessel surface is controlled by
a Fresnel opacity term, which adaptively changes the transparency
dependening on the view direction. Baer et al. [6] confirmed the performance of the visualization in a quantitative user study. This study
is strongly related to the studies by Koendrink et al. [109], Kim et al.
[106], and Blair and House [8]. However, a limitation of the ghosted
view method becomes obvious in regions that are oriented away from
the viewer and occlude the underlying flow visualization. Additionally, salient surface regions described by concave and convex regions
may not be well conveyed by the Fresnel opacity.
illustrative flow visualization. For an extensive overview
of flow visualization, the state-of-the-art surveys by McLoughlin et
al. [139] (geometric-based), Salzbrunn et al. [175] (partition-based)
and Laramee et al. [122] (topology-based) are recommended. Traditional visualizations of time-dependent vector fields can be found
in [120, 121]. In Mattausch et al. [137] and Everts et al. [58] illustra-
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depth and spatial relationship. The application is also related to perception-based 3D graphics. Two important cues for depth
and spatial arrangement are shadowing and shading [204]. A survey
about existing shadow rendering approaches can be found in Liu
and Pang [129]. In Luft et al. [130], an image-based method was presented to efficiently integrate depth cues into complex scenes based
on the differences between the depth buffer and its low-pass filtered
copy. Further depth cues are atmospheric attenuation, depth blurring,
and line fading, which are discussed in Svakhine et al. [188]. The
shadow approximation proposed by Luft et al. [130] and atmospheric
attenuation were also utilized by Gasteiger et al. [66] to enhance the
depth perception of vessel regions. Shadow-like depth indicators by
means of an adaptive hatching method were proposed by Ritter et
al. [168] to support reliable comparisons of spatial distances in complex vascular structures. A weighted combination of illustrative rendering techniques was utilized by Tietjen et al. [196] for depth- and
shape-enhanced medical surface visualizations inspired by medical
textbook illustrations. The weighting is controlled by a shading map,
which combines several illumination and surface information such as
plateau and raking light, atmospheric attenuation, and curvature.

7

tive line style methods, such as halos, glyphs and depth attenuations,
were utilized to enhance the depth perception of dense streamline
and pathline datasets. Van Pelt [159] presented real-time illustrative
visualization and exploration methods for measured cardiac blood
flow. Markl et al. [131] presented methods for the acquisition and illustration of the blood flow in heart and large vessels. Born et al. [20]
and Köhler et al. [110] introduced approaches for the extraction and illustrative depiction of flow structures in measured cardiac blood flow
based on the concept of line predicates. This is motivated by research
findings in cardiology that confirm correlations between some cardiac
diseases and certain flow patterns. Gasteiger et al. [67] introduced the
FlowLens, an interactive focus-and-context tool for the exploration of
multiple flow attributes for simulated and measured blood flow. For
example, the animation of pathlines could be observed within the lens
and relevant context attributes, such as WSS and pressure, outside
the lens. A system for the qualitative exploration of near-wall hemodynamics in cerebral aneurysms was presented by Neugebauer et
al. [229]. Hope et al. [86] provided an overview of aortic imaging and
visualized the aortic blood flow. A recent overview about visual exploration methods and future visualization challenges for simulated
and measured flow datasets are given by Preim and Botha [164] and
Vilanova et al. [201], respectively.
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Back Face

Flow Technique

Add Layers

Blur Effect

Front Face

Figure 61: Overview of the novel adaptive surface visualization: First, the
blood flow with established flow visualization techniques, e.g.,
pathlines is visualized. Second, the shading of the front faces is
determined. This calculation is based on the (x, y) coordinates.
For the x coordinate, distances of the pathlines to the surface are
used. The y coordinate is determined according to the suggestive
contour measure. The back faces are rendered opaque. Finally,
each visualization layer is composed and shadow approximation
as well as depth blurring are added to the result.

7.4

method

The presented method for the novel adaptive surface visualization is
based on the multipass framework proposed by Gasteiger et al. [66]
and incorporates different visualization techniques, as illustrated in
Figure 61. The ghosted view approach is improved by modifying the
vessel opacity of the front faces by means of the suggestive contour
measure, see Section 7.4.1. Furthermore, depth blurring is utilized
instead of atmospheric attenuation because of the more natural depth
perception. First, a previously mentioned feature detection and its
incorporation into the modified ghosted view shading approach will
be presented.
7.4.1

Feature Regions

According to Section 6.3, a scalar field on the surface is determined.
For the detection of a feature regions, a scalar field is employed which
was properly used for the LIC method. Therefore, the scalar field ϕ,
see Equation 32, is used:
ϕi = Dwi li = h∇li , wi i.

(36)
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Figure 62: A pathline with additional color-coded information is illustrated.
During the animation a Gaussian distribution runs over the pathline to highlight corresponding parts.

Pathline Animation

Domain experts are also interested in the dynamic behavior of the
time-dependent flow characteristics. Therefore, pathlines were extracted out of the flow datasets with an adaptive Runge-Kutta scheme [194].
To support the blood flow assessment, the pathlines are animated
over time to convey speed information. However, the whole pathline is visualized and color-coded with additional information, such
as curvature or vorticity, as context information. For avoiding visual
clutter, desaturated colors are used and parts of the pathlines are
enhanced with a Gaussian distribution during the animation, see Figure 62. In addition, a scalar field t(q) as time information is given
for each individual pathline. This scalar field represents the pathline
point q in time where the pathline passes the corresponding surface
location. For example, having the time t(q) at point q means that the
pathline passes q at that time t(q). In detail, the distribution for the
animation of a single pathline is used:
f(T , q) = α · e

−

(T −t(q))2
β
,

where T denotes the animation time. Therefore, each pathline PL has
a maximal time length t 0 (PL). As the points of the pathline qi ∈ PL
with i ∈ {0, . . . , N} are consecutively ordered it yields t 0 (PL) = t(qN ).
For the animation, the value T runs from 0 to the maximal time value
maxPL t 0 (PL). The variable α is set to α = 1 because this illustrates
the original color of the pathline at q with T = t(q). The parameter β
represents the length of highlighted parts on the pathline. The smaller
β, the smaller the highlighted part. The variable β is determined by
computing the median (med) of the animation times t 0 (PL) of all
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pathlines: medPL t 0 (PL). Finally, β is set to β = 2 · medPL t 0 (PL) as a
default value, but the user can adjust it during runtime.
The highlighting function f is multiplied with the color coding of
the pathlines. To avoid rather dark areas, f is clamped to the interval
[0.25, 1]. Therefore, the pathlines are still perceivable even if the animation at the current time point does not result in a highlighting of a
pathline. Furthermore, the highlighting function f is chosen as to be
time-dependent regarding the integration time. Thus, having a pathline that runs faster through the vessel than the other, the highlighted
parts are wider. This supports the perception of fast pathlines and is
based on the idea of a trail that is longer when the object is faster.
7.4.3

Highlighted Surface Regions

To improve the visual exploration of the animated pathlines, an enhanced illustration of the pathline-nearby surface region is employed.
Therefore, a time-dependent scalar field ϕ(p, T ) on the surface mesh
is determined. This scalar field contains the minimal distance of all
highlighted pathline parts regarding the animation time T . Thus, the
scalar field ϕ(p, T ) encodes the minimal distance from surface point
p at time T to a highlighted pathline part.
Next, this scalar field is transformed in such a way that surface
parts distant to highlighted pathline parts are assigned to zero, whereas nearby regions are at most 1. This choice will be explained in Subsection 7.4.4. The scalar field is transformed by:
τ(p, T ) = 1 −

1
γ

· ϕ(p, T ).

For the surface mesh, the position of the vertex is indicated by τi (T ) B
τ(pi , T ). The parameter γ can be seen as a threshold for distances. The
variable γ is determined by calculating the 1-percent quantile, namely
percentile. Therefore, γ is set as the 1-percent quantile of the set of
distances ordered from low to high. This ensures that τ is higher than
zero for values less than the 1-percent quantile and less than zero for
values higher than the 1-percent quantile.
7.4.4

Color Assignment

The shading is defined by two values and a lookup table (LUT), see
Figure 63. The first value per vertex is given by
yi = c · si = c · (wi · ∇li )
with the values defined in Subsection 7.4.1. Here, c is a user-defined
value, which adjusts the brightness of the shading. Prominent highlights are defined as zero-crossings of si and these regions are conveyed with an expressive color coding. Thereby, negative and positive
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0

0

1

0.5

Figure 63: The 2D texture lookup table LUT and its coordinate system that
represents the color coding for concave (cyan) and convex (orange) as well as pathline-near (red) and pathline-far (green) vessel surface regions.

SC

SC

Figure 64: The surface mesh in the profile with suggestive contours denoted
as SC. From left to right, the diffuse light values hn, vi and the
values of Equation 32 Dwi li are illustrated in orange and cyan.
The segments with corresponding positive or negative values are
depicted.

values of si are differentiated, see Figure 64 for an illustration. The
second value per vertex is given by
xi = τi (T ) = 1 −

1
γ

· ϕ(pi , T )

with the values defined in Subsection 7.4.3. The assignment of the
colors for each vertex is performed by a 2D lookup table (LUT). The
values (xi , yi ) are used to assign the defined color to vertex i. This
is defined by the RGB value position (xi , yi ) in the LUT. The LUT
has coordinates [0, 1] × [−1, 1] and therefore (xi , yi ) is clamped to
[0, 1] × [−1, 1] as well. Figure 65 shows an example of the color LUT
application during the animation.
To differentiate the regions, two antipodal colors in the CIELab colorspace are chosen. First, a color col1 = {L, a, b} is chosen, in this
case orange with col1 = {65, 51, 74}, and the signs of a, b are changed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 65: A schematic view of the proposed approach. First, every point is
assigned to (x, y) coordinates of the LUT. In (a) to (c) the x coordinate changes because the highlighted pathline gets closer to
the point on the surface. In (c), the pathline is closest to the point
and therefore obtains the color red. Note that in this example the
viewpoint is always the same and therefore no change of the y
coordinate occurs.

Thus, col2 = {L, −a, −b} is obtained, in this case col2 = {65, −51, −74},
cyan. Thus, two different colored regions are assigned where the border represents a feature derived by suggestive contours. These colors
are used for the y-axis of the LUT. Orange represents the positive
y values and cyan the negative ones. Both colors have a linear color
gradient from black at y = 0 to y = 1 orange and accordingly to
y = −1 cyan. For the x-axis, the H value from the HLS color space is
decreased such that red for (1, 1) and green for (1, −1) is obtained. In
summary, a LUT with (x, 0) , black, (0, 1) , orange, (0, −1) , cyan,
(1, 1) , red, and (1, −1) , green is assessed. The transitions of the
colors are linear. Additionally, the color on the surface mesh is determined and it is composed with the backface surface color. The result
is a shading, which conveys the impression of a Fresnel opacity with
highlighted surface features.
7.4.5

Visual Effects

Some visual effects are added to emphasize the region of interest.
First, an approximated shadow casting onto the front faces of the
vessel surface is applied to enhance the spatial relationship between
overlapping vessel sections. Here, the method proposed by Luft et
al.[130] was implemented and a spatial importance function from the
depth buffer and its low-pass filtered version was computed. The
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spatial importance function is determined by applying a Gaussian filter
kernel to the depth buffer and subtract it with the depth buffer. The
low-pass filtering is accomplished by the spatial importance function.
Negative values represent areas of background objects that are close
to other occluding objects. The shadow casting is approximated by
adding the negative values to the original color values, which causes
a local darkening.
Furthermore, a focus region is considered as basis for focus-andcontext visualization as well as depth attenuation. This region is defined by a depth-near and depth-far region adjusted by the user. Thus,
pathological regions, such as the aneurysm sac or a stenosis, can be
emphasized. Vessel sections, which are outside this region, will be
blurred according to a Gaussian blurring filter with a kernel size that
linearly depends on the distance between vessel sections and the focus region. This leads to a smooth transition between the focus region
and the surrounding that supports both attraction to the focus region
and perception of depth. The blurred vessel sections with their embedded flow visualization are still provided as context information
(see Fig. 61, right).
7.5

algorithm and implementation

The algorithm of the shading comprises the following steps:
1. (Optionally) Subdivide and smooth the mesh.

3. Compute vertex normals.
4. Build neighbor information.
5. Determine vertex gradients.
6. Compute color for each vertex.
7. Blur the rendered image and add shadows.
The algorithm is divided in two parts. The first part (1-4) consists of
several preprocessing steps and the second part (5-7) is the rendering
loop. Both are described in more detail in the following sections.
7.5.1

Preprocessing

At the beginning, the time-dependent scalar field on the surface mesh
is determined that encodes the distances of the pathlines. For every
vertex, the distances to the pathline points are measured and the
shortest one for each time step is chosen. Therefore, several scalar
values for each vertex are obtained, which encode the distances for
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every time step. The values are stored by using a rectangle texture
GL_TEXTURE_BUFFER. This texture has size #vertices × #timesteps
and stores the values of xi , as described in Section 7.4.3. The determination of the minimal distances is computationally intensive. As
this computation is a preprocessing step, the distances for each vertex and each point on the pathlines are compared. An improvement
of this method would be to use k-d trees [14] and adapt them to the
GPU [214].
7.5.2

Rendering Loop

During runtime, steps 5, 6, and 7 are executed in a two-pass rendering. In the first pass, the vertex gradient is determined in the vertex
shader, which depends on the camera position and the light position.
Subsequently, the pixel colors are computed and assigned in the fragment shader as described in Section 7.4.3 and Section 7.4.4. In the
second pass, the Gaussian blurring and shadowing is applied as presented in Section 7.4.5.
During the pathline animation, the user is able to adjust typical
animation settings such as: play, stop, next frame, previous frame,
slower, and faster. The animation stops if the user rotates the scene to
avoid visual distractions during the exploration. Therefore, the user
can adjust the camera for a better view and the animation continues
afterwards.
7.5.3

Interface

For the visual exploration of the pathlines, a graphical user interface
must be provided. For this, buttons are employed in the style of standard media players. This includes a play, pause, forward, and backward button. Furthermore, a timeline is provided. The play button
starts the animation, whereas the pause button stops the animation,
but the current frame step is kept. The forward and backward buttons are useful to guide the animation step by step. Additionally, the
possibility to jump to a certain keyframe is provided by clicking on
the corresponding position on the timeline. This ensures an intuitive
and fast exploration of the animation.
7.6

evaluation

This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, the novel surface shading was examined in comparison to other methods. An evaluation was conducted to assess the possibility to perceive surface information as well as flow data. In the second part, the pathline animation as well as the adapted surface highlights were evaluated. Here,

ST1 [66]

ST2

ST3

Figure 66: The new shading approach (ST3 ) in comparison with semitransparent visualization (ST1 ) and Fresnel opacity (ST2 ) [66] for different vessels with internal flow depicted with illustrative streamlines. The semitransparent approach fails to give a spatial impression. The Fresnel opacity approach provides good visual results,
but some streamlines are occluded by fully opaque vessel regions
facing away from the viewer. The new approach (ST3 ) overcomes
these limitations and the streamlines are depicted well.

the goal was to figure out the usefulness as well as the applicability
to examine the flow in the medical and biomedical research stage.
7.6.1

Evaluation of Surface Shading

An informal evaluation was conducted. Here, three shading techniques were compared: semitransparency (ST1 ), fresnel opacity (ST2 )
according to Gasteiger et al. [66], and the novel approach (ST3 ), see
Figure 66. The goal was to assess their capabilities for expressing rel-
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Figure 67: The novel adaptive surface approach (ST3 ) highlights pathlinenearby surface features during the animation of the pathlines. In
the first row, a different color-coding for the pathlines than for
the other datasets was used.

evant surface characteristics whilst simultaneously provide appropriate visibility of the embedded streamline visualization. Furthermore,
the goal was to assess which of the proposed shading techniques
yields the most expressive results. Therefore, an evaluation was conducted with one physician, two CFD engineers involved in hemodynamic analysis, and six researchers with background in medical visualization. Four representative vessel structures consisting of three
cerebral aneurysms and one aorta dataset were chosen.
During the evaluation, the participants’ spoken comments were
noted and the participants were able to adjust the parameter settings
for each technique, i.e., transparency value for ST1 , edge fall-off parameter for ST2 , and brightness value c for ST3 (recall Sec. 7.4.4). For
each dataset and technique, the participants were asked to perform
three tasks:
Task 1 Identification of salient surface features such as concave, convex
regions and performance assessment of each shading technique
to accomplish the task.
Task 2 Visibility assessment of the embedded streamlines.
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For task 1, technique ST3 was rated as most efficient and it revealed
more surface features compared to ST1 and ST2 . The participants
stated that certain curvature features at branches and bulges on the
aneurysm sac were more clearly depicted with ST3 than with ST1
and ST2 (see Fig. 66, third row). An increase of the opacity for ST1
improved the perception, but also increased the occlusion of the embedded streamlines. Therefore, technique ST2 was rated better than
ST1 because an increased edge fall-off reveals more shape features
but still ensures visibility of the flow facing towards the viewer. Most
of the participants also appreciated the capability of ST3 to convey
the salient surface features even in still images. For some vessel structures, the other two techniques required more camera interaction efforts to obtain an overview about the shape.
The assessment in task 2 was rated most efficient for technique ST3
when using a brightness value around 1.5. Larger values would occlude more streamlines, which is similar to ST2 in terms of the edge
fall-off value (in average 1.5). For this technique, some participants
criticized the increased occlusion of surface parts facing away from
the viewer. As expected for ST1 , an increased transparency improves
also the streamline visibility but decreases the shape depiction. Some
participants stated that this assessment depends on the exploration
task, i.e, focusing on embedded flow or on flow and enclosing vessel.
For task 3, ST2 and ST3 were rated as most efficient compared
to ST1 because of the added shadow and depth cues. Thereby, blurring and depth attenuation were evaluated equally expressive with
slightly more preference for blurring because of its more natural
adaption to the human depth perception. Two participants also asked
for a possibility to change the region of interest for the focus region
by clicking on a specific vessel region.
7.6.2

Informal Feedback on Nearby-Pathline Surface Highlighting

An informal interview with a domain expert was performed to gain a
qualitative user feedback. The expert is actively involved in the exploration of hemodynamics in cerebral aneurysms. The interview was
designed to determine if the animation is useful and supports the expert in his diagnostic activities, such as the identification of slow and
fast flow regions as well as near-wall flow. Therefore, four different
datasets were shown, see Figure 67. The domain expert was asked
to examine different aneurysms with pathline animation. It was first
stated that it is useful to illustrate the pathlines over the whole time
with desaturated color-coded information, e.g., flow speed and vorticity. The animations are visually pleasant and the exploration with
step back and step forward is helpful. Furthermore, the expert ex-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 68: The novel adaptive surface approach can also be applied to nonvessel surfaces such as (a) liver surfaces with portal vein and (b)
bone structures.

plained that the examination of near-wall hemodynamics is of high
importance, since it can be an indicator for aneurysm rupture in the
past and the increased risk for rupture. Thus, the highlighting is appropriate to assess the pathline distances to the surface. Here, less
camera rotation is needed to estimate distances. The interruption of
the animation during camera rotation was also stated to be very efficient to analyze specific regions. In summary, the domain expert
was satisfied with the pathline animation and with the highlighting
of nearby surface regions. Furthermore, the domain expert suggested
to integrate different options for future work. For example, it would
be useful to depict other information during the animation such as
wall-shear stress. As the domain expert liked the surface shading, another suggestion is to decode the distances with another color bar.
This would enhance the distance estimation.
7.7

conclusion

In this chapter, a novel adaptive surface visualization technique for
blood vessels with embedded flow information was proposed. The
shading technique is based on the suggestive contour measure, which
ensures both an appropriate depiction of relevant local surface features and the visibility of the embedded flow visualization. Therefore, it has the advantage that relevant local features on surfaces are
depicted. Furthermore, depth blurring was incorporated to enhance
the perception of depth and spatial relationships. The informal evaluation with domain experts demonstrated an improved shape perception compared to existing techniques whilst simultaneously ensuring
appropriate visibility of the embedded flow visualization. Moreover,
the novel approach is able to convey the salient surface features in
still images, which also enables its utilization for documentation pur-
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poses. Besides its application on vessels with embedded flow information, the approach is also applicable to other non-vessel surfaces
such as liver surfaces with internal structures and bone structures, as
shown in Figure 68.

Wall Thickness
Visualization

This section is partly based on:
Sylvia Glasser, Kai Lawonn, Thomas Hoffmann,
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Combined Visualization of Wall Thickness and
Wall Shear Stress for the Evaluation of Aneurysms
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics
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WA L L T H I C K N E S S V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

8.1

introduction

he understanding of vascular diseases, such as coronary heart
disease and aneurysms, benefits from an expressive simultaneous visualization of the vessel wall comprising the inner
border (between lumen and vessel wall) and the outer border (between vessel wall and surrounding tissue) – which will be referred
to as inner and outer wall. Vascular diseases are not only characterized by deposits that lead to vessel narrowing, but also by vascular
wall remodeling. The remodeling is an early indicator of the coronary heart disease and important for aneurysm rupture risk analysis.
While wide-spread imaging modalities only represent the inner vessel
wall, recent developments in imaging technology enable the detection
of the inner and the outer wall. An expressive visualization of the inner and outer vessel wall is a special instance of an embedded surface
visualization, where the local distances between two flexible tube-like
structures should be conveyed. In this chapter, a new technique for
this problem is presented.
For an improved patient-individual risk rupture assessment and
thus improved strategy (e.g., the decision if endovascular therapy,
neurosurgical clipping or no therapy at all should be carried out),
hemodynamic and wall morphology information are needed. Therefore, this chapter is focused on a visualization to convey wall thickness WT and the wall shear stress WSS. In particular, highlighting
parts of the vessel wall where the WT and the simulated WSS values
are in a certain range is of interest. Therefore, a comprehensive 3D visualization will be presented in this chapter. This approach comprises
an experiment, where intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is employed to
probe a dissected saccular aneurysm phantom, which was modeled
from a porcine kidney artery. Then, the wall thickness was extracted
and the resulting 3D surface mesh was employed for CFD simulation
to include hemodynamic information. This chapter can be summarized with the following contributions1 :
• A simultaneous 3D visualization of the inner and outer vessel
wall. The WT is conveyed via distance ribbons and adapted,
view-dependent GPU shading techniques.
1 This section is based on the work ’Combined Visualization of Wall Thickness and
Wall Shear Stress for the Evaluation of Cerebral Aneurysms’, which arose in cooperation with Sylvia Glaßer. My major task was about the visualization of the underlying
data.
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Figure 69: Overview of the approach that is divided into a preprocessing
and a rendering step.

• Hemodynamic information (and a combination with WT ) is provided via color-coding of the inner aneurysm wall surface.
• The visual exploration of the aneurysm model comprises brushing and linking (in the parameter space spanned by WT and
WSS) as well as a surface clustering to provide surface clusters
with similar parameter values on the inner vessel wall.
• Finally, a qualitative evaluation with domain experts indicates
the value of the visualization and the strong need for wall morphology information.
8.2

related work

In this section, the related work for the visual exploration of cardiovascular diseases and cerebral aneurysms with focus on the simultaneous depiction of outer and inner vessel wall is discussed.
The presented approach is also related to the visualization of embedded structures, which has been discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
visual exploration of cardiovascular diseases The simultaneous visualization of inner and outer vessel wall plays an important role for the evaluation of the coronary heart disease. Van
Oijen et al. [200] reported a higher quality of direct volume rendering in comparison to surface rendering based on a contrast-enhanced
computer tomography (CT) datasets. Hence, no wall thickness was
extracted and their work aims at depicting the vessel lumen. Taking also the cardiovascular vessel wall into account, a direct volume
rendering approach was presented in [73]. No inner and outer vessel
wall was explicitly extracted, but the whole wall with pathologies like
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artherosclerotic plaque was automatically highlighted with adapted
transfer functions.
Balzani et al. [11] introduced a 3D reconstruction of geometrical
models of atherosclerotic arteries (i.e., vessel walls with atherosclerotic plaque burden) based on multimodal image acquisition including IVUS, virtual histology data and angiographic X-ray images. The
reconstructed 3D model comprises inner and outer wall. The outer
wall is transparently rendered (without any additional information)
and parameter values describing stress distributions are color-coded
on the surface of the inner vessel wall. The visualization is combined
with cross-sections that show the virtual histology data.

brushing and linking This approach includes an interactive
exploration concept comprising a scatterplot-based brushing and linking. Brushing and linking is well suited for the visual exploration and
analysis of volume data [52]. A feature of the presented system that
explicitly highlights the distance between outer and inner vessel wall
was inspired by Dick et al. [47]. They presented two approaches for
the interactive visualization of distances between two objects: cylindrical glyphs that smoothly adapt their shape and color-coding to
varying distances during object movement and a set of slices that are
color-coded.
surface clustering Furthermore, the exploration of the data
set is supported via surface clustering. The clustering on surface meshes most often aims at reducing the amount of triangles without a considerable loss of details. In contrast, the presented approach aims at
the identification of connected points on the surface with similar parameter values. Therefore, a region merging method was employed.

8

visual exploration of cerebral aneurysms The visualization of cerebral aneurysms generally focuses on the depiction of the
lumen since no wall information is available. Higuera et al. [84] presented an automatic bidimensional transfer function approach for the
direct volume rendering of aneurysms based on contrast-enhanced
CT data. For the combined visualization with scalar hemodynamic information, cerebral aneurysms are usually displayed via color-coded
surface views. In [33], the parameter WSS is mapped on the aneurysm
surface. Neugebauer et al. [150] developed a 2D map display integrated into a 3D visualization of the relevant vascular structures for
an interactive overview. Again, a scalar parameter is mapped on the
surface. The visual exploration of blood flow gains importance due
to its correlation with higher risk and more severe diseases. For the
evaluation of the blood flow, color-coded streamlines, probe planes or
glyphs are mostly employed within the application area of cerebral
aneurysms [35].
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Another technique is the region growing approach on surfaces, which
is described in more general in [1]. The identification of certain clusters on mesh surfaces is also known as mesh segmentation. An application scenario is provided by the clustering and segmentation of
protein surfaces [9]. A detailed overview about mesh segmentation
approaches can be found in [4, 180].
8.3

image acquisition and preprocessing

The approach can be divided into a preprocessing and a rendering
step, see Figure 69. In this section, the preprocessing is explained, including the dissection and probing of the saccular artery aneurysm.
Next, the extraction of the surface mesh, the WT and the hemodynamic information is explained. Finally, the surface clustering approach will be presented. Based on the extracted 3D model, a comprehensive 3D visualization was developed, which will be explained
in more detail in Section 8.4. The visualization allows for assessment
of the vessel’s WT as well as the simultaneous evaluation of thickness
and hemodynamic information like WSS.
8.3.1

Dissection and Image Acquisition

To overcome the missing in vivo imaging technique to depict the cerebral vessel wall, an artificial aneurysm from the artery of a porcine
kidney of a dead pig was dissected, see Figure 70. The dissection was
carried out within a clinical environment. An artery with a bifurcation was selected. Next, the smaller branch was shortened and closed.
The preparation exhibits similar attributes like cerebral arteries, but
can still be probed with IVUS.

Figure 70: Preparation of the saccular aneurysm. Left, the porcine kidney is
shown. In the middle, an artery with a bifurcation is dissected.
Right, the artery branch was shortened of ca. 4 mm and closed
yielding the aneurysm.

The dissected aneurysm was put on tubes and integrated into an
artificial blood flow circle. Hence, no pumping was simulated. Next,
IVUS was probed along the parent vessel with an IVUS system (Volcano Corp., San Diego, USA). During image acquisition, a saline so-
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lution was injected, see Figure 71. A catheter was inserted into the
vessel and pulled back along the parent vessel with constant velocity
yielding a stack of 2D grayscale images that depict the vessel cross
sections. The typical image parameters are: 512 × 512 pixels, IVUS
diameter 20 mm and a pullback speed of 1 mm/s.

Figure 71: Probing of the aneurysm. During IVUS data acquisition, a saline
solution was continuously injected (without pumping).

8.3.2

Extraction of the Wall Thickness and the Hemodynamic Information

Vessel wall detection algorithms as well as surface net generation approaches were adapted to the resulting IVUS dataset such that a 3D
aneurysm model was created. For this purpose, a software prototype
was developed. The postprocessing was inspired by [71] where the
inner coronary artery wall was segmented based on the following
steps:
1. Preprocessing of the IVUS image.

3. A binary threshold segmentation to extract an initial line for the
inner wall.
4. Iterative adaption of an active contour based on the initial line.
5. Extraction of the outer vessel wall by repeating steps 3 and 4.
6. Optionally: One-click user interaction for additional parts.
7. Combining inner and outer wall into a 3D surface mesh.
Preprocessing of the IVUS image. Due to the image acquisition, the
catheter reflection is mapped in each vessel’s cross section, see Figure 72(a). This reflection is masked out, and the boundary region
around the circular mask is smoothed via Gaussian filtering to prevent sharp edges in the boundary region (see Fig. 72(b)). The distance
marks are removed by replacing these predefined intensities by the
mean values of their surrounding voxels. Due to the ultrasound inherent properties like low dynamic range, (blood) speckle and the low

8

2. Transformation into polar coordinates.
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signal-to-noise ratio [172], the whole image data is again smoothed
with Gaussian filtering to reduce the high frequency noise. A 2D
3 × 3 kernel and a σ-value of 2.0 was employed, similar to the approach presented in [71]. In [172], more complex preprocessing methods and combinations for 3D ultrasound data are described, comprising speckle-removal methods for contour smoothing, median filters
for gap closing in addition to the Gaussian filtering for noise reduction. In this case, the final segmentation result was sufficient based
on the described filtering.
Polar coordinate transformation and extraction of the initial contour. A transformation into polar coordinates was carried out. Thus,
the vessel walls can be detected as horizontal structures, see Figure 72(c)-(d). As proposed in [71], a binary threshold segmentation
yields line segments of the initial contour. Hence, for each angle ϑ the
voxel with smallest radius that exhibits a signal intensity larger than
the threshold is selected.
Cartesian coordinates

Boundary
region
Catheter
Distance reflection
marks

a)

b)

Polar coordinates

radius
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d)

c)

angle θ

e)

f)

Figure 72: Preprocessing of the IVUS image data. In (a) and (b), the original dataset is depicted. The initial contour (red) extraction can be
seen in (c) and (d). The iterative snake (green) adaption is illustrated in (e) and (f).Extraction of the inner vessel wall. First, the
smoothed image is transformed into polar coordinates.

Iterative adaption of an active contour. In contrast to [71], where
(based on the initial contour) ellipses were fitted to the IVUS images,
cubic B-splines were employed to approximate the vessel wall. Hence,
an aneurysm may exhibit an arbitrary morphology including varying
cross sections. An active contour was iteratively adapted, also called
snake [105]. The active contour segmentation is an established method
in cardiology image analysis [198]. The snake is a parametrized curve
v(s), i.e., an energy-minimizing spline. It is influenced by image forces
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that pull it towards features. The actual parametric position of a snake
can be represented as:
v(s) = (x(s), y(s))T

(37)

and its energy functional as:
Z1
Eint (v(s)) + Eext (v(s)) ds.

Esnake (v(s)) =

(38)

0

The term Eint (v(s)) refers to the internal spline energy, i.e., a firstorder term and a second-order term, controlled by α(s) and β(s):
Eint (v(s)) = α(s)|

dv 2
d2 v
| + β(s)| 2 |2 .
ds
ds

(39)

Hence, α(s) and β(s) encode expectations concerning the smoothness
and elasticity of the target structure’s contour. Usually, they are constant. Hence, large values of α(s) increase the internal energy and
allow the snake to stretch more and more. Also, large values of β(s)
allow the snake to develop more curves and will increase the internal
energy.
The term Eext (v(s)) refers to the external energy. It counteracts the
inner energy and is derived by the grey values and the gradient of
the image according to:
(40)

where w1 and w2 are weights, which represent the influence of the
grey value f(x, y) and the gradient ∇(G). The grey values are assumed to be normally distributed with the standard deviation σ. The
initial snake was created as a parametrized spline based on the initial
line (back-projected to Cartesian coordinates and connected to ensure
a closed curve). The following weights were empirically determined:
α = 0.3, β = 3.0, w1 = 1, w2 = 0.8. Hence, small changes of these parameters did hardly influence the segmentation result. The iterative
process terminates after no significant improvements were achieved.
Since the extraction of inner and outer wall was carried out during
preprocessing, the time consumption was not of interest. The resulting snake is depicted in Figure 72(f).
Extraction of the outer wall. The outer vessel wall was extracted
in the same way. That means, the voxels with largest radius (see
Fig. 72(d)) that exhibit a signal intensity larger than the threshold
were selected and the process as described above is performed.
One-click user interaction for additional parts. With this step, a possible
improvement of the segmentation result can be carried out. For the
special case of overlapping structures, i.e., aneurysm parts that cannot be characterized by a single spline in an IVUS cross section view,

8

Eext (v(s)) = w1 f(x, y) − w2 |∇(Gσ (x, y) ∗ f(x, y))|2 ,
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a one-click user interaction was included. Due to the small extent of
the lumen in such areas, a primitive region growing algorithm was
employed first and the border of the extracted region was used to
adapt a second snake, see Figure 73(b).
Combining inner and outer wall into 3D surface mesh. The par1
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Figure 73: Triangulation of segmented contours. In (a), the triangulation
based on two snakes from two subsequent image slices is illustrated. In case of additional contours due to overlapping structures (b), the first spline is sampled with 2n − 2 points instead of
n points. Then, triangulation is carried out as illustrated in (c).

ameterized splines were employed to create two 3D surface meshes
for the inner and outer wall. That means, for two subsequent contours, the discrete positions (n = 128) extracted from the splines are
joined with triangles, see Figure 73(a). If a slice of the IVUS image
holds two contours (due to the optional manual addition of overlapping aneurysm parts), ca. twice (2n-2) as much sample points are
extracted from the previous slice and are employed for triangulation
(see Fig. 73(c)). The triangulation from n to 2n-2 sample points is carried out by adding additional triangles. If the current slice holds one
contour and the previous slice holds two contours, i.e., the overlapping part stopped, the contour with larger distance is triangulated,
i.e., filled with triangles itself. The described problem is a special case
of the branching problem, see [141] for more information. Due to
the variable spline parametrization, the triangulation could be easily
adapted.
Extraction of the wall thickness. Based on the initial 3D surface
meshes comprising inner and outer wall, an advancing front approach
is applied to improve the mesh quality via edge collapses and edge
flips [178]. Building on this, the parameter wall thickness WT for each
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point on the inner surface mesh as minimum possible distance to the
points of the outer surface mesh and vice versa was extracted.
Extraction of hemodynamic information. The hemodynamic information was gained via CFD simulation based on the optimized inner wall surface mesh. Hence, an unstructured volume mesh was
extracted and the blood flow was modeled as incompressible Newtonian fluid with rigid walls [34]. The presented framework focused on
the WSS.
8.3.3

Surface Clustering

−
For the extraction of →
ri , both parameter spaces are globally normalized first such that their values are in the interval [0,1]. Thus, points
on the surface with low WT and increased WSS yield larger values
−r || than points with a local thick wall and low WSS values. The
for ||→
definition of the used risk attribute was approved by the medical experts who evaluated the presented framework.
The similarity simij between clusters ci and cj is extracted as
→
− →
−
simij = ||Ri − Rj ||,

(42)

→
−
where Ri is defined as the average values of WSS and (1 − WT ) for
clusters ci , precisely:
R →
−
→
−
c r dx
Ri = Ri
.
ci dx
To support various divisions of the surface into clusters, the clustering result were precomputed for  ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}. During
clustering, all regions are stored in a region adjacency graph.

8

To support the subsequent visual exploration and analysis of the extracted aneurysm, all points of the inner surface mesh were clustered.
A bottom-up hierarchical clustering approach was employed where
only neighbored clusters could be merged into a new cluster (a process also known as region merging). Cluster ci and cluster cj are neighbored, if ci contains a point that is connected to a point of cluster cj
via an edge on the 3D mesh surface. Initially, each point forms a single cluster. Then, the two neighbored clusters with the overall best
similarity are iteratively merged into a new cluster. If the best similarity exceeds a certain threshold , the region merging terminates. The
−
risk vector →
ri for a vertex i is defined as:
!
WSS
i
→
−
ri =
(41)
1 − WTi
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Figure 74: Illustration of the fading effect of the outer vessel wall visualization. From left to right, the distance to the view point is decreased
yielding a fully transparently rendered outer wall.

8.4

visualization framework

In this section, the different visualization and exploration techniques
are described that are included in the framework. As depicted in Figure 69, the rendering step comprises the shading of the outer wall (explained in Sect. 8.4.1) and the color-coding of the inner wall’s surface
mesh (explained in Sect. 8.4.2). Hence, the visualization is adapted
such that occlusions are avoided. The third part describes the exploration of the 3D scene in more detail (Sect. 8.4.3).
8.4.1

Visualization of the Outer Wall

The outer wall is displayed with a ghosted-view approach based
on the Fresnel shading according to [66]. They employed a Fresnelreflection model [177] and mapped this to the opacity. The opacity
o is determined by o = 1 − |hv, ni|r , where r > 0 is the edge fall-off
parameter. As a standard setting, r = 1.5 is used. With significantly
less values, the outer wall would disappear. Higher values would interfere with the visibility of the inner wall. As this information is only
important for gaining an impression on the thickness, a white color
is used. This avoids a distraction of mixed colors when focusing on
the inner wall. Hence, the color
wall is determined by
 of the outer


colorOuter = 1 · o, where 1 = 1 1 1 1 and represents the RGBA
values. If the user is interested in certain areas of the inner wall and
zooms to this area, the outer wall may disturb the systematic investigation. To prevent this effect, a fade-out is implemented. The opacity
of the outer wall fragments depends on the distance to the view point.
Thus, the final color is determined by:
colorOuter = 1 · o · dist .
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The distance dist is measured in camera space. Therefore, a slight
fading effect guarantees that the outer wall disappears when the view
point is close, see Figure 74.
8.4.2

Visualization of the Inner Wall

In contrast, for the inner wall visualization, a color-coding with re−r ||) is used. A white to
spect to a selected parameter (WT , WSS or ||→
brown colormap is used and the parameter space is scaled into the
interval [0, 1]. Then, a color map in [0, 1] is employed for the inner surface mesh’s points. Here, high values are represented by a brownish
color, whereas low values correspond to white, see Figure 75.

0
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0.6

0.8

1

Figure 75: The employed colormap for color-coding.

As the value of Si lies in the interval [0, 1] for each cluster ci , the colormap from [0, 1] is assigned to every cluster (Fig. 75). Thus, every
fragment of the inner wall is colored according to its associated cluster region. For a better differentiation of adjoined cluster regions, a
border is visualized additionally. As the underlying vessel structure
is a triangulated surface mesh, three cases may occur (see Fig. 76).
First, all triangle points belong to the same cluster and the triangle
is rendered with the assigned cluster’s color. In the second case, two
of three points in a triangle share the same surface cluster and in the
third case all points are associated to different clusters. For the second
case, the border is created by connecting the midpoints of the lines
that are incident to the point of the divergent cluster. For the last case,
the centroid is connected to the midpoint of the edges. As a result,
the presented representation of the outer wall serves as context object
and the inner wall with its surface clusters is the focus object.
8.4.3

Data Analysis

The presented framework is depicted in Figure 77. In the center, the
3D view of the outer and the inner wall is presented. Based on indepth discussions with the clinical experts, an additional techniques

8

Beyond the direct representation of each point’s parameter values,
a surface clustering was employed to provide surface clusters (recall
Sect. 8.3.3). For the color-coding of the clusters, the surface integral S
−r || is determined:
for each cluster ci of the riskiness ||→
R →
−
c || r || dx
Si = iR
.
ci dx
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Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Figure 76: Adaption of the rendering to depict the clustering result.

Figure 77: Presentation of the presented framework for the exploration of
aneurysm wall thickness and wall shear stress. The main area (a),
holds the visualization of the inner and the outer wall as well as
distance ribbons. On the top right, the global scatterplot (b) and
the local scatterplot (c) are depicted. The slice view (d) depicts the
vessel wall’s cross section. Its position is marked with the green
rectangle in (a). Interactive brushing and linking is carried out in
the global scatterplot and parameter choices can be set in the user
panel (e).

was provided to explore the 3D visualization of the vascular surfaces.
First, the estimation of WT is supported by adaption of distance ribbons, which will be explained in more detail. Second, the global and
local scatterplot was developed (recall Fig. 77), including a brushing
and linking facility for the interactive exploration of the data. Furthermore, the surface clustering can be employed for a cluster-based
exploration. Finally, the slice view conveys cross-sectional views of
the inner and outer wall.
Visualization of the parameter WT with distance ribbons. In general, the WT could be visualized via color-coding. However, in the
presented framework color-coding is already employed to depict the
surface clusters. Dick et al. [47] presented different ways to illustrate
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distances of inner and outer structures – in their case a bone and an
implant. To convey the thickness, distance ribbons are used. Similar
to slices, which were used by Dick et al., the distance ribbons wrap
the inner and outer structure. They are color-coded from dark blue
to bright blue depending on whether the distances are small or high.
Additionally, the distance ribbons on the back side of the outer wall
are dashed to impart a spatial impression of the surface, recall Figure 77. The distance ribbons are well suited for conveying distances
in a static image.
Global scatterplot. The global scatterplot is used to display the WT
and the WSS of the inner wall, which is divided into different surface
clusters visually represented by different colors (recall Sect. 8.3.3). According to their association in the surface cluster, the corresponding
point in the global scatterplot is identically colored. The global scatterplot provides an overview of the underlying data of the vessel. For
the specific examinations of data in the global scatterplot, a brushing
and linking approach is integrated. The user can brush peculiarities
in the global scatterplot and this accentuates the region in the global
scatterplot as well as the corresponding parts of the inner wall. If he
is interested in, e.g., regions with a high WSS and medium WT , he
can brush this specific polygonal region in the global scatterplot and
the corresponding region parts are emphasized with a different colormap, see Figure 78. This greatly supports the visual exploration as
well as the communication and the sharing of knowledge if two medical experts discuss about the data. An eraser tool is also provided to
deselect parts of the brushed region.

Figure 78: If the user is interested in regions of high WSS and medium
WT , he can brush a polygonal region in the global scatterplot (inlet) and the region will be emphasized with a different colormap
from green to white.

Local scatterplot. Furthermore, a local scatterplot is employed as well.
Here, only the data that can be seen in the current 3D scene are plotted. This is an advantageous technique to support local examinations
of the vessel. If the medical expert is interested in analyzing specific
regions, the local scatterplot allows representing the data of the local
observation, see Figure 79. Each fragment in the 3D scene plots its
specific data values to the local scatterplot.
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Figure 79: The local scatterplot (inlet) adapts its appearance according to the
specific 3D scene. Therefore, the expert gains an insight about the
data distribution in the current scene.

The slice view. For assessing the thickness, a slice view is provided.
A green frame is used in the 3D scene (see Fig. 77(a)), which can
be translated along the vessel. Simultaneously, the silhouette of the
inner and outer wall is illustrated in the slab view, see Figure 77(d).
The parts of the inner wall are at this juncture color-coded according
to their cluster representation. Furthermore, a slice is provided in the
3D scene for the orientation. The slice is also depicted on the inner
and outer wall for a better illustration of the current position.
Visual exploration of the surface clustering. As described in Section 8.3.3, different  values are used to obtain different cluster results.
Therefore, the user can select the  values to investigate the results.
Furthermore, the user can also choose specific clusters. To support
medical experts, the clusters are ranked according to their average
riskiness value. If the expert selects one cluster, only this cluster is
color-coded on the surface whereas all other surface parts are shaded
in grey. If the cluster is currently hidden, it is gradually made visible.
For this purpose, an automatic camera path from the current view
point to a destination where the camera points to the selected cluster’s center is provided. This concept was inspired by [229], where
similar camera paths were successfully employed and appreciated by
the medial experts.
8.5

gpu-implementation

In this section, the rendering part of the presented framework is described in more detail regarding the GPU-implementation.
The surface visualization is divided in a part for the inner wall and
a part for the outer wall. The outer wall is conveyed using a Fresnel
shading term. The inner wall is color-coded according to the selected
parameter space or to the cluster’s average parameter. The colorings
as well as the corresponding borders are generated in the fragment
shader. Therefore, the different cases which may occur will be tested
in the geometry shader. If two vertices have the same cluster ID but
not the third vertex, the two vertices are assigned to -1 and the third
vertex is assigned to 1. These values are interpolated on the trian-

gle in the fragment shader and therefore the fragment is assigned to
a grey value if the absolute value does not exceed a specific border
length. This ensures a border in a triangle separating the two clusters.
If all vertices correspond to different surface clusters, every vertex
is assigned to the unit vector (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1). The fragment
shader interpolates these vectors such that the resulting vector corresponds to the barycentric coordinates of the original triangle. Afterwards, the three lines are determined that connect the barycenter of
the triangle with the midpoints of the line segments. Finally, the distance of barycentric coordinates to the lines are tested. If the distance
deviates less than the border length and the orthogonal projection is
between the barycenter and the midpoint of the line, the fragment
will be colored grey.
For the illustration of the scatterplots and the slice view, the extension EXT_shader_image_load_store is used. This extension allows
drawing on specific coordinates on an image. Both scatterplots are initialized as images. The global scatterplot is drawn in an extra shader.
Here, all WSS and WT data are available. These values are scaled according to the image size and plotted on the global scatterplot. The
local scatterplot is generated in the fragment shader of the surface
visualization. Hence, only fragments are drawn, which can be seen
in the 3D scene. Thus, the local scatterplot only depends on the fragments of the current 3D scene. The corresponding fragments inherit
WSS and WT information. Thus, every fragment stores its WSS and
WT in the image of the local scatterplot.
The slice view is also generated in an additional shader as slab
rendering. A global variable is used to specify the position of the
slice view. The shader has also vertex position information. The vertex
position will be send to the fragment shader independently whether
this can been seen in the current view. The fragment shader tests if
the 3D coordinates are in the range of the position of the slice view.
In this case, the position is drawn on the image of the slice slab.
The camera path is determined by using the center of each cluster.
With the center’s normal, the camera’s destination position is determined. Then, a path is extracted from the current camera position
to the end point. Furthermore, the center’s normal is employed for
slightly changing the camera’s view direction.
8.6

evaluation

For an evaluation of the combined visualization of WT and WSS, a
questionnaire was prepared. Eleven subjects (one female, ten male,
aged 26-41) participated in the user study, comprising two experienced neuroradiologists and nine biomedical engineers familiar with
vascular diagnosis. The user study began with a short demonstration
of the framework and a description of different viewing techniques.
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Afterwards, each facility was explained in more detail and the users
were encouraged to explore the scene on their own in order to answer
the questions. The spoken comments of the participants were noted.
8.6.1

Questionnaire

& WSS

Figure 80: Selected results of the user study based on the questionnaire. The
box-whisker-plots depict the lower q1 (25%) and upper q3 (75%)
quartile as well as the median, min and max value. Histograms
depict the complete ranking. The extreme values are considered
to be outliers (*) if they are at least two interquartile ranges below
q1, or at least two interquartile ranges above q3.

For all questions, pre-defined choices were provided to make the
results comparable. Besides simple ”yes“ or ”no“ and multiple choice
questions, a Likert-type scale [127] was employed to rate the suitability of selected techniques. That means, the user can select between
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the choices - -, -, 0, +, ++. Then a score ∈ [-2,2] was extracted. The
questionnaire comprises the following aspects.
General aspects. First, the subjects were asked about their opinion
about the importance of the wall thickness for the evaluation of cerebral aneurysms in general. They should also state, if they would use
the framework. Another question was about which of the techniques
(general exploration of color-coded surface view of inner wall, exploration via clustering, exploration via brushing and linking) is best
suited for assessing the wall thickness. Hence, the intent was to assess which is their favorite exploration technique. Finally, the subject
should rate the provided distance ribbons, the shaded outer wall, and
the slice view regarding their ability to depict the WT . The last techniques were declared as supplemental techniques.

Clustering. For the presented clustering view, the users should rate
if the color-coded clusters are appropriate to identify spatially con−r ||. They could choose the Likert
nected regions with increased ||→
score ”- -“ if they do not like the clusters at all but prefer a direct colorcoding of parameters on the inner wall surface. Also, they should
rate if the color-coding is well suited to separate regions with high
risk from regions with low risk. Next, the subjects rated the -based
exploration of the clustering results. Finally, they evaluated the selection of single clusters to detect dangerous regions. They should also
assess, if various datasets could be compared based on the clustering,
i.e., small and many regions indicates a more heterogeneous distribution of WT and WSS.
Navigation and general remarks. Two questions are related to the
navigation. First, the complexity of the necessary navigation to inspect and explore the whole scene was requested. Second, the suitability of the automatic camera path animation had to be rated. Finally, the participants were asked for additional remarks or possible
extensions of the presented framework.

8

Brushing and linking. The second aspect aims at the suitability of
the scatterplot-based exploration and the brushing and linking facilities. The users rated the ability to detect critical regions via brushing
and linking. Second, they rated the possibility to brush their own
parameter combinations, e.g., regions with low WSS and low WT .
Furthermore, they chose how well the distribution of WSS and WT
can be extracted from the global and the local scatterplot.
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8.6.2

Results

For interpretation of the pre-defined Likert score answer categories,
the mode value m, i.e., the most frequent answer, and the percent
aged amount P of participants who chose ”+“ or ”++“ was provided.
All users assigned a high importance of wall thickness evaluation
for treatment planning of cerebral aneurysms (m = ”++“; P = 100%)
and would employ the presented framework. When choosing their favorite facility to explore the parameters WT and WSS between colorcoded surface visualization, cluster exploration and brushing and
linking, the participants chose the brushing and linking (6 of 11) and
the color-coded surface visualization (5 of 11), see also Figure 80(a).
Brushing and linking was chosen due to the direct visual feedback,
i.e., the interactive highlighting of surface parts corresponding to the
brushed region in the scatter plot. When rating the supporting visualization techniques, the slice view was ranked best with m = ”+“/
”++“ and P = 91% (see Fig. 80(b)). All users attested a very easy navigation (m = ”++“; P = 100% for the usability of navigation and the
automatic camera paths) since all of them could easily explore the
scene in an intuitive way.
The exploration via the brushing and linking methods was substantial for evaluating the 3D aneurysm model and the users most
often rated it with m = ”++“; P = 91%. They also rated the possibility to detect own parameter combinations via brushing and linking
with m = ”++“(P = 82%), see Figure 80(c). Especially the medical
experts pointed out that a ground truth for the most dangerous parameter combination is still missing. Although they agreed with the
−r , they stated
pre-defined combination of WT and WSS as riskiness →
that for some aneurysm characteristics (e.g., monitoring during longitudinal studies) a modified parameter combination is needed for
exploration. Compared to the brushing and linking facility, not all
users appreciated the exploration based on the global and local scatterplot (m = ”+“; P = 64% for both). They named the missing spatial
information as shortcoming of the scatterplot-based exploration. The
users liked the adaptive fading of the outer wall visualization very
much (m = ”++“; P = 100%), see Figure 80(d). Hence, the users were
not asked to compare the techniques, but rather rate each of them
individually.
The clustering-based exploration enabled the fast detection of dangerous, spatially connected regions (m = ”++“; P = 82%) and the
color-coding favored a fast separation into normal regions of the inner wall and regions with high riskiness (m = ”++“; P = 100%). Hence,
a variation between usefulness of the selection of individual clusters
(m = ”+“/ ”++“ and P = 73%) and the exploration of the clustering’s
hierarchy by varying  (m = ”+“ and P = 82%) could be seen, since
some participants did not want to use the automatic division into
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Figure 81: Selected aspects during the user exploration. In (a), the salient region is shown. In (b), an important finding is visualized. During
the brushing of a user-defined parameter combination, the highlighted regions at the bottom of the parent vessel were identified.
In (c), different cluster results (based on varying  values) still
reveal the salient region.

8.7

discussion

The informal evaluation and especially the discussion with the medical experts indicated the importance of WT for aneurysm evaluation.
The participants also stated that wall morphology and thickness is
one of the most important missing information for rupture risk (due
to the missing in vivo imaging technique) based on their clinical experience. In general, the users would definitely employ the presented
framework for simultaneous evaluation of WSS and WT . During evaluation, two main techniques were discussed in depth: the brushing
and linking and the clustering. These aspects will be described in the
following. Next, minor improvements and suggestions are listed. Fi-

8

clusters (see also Fig. 80(e)). Interestingly, none of these participants
were clinical experts. The clinical experts approved the clusteringbased exploration (selective m = ”+“). When asked for a Likert score
regarding the possibility of comparison different datasets based on
the clustering results, the users answered with m = ”+“/ ”++“ and
P = 100%.
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nally, general aspects regarding the image acquisition are discussed
and a short discussion for another application area is provided to
demonstrate the practicalness of the presented method.
Brushing and linking. Most users chose the brushing and linkingbased exploration since they can also highlight own parameter combinations (see Fig. 80(a)). Especially the facility to explore own parameter combinations was rated as useful. Hence, the clinical experts
referenced the missing gold standard of rupture risk parameters, recall Section 7.2. During exploration, all participants explored the regions with high WSS and low WT at the most salient surface part,
see Figure 81(a). As pointed out by one user, an interesting feature
was detected at the bottom of the aneurysm parent vessel, see Figure 81(b). Hence, a thin wall and low WSS values were brushed yielding the highlighted surface parts. In clinical practice, these regions are
important to completely characterize the relationship between vessel
topology and hemodynamic behavior. The clinicians stated that also
areas with wall thinning (and thus increased rupture risk) can be a
consequence of reduced blood flow and lower but oscillating WSS
values (recall Section 7.2). A major feature was requested by one of
the medical experts. He asked for a reversed brushing and linking
concept. That means, a brushing in the dataspace (on the inner vessel wall surface) causes a linked highlighting in the attribute space
(the local and global scatterplots). Although this relationship can be
explored via cluster selection (selected cluster is highlighted on the
surface, as well as its parameter values in the scatterplots) a brushing
and linking concept in this domain seems to be interesting. In particular, the intention was to adapt the concept presented in [115]. They
employ a brushing facility on a surface for annotation purposes in a
GPU-based virtual endoscopy environment.
Clustering-based exploration. The pre-extracted clustering results
were discussed controversially. On the one hand, many users (i.e.,
8 of 11) liked the clustering as well as the -based exploration of the
hierarchical clustering structure (recall Sect.8.4.3). That means, with
smaller  values, the region merging process is stopped earlier. Therefore, more clusters at heterogeneous regions, i.e., regions with strong
variations for the parameter values, will remain and not be merged,
see Figure 81(c). The users did not request a clustering based on different parameter combinations, but instead combined it with the brushing and linking technique for this purpose. The users that did not like
the clustering, explained that they just do not get any benefit from the
clustering. Hence, it is suggested to use the direct color-coding of one
−r ||. Here, the clustering visualizaof the parameters WT , WSS or ||→
tion is purely supplemental. At the moment, it is not aiming at any
automatic parameter extraction or classification methods.
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Minor aspects. After the evaluation, minor improvements were requested by the users. For example, the inclusion of measurement tools
to approximate the WT was suggested. Also, they asked for additional quantitative information about the cluster’s average parameter
values. Furthermore, a user suggested distance ribbons with varying
width adapted to the values of WT . This would lead to very broad
ribbons in areas of thicker walls and induce occlusion problems.
General aspects regarding image acquisition and segmentation. General aspects that can be improved are related to the (preprocessing)
pipeline. First, the dissected aneurysm was probed with IVUS. Recently, optical coherence tomography yields promising results in intravascular coronary imaging and a better image resolution than IVUS,
see [97]. However, similar to IVUS, no admission for the in vivo imaging of cerebral vascular system is available yet. Second, the presented
snake-based segmentation works fine for the prepared aneurysm, but
more approaches, e.g., level sets, exist. The level set method was
adapted as well, but empirically it achieved worse results compared
to the snake-based segmentation. In [10], a comparison of different
IVUS 2D and 3D segmentation techniques is provided. Also, a coregistration with Bi-plane angiography image data is possible. Due
to the presented setup, i.e., the parent vessel was fixated along the
z-axis, this step was not necessary.

8

Outlook. Naturally, the presented framework can be adapted to vari-

Figure 82: Adaption of the presented framework to assess myocardial infarctions. Hence, the myocardial contractility is analysed to detect
regions on the myocardial surface with reduced wall thickening
from end diastole to end systole. Parts of the myocardium is characterized by reduced wall thickening due to a heart attack (see
arrow).

ous application areas comprising cerebral aneurysms as well as inner
and outer vessel walls. Beyond these vessel wall concepts, scenarios
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comprising a surface enclosing a focus structure yield an important
application area. Therefore, a study of functional MRI datasets of
the left ventricle, i.e., the heart muscle also called myocardium, from
patients that suffered from a heart attack was examined. Although
contrast-enhanced datasets are acquired to locate the infarction scar
and the myocardial viability, the functional MRI data holds valuable
information about the heart muscles contractility. Typically, the infarction causes a reduced ability of muscle tension. Hence, the clinical
expert does not only want to locate the infarction scar and necrotic
tissue, but he also wants to assess the influence of the infarction for
the myocardial function. For clinical evaluation, the heart cycle is analyzed from the time of end diastole (the myocardium is fully relaxed)
until end systole (maximum contraction is achieved). In Figure 82,
the adaption of the framework to this application scenario is demonstrated. The left ventricle consisting of epicardium and endocardium,
i.e., the myocardium, is visualized with the outer wall shading and
the color-coded surface view. The myocardial contractility is extracted
as wall thickening. Therefore, the wall thickness at end diastole and
end systole is approximated. The wall thickening is then calculated
as increased wall thickness at end systole and color-coded with the
presented colormap.
8.8

conclusion and future work

In this chapter, a framework for the simultaneous exploration of hemodynamic information, i.e., the WSS, and the wall thickness parameter
WT was presented. This work is a first step towards the integration of
the vessel wall morphology in the complex image-based evaluation
of cerebral aneurysms and similar vascular diseases. More generally,
the presented visualization and exploration concepts can be applied
for the inner and out vessel wall and additional information, like
the extracted WSS. The presented framework depicts the outer and
inner wall and avoids occlusions. Color-coding is employed on the
inner vessel wall surface to depict (cluster-based) parameter values.
Furthermore, the exploration is improved with a global and a local
scatterplot, (including brushing and linking facilities) as well as a
slice view and the clustering-based exploration. The presented framework is the first framework that provides a combined visualization of
wall thickness and hemodynamic information for a dissected cerebral
aneurysm.
Due to the novelty of this research area, many extensions are possible. The most interesting one (from the clinical point of view) would
be an improved CFD simulation that accounts for the vessel wall
thickness and its elastographic properties. Also, the influence of different image acquisition techniques, like optical coherence tomography [95], will be examined in the near future. For instance, improved
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image modalities, i.e., higher resolution image datasets, will not only
provide the vessel wall thickness but also the vessel walls pathologic
parts, e.g., plaque burden, calcified parts of the vessel wall as well as
its elastographic properties.
The next step is a carefully adapted depiction of the presented visualization and exploration techniques of streamlines to reveal additional information like hemodynamic vortices or increased inflow
jets.

Part IV
CONCLUSION

Conclusion
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CONCLUSION

9.1

summary

llustrative visualization has many application areas and is useful for various kinds of problems. This thesis showed different
fields of illustrative visualization concepts and provided several
improvements. Therefore, several state-of-the-art methods were discussed and different disadvantages were identified. Motivated by these
drawbacks, a few illustrative visualization techniques for selected visualization problems were developed.
This thesis was roughly divided into three parts. Part i presented
the differential geometry, the discrete differential geometry, and an
application of curve smoothing on triangulated surfaces. The necessary tools for developing and understanding the main concepts
were presented. An insight into the differential geometry with all
important requirements for understanding the further line drawing
techniques was given. Afterwards, the differential geometry was extended to the field of discrete differential geometry. Thus, terms like
gradient or curvature can be approximated on triangulate surfaces,
which is crucial for the development of algorithms that generate visually pleasant illustrations. Finally, this part closed with a first application of curve smoothing on triangulated surfaces. Here, an acquisition pipeline was provided where medical image data, in this case
vessels with interior blood flow, was assessed for further tasks. Afterwards, a method was introduced which smoothes initially drawn
surfaces curves. Finally, the user may cut the surface along this curve
to extract regions of interest or to delete unessential parts, which is
important for, e.g., surgery planning.
Part ii started with an overview of the most common feature lines.
For the first time, all feature line methods were compared. Therefore,
different sets of criteria, such as the possibility to illustrate sharp
edges, were analyzed. As a consequence, recommendations for the
use of specific feature lines in certain medical applications were derived. Furthermore, an evaluation of feature lines on medical surfaces
was conducted. As a result, some requirements and conclusion were
drawn. Based on the results of the evaluation, two findings were identified. One result was that feature lines are not able to give a spatial
impression of the surface. The other result was that suggestive contours provide the most reasonable result for a variety of anatomical
surface models, but additional surface shading is necessary to convey
surface information. This thesis presented novel illustrative visual-
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ization techniques that overcome the limitations of conventional line
drawing techniques.
Additional investigations revealed limitations in hatching methods.
Therefore, the ConFIS method was developed to fill the gap between
feature line and hatching methods. To strengthen the advantages
of ConFIS, two evaluations were conducted to compare other stateof-the-art line drawing techniques with ConFIS. Then, the ConFIS
method was improved to a LIC-based approach. In an evaluation, it
was confirmed that the LIC-based approach can keep up with the
ConFIS method. Furthermore, the LIC-based approach provides a
frame-coherent illustration and is more tessellation-independent in
comparison to ConFIS. Importantly, the LIC-based method is also
able to illustrate animated surfaces in real-time by staying framecoherent.
Part iii covered the second finding of the evaluation where the
suggestive contour method is the most reasonable result, but surface shading is necessary for a spatial impression. Thus, instead of
illustrating suggestive contours with surface shading, a combined
novel visualization technique is provided. This technique enhanced
the most important structures based on the suggestive contours. Furthermore, additional information, such as embedded blood flow, could
also be well perceived. The importance and the advantages against
other methods were confirmed in an evaluation.
Furthermore, this part covered an illustrative visualization technique that is used for focus-and-context visualization. For the first
time, the wall thickness and additional hemodynamic information
were given in a surface model for aneurysms. This thesis presented
an illustrative visualization technique that depicts different layers of
information in a single scene. The importance of this approach was
confirmed in an evaluation, too.
9.2

future work

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in different ways.
In the following, all parts all listed and several ideas will be presented
where the developed algorithms can be improved.
Part i
In this part, a curve smoothing algorithm was presented. Here, the
algorithm worked such that the curve points are consecutively relocated. To fasten this process, this algorithm may be executed on the
GPU such that each point can be individually treated and relocated
at the same time. This would speed up the algorithm and makes it
independent of the curve’s starting direction. Another idea is to examine if there is an initial scalar field on the surface mesh such that
the zero-crossings is defined as the initial curve. If such a scalar field
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Part ii
In this part, two different approaches were introduced. ConFIS illustrates only salient regions, which fulfill the conditions mentioned in
Subsection 5.2.2. As a consequence of these conditions, convex regions cannot be illustrated. The parameters can be modified in order
to emphasize sharp features of the models. However, more parameters are required to define a lower and upper bound. Therefore, the
Hessian matrix of the mean curvature scalar field can be determined
to obtain the minima and maxima of the surface mesh. The concept
of the contour margin is used to provide a frame-coherent illustration.
An aspect would be to parameterize the contour of the surface model
in object space. First, the advantage is to uniformly distribute the seed
points for the streamlines equidistant to each other. This provides on
the one hand the possibility to apply ConFIS even on low-tessellated
surfaces. On the other hand, the streamlines are consistently drawn
during the run-time. This would result in a frame-coherent approach,
which is independent on the tessellation of the surface model. Another extension is the simulation of light. As ConFIS seeds streamlines at the contour and at the contour margin, this conveys the feeling
of a headlight. Therefore, the middle parts of cylindrical shapes are
illuminated. Following the conclusions of Šoltészová et al. [203], a
displacement of the view vector can be considered to simulate different illumination styles. Furthermore, the evaluation can be extended
according to Kim et al. [106] and Blair and House [8]. In their experiments, participants had to orient vectors on the model surface
manually to fit the perceived surface normal.
Regarding the LIC-based approach, there are also some ideas to
extend the method. One aspect is to transfer this method to topologyvarying shape models Thus, it can be used for surfaces with varying
number of triangles and vertices. Another idea is to change the noise
in such a way that only a few lines are drawn. In the current state
of the method, noise and LIC generate very dense lines, which may
seem a bit like a shading. Especially if the resulting images are too
small, the difference is hard to perceive. Regarding the PEL approach
by Xie et al. [209], the authors used different lights to filter out noise
feature lines. Therefore, the influence on light can be used to vary the
result. This can also be used as an interesting parameter for the final
result. First, additional lights can be used for shading of the initial result (with a headlight) and second, as a tool for avoiding visual clutter.
Xie et al. (PEL) used additional lights for clutter avoidance. Given a
region with a lot of (unnecessary) feature lines, additional spotlights
can be added which spot on this specific region. Thus, small features
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exists, one could investigate if the smoothing of the scalar field and
therefore, the translation of the zero-crossing has a similar result regarding the curve smoothing process.
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will disappear. Focusing on different light positions may be an interesting influence on the result. Furthermore, attenuating the LIC
according to the light position might also lead to pleasant results.
Part iii
For future work, a controlled user study can be considered to quantify the spatial impression of the presented approach in Chapter 7
compared to a semitransparent vessel visualization and the ghosted
view approach by Gasteiger et al. [66]. This study is inspired by Baer
et al. [6] and includes task-based experiments such as adjusting of surface normals or distance estimations of vessel sections. The quantitative performance of each shading technique can be assessed based on
the accuracy and response time of each task. Furthermore, different
color bars can be used to decode the distances of pathline-nearby surface regions. This color-coding would improve the assessment of the
distances of the pathlines to the vessel surface. Moreover, the distance
calculation based on spatial data structures, as described in Zhou et
al. [214], can be implemented. They incorporate the k-d tree calculation on the GPU and their method significantly improves of the
calculation time.
For the illustration of the wall thickness and hemodynamic information, additional information such as blood flow may be an important aspect for the analysis of aneurysms. The visual exploration of
the flow information, however, is a challenging task. Domain experts
have to investigate the flow information in combination with its enclosed vessel anatomy because both information strongly correlate.
Therefore, applying illustrative visualization techniques for the wall
representation with thickness and blood flow information is a crucial
task for a complete representation of these data.
Although much work remains to be done, this dissertation showed
different illustrative visualization techniques with various advantages.
Novel methods that fill a gap in the literature were presented and all
the advantages were confirmed in evaluations.
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